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THEODORE PRESSER
Educator - Publisher - Philanthropist

1848-1925

ONE HUNDREDTH ANNIVERSARY
Founder of The Music Teachers National Association,
The Etude Music Magazine Theodore Presser Company

—

The Presser Foundation
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Hans Schweiger, who since 1944 has
conductor of the Fort Bayne
has
(Indiana) Philharmonic Orchestra,
Kansas
accepted the conductorship of the
a position vacated by
Philharmonic,
City
conductor
became
Efrem Kurtz when he

been

The Music Season of the seventy-fifth
annual assembly of the Chatauqua Institution will open at Lake Chautauqua
on July 16 with an operatic performance
conducted by Alfredo A alenti. On July
17 the

of the Houston
Orchestra.

Chautauqua Symphony Orchestra,

under the baton of Franco Autori, will
open a series of twenty-four concerts.

the entire thirty years,
the band.

is

Symphony

Prof. Paul Stoye, concert pianist and
of
for the past twenty-seven years head

The Goldman Band, on June 18. opened
series of summer concerts
usual
in the parks of New York City; as
presented by the Daniel and Florence
Guggenheim Foundation. Edwin Franko
Goldman, who has not missed a concert

the Drake University piano department,

its thirty-first

in

(Texas)

present
will retire at the close of the
compulschool year, having reached the
Prof.
sory retirement age of seventy.

and
Stoye has had a brilliant concert
teaching career. He came to the United
States in 1910 and to Drake University

directing

in 1921.

your home , you
put a Wurlitzer piano into
ear for music, an eye for
are showing that you have an

When you
beauty ,

Below Is the beautiful new Wurlitzer Spinette
Model 715. You may have it in selected mahogany (as shown) or figured walnut. Wurlitzer
grand, upright, spinette and student pianos
are available in a wide variety of styles and
finishes including the new Wurlitzer plastic
If your Wurlitzer dealer is not listed in
your classified telephone directory, write us
for complete information.
fabric.

Wurlitzer
chooses

and
is

first.

Leonard Bernstein, young American
conductor, who earlier this season had
resigned as conductor of the New York
City Symphony Orchestra, has withdrawn
his resignation and will continue in this
position for the

a sense of value.

coming

season.

However,

he has been granted a leave of absence to
permit him to accept an invitation to con-

America
the piano that musical
than
Yes, more Wurlitzer pianos

duct the Palestine Symphony Orchestra,
returning to take up big work in New
York City in the fall of 1949.

American

N. Franzblau has been
Dr.
appointed dean of the Hebrew Union College of Sacred Music of New York. This
Hebrew school of sacred music, the only

those of any other

name

are going into

homes and schools today
When you choose your

piano,

let

Wurlitzer

of
leadership be your guide. Join the millions
lovers everywhere

to

whom

Wurlitzer

is

music

music.

THE RUDOLPH WURLITZER COMPANY, DEKALB, ILLINOIS

Abraham

its kind in the world, has been
established to train cantors, directors of
music, choir leaders, organists, and other
musical functionaries of the synagogue
and temple. It will also foster research
and creative work in the field of Jewish
sacred music.

one of

Marilyn Cot low, coloratura soprano
from Minneapolis and Frank Guarrera,
baritone from Philadelphia, are the winners of the 1948 Metropolitan Opera Auditions of the Air. Each received a check
for one thousand dollars and a contract
with the Metropolitan Opera Association.
Two runners up, Gertrude Ribla, dramaBoltic soprano of New York, and Anne
linger, lyric soprano of Lewiston, Idaho,
were each presented with awards of five
hundred dollars and an option by the
opera

company on

Summer Choir Schools are again being
sponsored by the Department of Church
Music of the Board of Christian EducaThe
tion for the Presbyterian Church.
schools will be located as follows: Allison-James School, Santa Fe, New Mexico,
•Tune 28 to July 9; Lafayette College,
Easton, Pennsylvania, July 5 to 16; The
College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio, July
to

August

di-

rected by Erich Kleiber, presented Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony. In association
with the International Society of Contemporary Music, the Philharmonic Soof
ciety of Brussels gave six concerts
modern music.

Randall Thompson, Professor of Music
at Princeton University, has been appointed Professor of Music at Harvard
University, effective July 1.
Dr. Howard Hanson, director of the
Eastman School of Music, has been pre-

;

the
in the field of musical education, for
exceptional facilities which he has provided for the encouragement of young
musicians, and for the interest that he
has created in music in this country and
abroad.”

Rudolf Ganz, concert pianist and president of the Chicago Musical College, has
resigned the position as conductor of the
Grand Rapids Symphony Orchestra.

arthe festival will present as usual an
varray of events of which the contests in
ious classifications will be an important

part.

The Golden Jubilee of Queen Wilheloccasion
min’a of The Netherlands is the
held
for several music festivals to he
summer.
in several cities during the
Amsterdam, Rotterdam, and The Hague

events
will each be the scene of musical
which will enlist the services of world-

#

twenty-second Inrecords than any other Charles Mtinch. The
June
A Monument was unveiled and dedi- more phonograph
ternational Festival of Music, from
of the world. He was direccated to Dr. Herbert Lincoln Clarke in cornet player
Long Beach Municipal 5 to June 13, was held at Amsterdam.
famous
of
the
tor
Washington,
Cemetery,
the Congressional
15 to July 13, the
June
The
from
years.
many
Continuing
for
California,
Band
in
genthe
D. C. Dr. Clarke, according to
The
monument in Washington was erected by, Holland Music Festival will present
eral opinion of cornetists, was probably
the Amsterthe Pennsylvania Bandmasters’ Associa- Netherlands Opera Company,
the greatest of all performers upon the
The Hague
collaboration with the American dam Concert Orchestra, and
instrument. He was solo cornetist for the tion in
Association and the Sousa Residence Orchestra.
famous bands of America, including those Bandmasters’
Band Fraternal Society. The speakers at
of Gilmore, Innes, Herbert, and the inHe the dedication were Dr. James Francis
A. Austin Harding, for forty-three
comparable John Philip Sousa.
of The I'resser FoundaPresident
Cooke,
played
and
miles
years director of bands at the University
million
traveled nearly a
before tion, and Mr. Frank McGrann, who de- of Illinois, and considered the dean of
in fourteen, countries, as well as
eulogy.
historic
American college bandmasters, w ill temany crowned heads. Dr. Clarke made livered a
tire

from active service September

Mark H. Hindsley,

1.

assistant director of

has
bands at the University since 1934,
been appointed acting director for the
next two years.

DL

CL oir

is deeply pained to note the
death of its friend, Olga Samaroff-StoYork
kowski, on May 17, 1948, in New
at the
City. A memorial service was held
May
Juilliard School of Music, Thursday,
memorial
the
made
Erskine
20. Dr. John

The Etude

CLARKE
HERBERT LINCOLNwma»s. pkwmcQRyrrtpr

>

A/fir
'

186 ?

In a later issue we will pay an
appropriate tribute to this eminent pian
address.
ist

and teacher.

Francisco

Alonzo

Lopez,

leading

operetta and musical comedy composer
aged
of Spain, died May IS at Madrid,
more
sixty-one. He was the composer of
than twenty-five operettas, revues, and

7.

zarzuelas.

The Brussels (Belgium) Festival of
Music, which ran from April 10 to May
a number
28, included among its events
of programs by distinguished organizaPresented in the world-famous
tions.
Palais des Beaux-Arts, a leading event
was the performance of Mozart’s “Cosi
fan Tutte” by the Vienna State Opera.

JULY, 1948

The Nineteenth Annual Chicagoland
Music Festival will be held in Chicago’s
huge Soldiers’ Field on August 14. Under
with
the direction of Philip Maxwell,
Henry Weber as general musical director,

famous artists such as Yehudi Menuhin,
Leonard Bernstein, Carl Schwiecht, and

their services.

Dean Dixon, outstanding Negro conductor who directed the CBS Symphony
Orchestra in the closing concert of the
fourth annual Festival of Contemporary
American Music sponsored by the Alice
M. Ditson Fund of Columbia University,
was presented with the 1948 Alice M. Ditson Fund Award of one thousand dollars.
The award is presented annually to an
“American conductor for distinguished
services to American music."

26

The National Orchestra of Belgium,

sented with the Civic Medal for 1948 by
the Academic Council of the Rochester
Museum Association this, to quote the
announcement, “for iris accomplishments

Isidor Achron, composer, pianist, teachand for more than ten years accompanist for Jascha Heifetz, died May 12 in
New York City, at the age of fifty-five. He
had made extensive tours both with Mr.
Heifetz and as a soloist in his own right.
(Continued on Page 447)
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Method

for Violin, Vol.

Beginning

DR.

INTRODUCING THE POSITIONS
and

Third

Vol.

for Violin,

Second, Fourth, Sixth, Seventh and higher positions

DEVELOPING DOUBLE-STOPS

and chord development. Covers

FROM

VIOLIN TO VIOLA. A

knowledge of

through

first

fifth

method

Guy
Rob Roy

.75

Dr.

Dr. Nicholas Douty
. .
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Edna Fort
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Pietro Deiro
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positions
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Vol.
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II.
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Piano.

lib.

(First Position),

Viola Solo

String Bass Solo (First

Position), Cello

(First

and Second

Positions).
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that

BROADWELL TECHNIQUE will
improve your playing!
Read What This

Pianist Says:

have derived muck benefit from the course. My technique and tone have improved— most important 1 can
approach the instrument with authority."
(Signed) D. Stoddard, Concert Pianist-Teacher
N. S. W., Australia
This is typical of scores of unsolicited tributes in the
files of Broadwell Studios.
.1

Reduce Practice

Broadwell Students
are Worldwide

Holland, Curacao, Nigeria,
British Honduras, Cuba,

Zealand, Rhodesia,

India, Palestine, Egypt, Iraq,

Leeward

Alaska,
Hawaii, Philippines, Malta,
Islands,

Mexico, Colombia, Canal
Zone, Argentina, Peru, Boand
livia, among others .
.

including every
state in

the U.S.
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primarily professional and he

132

hours that

While

his calling

was proud to his

last
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the best

known

of

all

numbers

The music

pathetically

of

now

of professional musicians with

— some have become

profes-

underpaid

millionaires.

a

young

point to large

handsome incomes

Even since Mr.

Presser’s

death the industry of music has advanced so enormously
that the American public is now spending billions of dollars
a year for music in its various forms.

The biography

musical

magazines, which monthly actually reaches “the ends
the earth.”

where

at a point

which for the most part

man, can

most music businesses of the world, organize the Music

era,

now

great

in music.

when Mr. Presser was

starting in this issue.

gifts

in journalism and publishing

which made

are

the world.

FIRST TITLE PAGE OF THE ETUDE
quotation
Here is the cover of The Etude for October 1883. The
from the Latin poet Horace (Quintus Horatius Flaccus, 65-8 B.C.)
was Mr. Presser’s motto for years, as is told in his biography

a leader, rather than

an executive, with

We

VA.q

come

those of any other country of
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many

two decades

in these

changes have

country are far greater than
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Broadwell Studios, Dept. 68G
Covina, Calif.
Gentlemen:
Send me your Free Book "Technique” showing
me how to improve my playing. I understand there
is no obligation.

man,

to

the musical activities of our

he had been a musician and a
teacher,

of

have

years

twenty

Over

EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.

a

genius.

tical

American Patrol (Presser) (From “Songs

skills.

cm i.

was

123
120
I 2S

Vocal and Instrumental Compositions
I Bring You Roses (Ditson) (Secular song
medium voice) Maul' l.airrenre 431
Hark, a Voice Saith, All are Mortal! (Organ) (From “Eighteen Choral
Preludes”) (Presser ). .Johann Sebastian Havh-F.d. hu Fduin \rthnr Kraft 135
Bouree in G (Violin and Piano) (From “Fifty Classir Musterpieees”
(Ditson)
6 F. HandeUArr. by Karl RissUind 136
Delightful Pieces for Young Players
Top Sergeant (Presser *27933)
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THEODORE PRESSER*

sense

ex-

numbers

passed since his death in 1925,

inspiring.

Theodore

Classic and Contemporary Selections
Huron Coleman
In Quiet Pastures (Presser 27830)
Vr. Chopin. Op. '<>. Vo
Valse (Presser 4047)
Romance, from Violin Concerto in D minor (Presser) (From “More Them.
Henry Wieniairski \rr. hy Henry l.evim
from tlie Great Concertos”)
Walter O' I km ml l
Carnival Echoes (Presser *27844)
James Francis Cooke
Ballet Mignon (Presser *27965)
(Hire Dunqan
Chimes at Parana (Presser *27951)
Halph J'edmi
In the Gay Nineties (Presser *27747)
When Morning Gilds the Skies (Presser) (Piano Duet) (“From Twenty
Piano Duet Transcriptions”) ..Joseph Hamby- Arr. by Clarence Kohlmann
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THE ETUDE

Music and Culture
Rules for Practice
)Jafia

(,,j

broughtOl

<£.

l,j

T was May

A

1SS7.

When learning new music:

JLzJOL

visitor sat in the gallery of the

which he was graduated

in 1832, the year

America

was born, lie was looking over a Germfln songbook one
dark, raw February day, when he discovered a spirited
tune entitled God Sure the Kiny. He liked it, and pick-

financial center. Suddenly the usual din of the traders
ceased, and from the wheat-pit came the familiar
words, My Country. Tig of Thee.
After two stanzas had been sung, followed by tumultuous cheering, the seventy-nine-year-old gentleman
arose and bowed. Escorted to the floor by the Secretary
of the Hoard, the members flocked around the honored
visitor, everyone eagerly grasping his hand.
Then,
leading him to the wheat-pit, they dotted their hats,
and sang the two remaining stanzas of America.
The elderly gentleman was its author, Samuel Fran-

ing up a scrap of paper nearby, wrote in thirty minutes
the four stanzas of America to this tune. Giving it to
Mr. l.owell Mason, who produced it at the memorable
Fourth of July celebration, Samuel Smith was com-

Hoard of Trade

in

Chicago.

’

Practice two or four measures with the right hand.
with the left hand.
Practice two or four measures
Then with both bauds.
Practice sioirly at first, without pedal.
1.

Soon he became the
sole object of attention, for someone had pointed
him out to a few of the members of that boisterous

I

to the Ballet

America Goes

America’s Mast Popular Anthem

pletely astonished at the great ovation

it

received.

A Conference

with

2.

Count aloud evenly until you know the piece.
Follow the fingering marked unless you can find

3.
4.

f

a

y^oplcinct
aron Cropland

better one.

Distinguished American Composer

Be sure the arms are relaxed.

5.

Play legato, and try to get a beautiful tone.
Learn the meaning of all terms and signs, and be
sure to follow them. Play loud and soft as marked.
8 Practice the difficult parts over and over. I)o m.
waste time on parts you know.
!).
Write a question mark oyer anything you ib> n
C.

7.

ROSE HEYLBUT
SECURED EXPRESSLY FOR THE ETUDE BY

.

understand.

Think

10.

clearly at all times.

RULES FOR SIGHT-READING

Smith.
This most popular, though not official, national hymn
of the United States was first sung one hundred and
sixteen years ago at a children’s Fourth of July celebration in the Park Street Church of Hoston. Its immediate acclamation brought it into the public schools
of Hoston, and soon it was heard at public gatherings
everywhere.
America lias traveled to all parts of the world, and
has been sung in most unusual places, from the soaring
heights of Pike’s Peak to the fantastic depths of the
Manitou Caverns.
Oliver Wendell Holmes, a Harvard classmate of
Samuel Smith and one of our nation’s celebrated Men
of Fetters, made this comment to his fellow-poet “Tour
name and fame will live when I and my works are long
forgotten.” He also stated that America’s greatest
strength was revealed in its opening word, “my” incis

1.

Select easy music.

2.

Look

at clefs, key signature,

schools,

and measure

and was

first

taught piano

V

Subsequently, he spent
Fontainebleau School of Music in France.
and a year
1924 he returned to the United States,
r
1094 0 n Mr Copland's compositions

mark, and tour years later
wi
three years studying in Paris

sign

ture.
3.

I

)o

not play too

fast.

4.

A’ever stop, regardless

5.

Follow the

0.

Be very

of mistakes.

k>

lingering, if possible.

alert and look abend.

w.,w

o.
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America has not reached

Some have

its

popularity

severely attacked

A

without

from the
and templed
it

standpoint that, with its “rocks and rills
hills,” it does not fully represent our great nation.
this description is typical of New England, it
does not include the vast rolling western prairies. Nor,
from a literary point of view, are some of its lines above
criticism. In spite of these discrepancies, however, it
still exists as our greatest national hymn and is above
reproach in expressing American patriotism.
Reared in a musical atmosphere, and within hearing of the chimes in the Old North Church, Samuel
Francis Smith saw the light of day on October 21, 1808.
His poetical talents, for which he received frequent
recognition, displayed themselves early in youth.
He was one of the numerous distinguished graduates
of his class (Harvard 1S20). Besides Oliver Wendell
Holmes, there were such noted personalities as James
Freeman Clarke, poet and clergyman; George Bigelow,
Chief Justice of Massachusetts; and B. It. Curtis of the
United States Supreme Court.
While studying at Andover Newton Seminary from

biff Hilton

hj rHeonora

stead of “our.”
criticism.

While

DR.

SAMUEL FRANCIS SMITH

Entering the Baptist ministry, Dr. Smith worked in
various capacities, not only as a pastor, but as professor

modern languages, as editor of several publications,
of several books. During this busy
career lie toured the world twice and contributed nearly
one hundred and fifty poems to American hymnody,
some of them, such as The Morning Light is Breaking,
of

and as the author

chiefly rests.

“Everything is a
large. Thai bolds
everywhere. Small matters do pot become great

in

any age has Ihe world
been so
today.

the- radio,

1

fan

V

There

""

melodb”
„

material

is

1,5
a

prepared months and months in advance.
completed far ahead of our regular day of issue.

For instance, much

of the

general

Owing to a strike of the Typographical Union of Philadelphia, The Etude for the
past few
months has been set up in a distant city and the delays incidental to this have been
unavoidable.
There has been no issue between The Etude and the Union.
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matte, of

the
scholars

it

...

of public
“There can be no question about the upsurge
Ballet and
in this form of entertainment.
stage producdance groups tour the land, many of our
pictures are developing
tions include dancing, motion
from our
dance sequences, and ballet music pours forth
musical and dramatic
radios. As is the case with all
their own cause
progress, the events themselves provide
the moie
the more frequently we see gobd dancing,

interest

better we underfamiliar with it we become, and the
widened interest
stand and enjoy it. Thus, America’s
that we are getting
in the dance grows from the fact
dancing.
to see more excellent
Dancing must be
story.
“But seeing is only half the
this at
accompanied by—or, better, set to— music, and
new and interesting field to composers.

once opens a

lies in the score. Less
perhaps, feels that first interest
other hand, ni< 5
experienced audience members, on the
The truth lies somefeel that the stage is the thing.
give-and-take
where between the two, In a sort of
and the
orchestra
counterpoint woven between the
realizing that he
sta^e Thus, the composer begins by
he is setting a given
is not writing absolute music;
the full entertainment.
subject and providing only half
these requirements, he
In accommodating himself to
than a score
less difficult, less involved

makes his score
for a symphony he

textme
strives for a less weighty
will tell, leavin„
he follows the story that the dance
stage business is
open spaces in liis music when the
when the stage is in a
heavy, and giving more music
;

quieter state.

How

music

filled

in school,

0| "panimcul

n

,

>Ve

explnins “ilt best
-

,

is

mu

so

much

y 88 °f ,|Ulllity ”
may bos, os.ab^ ,ea ^ neSs
Music by ^ivins: those
" "bde
not Vpa smodiealiy bill
month t he works of the master

TV"

musicians

uT

—

’

to stu,,y

and

so to absorb. Let
us give them
" a ® d Mozart and
Beethoven; lot
us give them im'a
Men,l< *sohn and Schumann
and Chopin lot n° ’"A
6 thHn Hubert and
*
Mn, Dowell.
So music win
a"
n8Ci
sly
loo,n larRe ;, "d
great, and take
^"
its'i-ightfui' ^
nduds of those entrmTted
'

’
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Theatre Arts,
Courttsy of the Department of

The Museum

of

Modern Art

BALLET, “BILLY THE KID”
SCENE FROM AARON COPLAND’S COWBOY
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individual scenes,
break down the story into detailed
express. The dancer
outlining exactly what each should
must
may indicate, for example, that the opening scene last
that it should
take in the entire dance company,
gay, wholesome,
seven minutes, and that it should he
EngNew
early
of
setting
and
cheery, with the flavor
mind set on opening
land. If the choreographer has his
Page 450)
with a brisk polka, lie will ( Continued, on

to

10

Sular^mo

to"! !

with catchy
might breed

'

,

n

men "f
"

originate.

composer. It
poser to work
it into action
and find a choreographer to translate
it doesn’t happen
and dancers to bring it to life-hut
choreogBallets start in the mind of the
that wav
and then
dance
for
a
rapher. ‘who works out an idea
the score. The general
goes to a composer to supply
outline Ins idea
procedure is for a choreographer to
and to give him a written
to the composer of Ills choice,
action, from which to
svnopsis of the dance story, or
synopsis, the comwork. Basing liimself on this story
music it suggests
poser sets down general ideas of the
all goes well, is for a dancer
to him. The next step, if

..

.

to life itself,

rllvl bins,

the Ballet Originates

how balalso does well to remember
with the
Only rarely do they begin
comwould be possible, I daresay, for a
then go out
out a complete ballet and

“The composer
lets

•

is

which

to " ,e "greatness” „f
lhe art.
V :IV iM Whi( h
teachers nmv combat
b " lament in pupils.
"Greatness.” the

to
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we welcome on the stage
many excellent dance com-

the dance that

in

badness to that life. But also,
admit, bringing with il a danger

’

Therefore, we beg the indulgence of our leaders until this difficulty

is

®‘v! n " lth lon - sustained
chords,

........

There

this

to

,li,T, ‘'' 0n,

you, dear reader, only

is

is

‘ballet’ regard-

form)

music at the movies. One might

is

The Etude

This

in the repertoires of our

name

88 30y and

A'" Wlse

we

so at present.

and

the general
kick of

(or

*

tli it

YOUR ETUDE LATE?

tastes.

it

to the regular routine
of tin* school day. the

and

IS

a

and we giv.e
form

of the
develops.

less

opemng ljmn, the march to the
class room, the drilling
K )an(* or is tlu private lesson
just another part
or home work to lie
endured?
®s

knew what extreme efforts we make to bring The Etude to you before
month, you would realize how embarrassed we are to be compelled to tell
you
that there are publishing conditions, wholly beyond our control, which
make it impossible to do

the battle raged,
the aesthetic

much as

of

panies,

music regarded as a kind of
"prolonged process of

addition

1

of each

M’hile

sides,’

an earlier day ‘took sides' between
both
Wagner and Brahms. Happily, time lias solved
admire both Wagner
conflicts. It is possible for us to
lias evolved
and Brahms; and the present day dance
and radical
pattern which can satisfy both traditional
belligerents

associated with them; they are
linked with great names: they
are things and subjects
which somehow appear to be set
apart from the everyday world.

,

first

one was expected to ‘take

Great worlds of literature and poetry, great works
of ait, fine handicraft,
trained elocution, all have a certain aura of greatness

Never before

If

ODAY,

regardless of set patterns.

class in a school, or in the private studio? I>o we give
him the impression that bis work along musical lines is
a means to attaining an end greatly to be desired?

Is

Living to the ripe old age of eighty-seven years,

T

teacher has said:
failure that does riot begin

by prolonged processes of addition. Greatness. ,ii liest,
is not so much a matter of quantity as quality "
M e have been questioning ourselves n s to whether we
music teachers instill the projier attitude towards
music, ns an art, in our pupils. 1 >n wo impart to a beginning scholar the idea that the music lesson is an intrinsic part of liis education, whether
il takes place in

becoming world-renowned.

Samuel Francis Smith was privileged to witness the
enthusiastic acclaim of America upon which his fame

than it used
‘the ballet’ is a wider t^rm
the violent conto be Most of us can remember
ago, between
troversy that raged, a decade or so
The old,
dance.
modern
the traditional ballet and the
to the traditions of
or formal, ballet remained close
to find dance
the Nineteenth Century and attempted
modern dance
expression within its own set forms. The
traditional
ranked sheer expressiveness higher than
movements
forms and sought to create gestures and

FAMOUS

„i

the

outlet for creaWriting ballets is an entirely worthy
the case with all forms o
tive effort and (what is not
There are, howeve
composition) it is remunerative.
problems which the ambitious
a number of purely ballet
composer does well to keep in mind.
that ballets are pre"First, he should remember
an audience and that
sented for the entertainment of
dividing its attenthe audience gets most enjoyment by
music. The composer,
tion between the stage and the
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sevshortly before his death, destroyed
with disgust,
eral of his works by throwing them,
which he had
'into the fireplace. His illness, with
easily have disbeen struggling for many years, could
improbable that
torted his judgment, and it is not

C

Music and Culture
The Do’s and Don’ts
Once more, a few
low Hound

The

requests to our fel-

Talilers:

Please use the correct address and send
questions:
C/o The Teacher’s

rhythm

Table, The Etude Jlusic Maga1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 1,
Pennsylvania. Some letters come in with
such incomplete addresses as “Etude

Magazine, Phila., I‘a.,’’ or still more
plainly: “C/o Etude, Philadelphia.” The
fact that these arrive at all can he credited to the immense popularity of The
Etude: but just the same, let’s be considerate of Post Office employees, spare
them extra research work, and avoid possible loss.

Also: please do not address,

me C/o Michigan

State College: I

stitution.

:

tor’s personal conceptions. Copy enough
so that identification is possible. Once, I
received this question “On which note
is the accent
in this from Chopin?”
Thrfe notes followed, scribbled in pencil
trying to locate them would have been
like looking for a needle in a haystack
Which reminds me' of a story Moszkowski loved to tell
Once a young lady was eager to check
up on her theory she knew that a 4/4
measure consisted of one whole note, two
half notes, or four quarter notes. But
thereafter she was hesitant. "Is- it six“Yes,
teen sixteenths?,” she queried.
;

1/VJciurice

^£)umeSn.if

into different keys, thus changing the
hand position. Those who are looking for
something new and unusual will find it in

Eminent French-American

this book.

Pianist, Conductor, Lecturer

The second lrHie opus, called "Digital
in Music Anagrams,” is the prod-

Labor

play me one?”

and Teacher

uct of a brilliant, fertile, ingenious mind.
“If virtuosity is your lady love,” says its
author. Dr. Juliet) I’aul Blitz of the Tech-

A New Angle

in-

And since we spoke of research work,
may I insist on tins when your problem
concerns a few given measures, please
write them down instead of indicating
them by numbers. All music is not available at all times, and even in the most
familiar compositions the musical orthography may vary according to each edi-

:

'

Mademoiselle.” Then, after she had made
sure that her proposed number of sixtyfourths was correct, she asked Moszkowski in a sweet, coaxing voice: “Will you

have

no connection whatsoever with that

Conducted by

Correspondents with this Department arc requested to limit letters
to One, Hundred and Fifty Words.

zine,

Who said that there is nothing new
under the sun? Day in and day out unexpected tilings pop up under our eyes.
This, for instance, which happened in
Sioux City, the thriving and busy gateway

to the broad horizons of the West
Following a motor trip through the
rolling hills of Iowa, I arrived there by
nightfall and went to the studios where I
was to start my Piano Clinic the next
morning. A lesson was going on so I
decided to steal in unnoticed, and to relax
for a few moments in the anteroom. Soon,
however, I became attentive, as the familiar harmonies of the Clair tie lime
wafted through the door left ajar. It
;

sounded good, too. Curious to see who
produced those delicately blurred arpeggios, I tip-toed to the door and caught
sight of a comely brunette of high school
age. She seemed so deeply moved by her
music that her cheeks undulated gently,
as if she were about to release a soli. But
I noticed that something was making its

Lubbock, Texas, “she
will prefer that you hear the natural debt
way from between her lips, and since we to linger welfare with more pragmatic
were not in a spiritualist meeting, I knew imagination than doctrinal tenacity.
wasn
it was not ectoplasm, and Debussy
There may exist certain live Huger exergoing to materialize in front of us, with
cises which may prove to lie of more pracdark eyes, curly hair, whiskers, and
tical consequence to your technical develeverything. Justly mindful of studio etiopment than lie dogmatic continuance of
quette, the teacher promptly interrupted
tlic ones you have been using year in,
the process for, you guessed it right it
year out— worn out!" And he explains:
was bubble gum.
you will find it entertaining
During the next few days I auditioned "I believe
and interesting to experiment with this
over one hundred students, and it was
arithmetical progression (Imscd upon a
with
play
refreshing to hear most of them
nological College in

i

:

:

good rhythm, phrasing, sense of values,
and tone coloring; some excellent tuition
is being dispensed in Sioux City. But if
a score of them played the Clair de lime,
none emulated the girl who, I learned
later, was preparing herself for both a
piano contest and a bubble-blowing cham-

quentol

pionship.

tion

Nothing new under the sun? I should
say there is. \Ye had the Dehussy blur.
Now' comes the “Debussy Bubble Blur”

dizzy.

through intelligent practice, can hasten
progress and overcome difficulties within
a

minimum amount

of time.

The first one, “Studies in Musical
Rhythm” by Edgar L. Justis, is a short,
thorough, and systematic course leading
to a rapid understanding of rhythm, from
the simplest to the most complicated
forms. Some pertinent remarks accom-

pany

it

“How many

musicians understand time thoroughly?” the author asks.
“Few' teachers give a really comprehensive course in the study of rhythm.
Most
of them are content witli teaching
their
:

pupils something of the relative
values
of the notes and the use of the
dot, leaving them to learn the rest
themselves.”
IIow true this is, and how often

do we
hear even advanced students who
guess
at the rhythm, disregard the
exact value
of the dots, shorten the rests
and never
reach that perfect stability
which
be so satisfying to us listeners
Mr. Justis’ exercises are

would

all on the
note, and they have
nothing to do
with sight reading except as
regards

same

the

402

resulting iu 1280 iionmitations.’’

hundred and

tlie

eighty, con-

astronomical figures which a multi-

Anthology

ter as has
bound volumes from
writer decided to investigate the
one hundred and ditty
1SS5 to date, and found over
these has been
major articles upon the subject. From
cannot fail to be
which
digest
selected a kind of short
The Etude
alike.
valuable to teachers and pupils
and
Chopimana
of
proved to be a veritable gold mine

the following

o page
has been selected from hundreds
minds

and brilliant
devoted to one of the most inspired
in the history of music.
statemen s from
Among the articles are those giving
Mikuli a
including
friends,
his
and
Chopin’s pupils
Chopin s method ot
Mathias. Mikuli remarks upon
16

commencement
“What concerned Chopin most at the
was to free the pupil from every
of the
and convulsive, cramped movement
of a beautiful sty e
hand, to give him the first condition

of his instruction
stiffness

and with it independence
i
He taught indefatigahly that the exerc.ses
but called for the
question were no mechanical ones,,
which
will of the pupil r on
intelligence and the whole
repetitions
ev„ forty thoughtless
no
in so many schools) do
(UP to this time the rule
practicing during which ac
good at all, still less the
‘One may occupy one s
cording to Kalkbrenner’s advice,
some kind of rea ng
self simultaneously with
;
Hill of the faculty of Ila
Dr. Edward Burlingame
yard, commented on Mikuli
f
]
the thumb freely
“Mikuli relates that Chopin used
fln*g
flfm
it under
on the black keys, even passing
smoothness and ease of execut o
of flaying, suppleness,
fingers.

SKU
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FREDERIC CHOPIN PLAYING
Chopin was perhaps

:

rhythms ami

plication through

would produce

!

It

transposi-

simply makes one

rial to

Ik-

used for a lifetime.

Sometimes One Wonders
In

that

elementary school the

large"

Auditorium teacher

is holding a check-up
to select talent for an actual
musical quiz program which will go on
the air. The youngsters, during the term,
have attended some of the Children’s
Concerts given by the local symphony
orchestra, during which
explanations
were given by the conductor, as well as
demonstrations of instruments by some
of the musicians. A boy in the fifth grade

in order

comes under fire
Teacher “Can you name tin* different
sections, or groups of instruments iu the

—

:

orchestra ?”

Answer—“The strings
winds

.

.

er

.

.

the wood-

.

—“That’s right. And what next?”
— er the bang.”
T. — “Oh
don’t say that Say the batT-

Ans.

.

.

tery.

that.

the

most remarkable

pianist ot the ^® nt

/

hed him
,he

.

The instrument on

"**•“

o£ Chopin '"

.

Warm congratulations to Edgar L.
Justis and Julien l'aul Blitz, for they
have brought us, in most concentrated
and inexpensive form, a supply of mate-

On my piano

are two little booklets. Their
covers are pale blue. One of them would
fit easily in a lady’s purse, and the other
one can he tucked away in the inside
pocket of a man’s coat. Still, they contain an unbelievable wealth of technical
material, precisely of the kind which,

)

Yes, twelve

tained in this diminutive pamphlet not
larger than the road maps handed out at
the gasoline stations! And to think of

Or as the old French proverb goes:
“Dans les petits pots, les bonnes epiees.”

MAURICE DUMESNIL

An

t

“In Little Jars, the Good Spices”

This photograph was taken while the editor of
this department was on a recital tour last Spring.

Among the
of really significant value.
his uncompleted
properties Chopin destroyed was
“Method of Pianoforte Playing.”
his teaching metnAll that Is left to the world about
of his pupils ant
ods are the records and observations
critical and analytical
of writers who have made
Since few Publicastudies of his works and theories.
upon the ma
4 ions in the world have printed as much decades tne
The Etude during the past six
may have been

itself. But they can lie magnified
at the user’s will: those for both hands,
for instance, can lie played by one hand
the two hands together and in
or
alone;
octaves. One could also transpose t hem

your

Round

Chopin's “Piano Method”

the flames
some of the things that the master cast into
Place Veil dome in 1 ans
in that little apartment on the

Round Table

Teacher's

HOPIN,

.

.

And then there is something before
Come on now, you remember. What

is it?”

Ans.

—

.

Hu

.

Wait

,

a minute

.

.

hu

.

know it’s a metal.” (Here, a glow of
triumph) “Oli yes
die gold !”
Another little boy comes up
I

.

.

“What difference
a violin and a viola?”
Ans.— “Hasn’t

the

is

there between

viola

.

.

leather

strings?”

The above

is

no product of

my

imagina-

if

this

helped

one finger,
from a black to a white key with
devised a new fingering for
then an entire novelty. He
increased velocity
chromatic thirds, thus permitting
recommended
strongly
He
and a smoother legato.
means of improvm B the
studies in theory also, as a
enpupil. He also advised
musical intelligence of the
hearing of good smgeis,
semble playing, the frequent
a help toward phrasing
and even lessons in singing as
pupil to play as^he felt, but
also glided

He would

tell ail

m

-

.

,

,

.

:

^

his pupil this legato
“He took infinite pains to teach
(or she) cannot connect
cantalnle way of playing. ‘He
censure. He also reqimed
two notes’ was his severest
hated all lingering
adherence to the strictest rhythm,
rubatos, as well as- exagand dragging, misplaced
sit down, he said
gerated ritardandos. ‘I beg you to
And it is
mockery.
gentle
with
on such an occasion
make such terrible
in this respect that people
i US t
works. In the use o
mistakes in the execution of his
attained the greatest master*
the pedal he had likewise
of it, and
strict regarding the misuse

was uncommonly
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feeling.

‘The correct
said repeatedly to the pupil,,,”
of it remains a study for life.’

Cliopin, and, it
and Beethoven with the sentiment of
in the
was very beautiful, it was sublime. He was not which
from
category of critical and historical players

Chopin: “As
pupil, George Mathias, said of
of
method of teaching, it was absolutely
of dementi and
the old legato school, of the school

Another

to Chopin’s

indifferent

much as false
he hated want of feeling as
him
zeal burnt
Mikuli also stated, “A holy artistic
inlips was incentive and
then every word from his
lasted literally for horns
spiring. Single lessons often
pupi
and
overcame master
at a stretch, till exhaustion
blessed lessons. Many a
There were for me also such
play at ©hopin'* and
Sunday I began at one o’clock to
he
in the afternoon did
o’clock
five
or
four
at
only
played, and how spiendidlj
dismiss us. Then, also, he
also those of ot e
compositions,
but not only his own
should
they
howpupil
masters, in order to teach the
he played, from memoij
be performed. One mornii}$;
of Bach s, and when I
fourteen preludes and fugues
at this unparalleled
expressed my joyful admiration
be forgotten
performance, he replied ‘Those cannot
noble and beautiful his tones
llis playing was always
or in the softest
forte
full
in
always sang, whether

tion; its authenticity
is certified.

"MUSIC STUDY EXALTS LIFE”

iyfe.xwio f er

employment

;

that the latter are
is not. however, to tie thought
of taste and
wrong. All the world cannot have genius
instruction there is too much, perhaps.
at some length.
speak
to
want
I
rubato,
“As to his
which
indication
an
is
rubato
Every one knows that
others )
we find among the older writers (Bach, and which
movement,
the essence of which is alteration of
musicof expression
is included in the two means

great vanety
Cramer. Of course he had enriched it by a
variety of tone, and
of touch he obtained a wonderful
that he had an
shading: incidentally, I may.tell you
Chopin Heatextraordinary vigor, but only by flashes.
kinds of touch, espeed very thoroughly the different
gymnastic helps he
cially the full-toned legato. As
of the
outward
and
inward
recommended the bending
fingers, hut all this with
wrist, the extending of the

it

;

:

He made

m

.

;

,

“In

.

so much the better, for he
self and if they bore titles,
let no-one be
was very fond of the aristocracy. And
him for this; it was one
inclined to throw a stone at
ultra-refined nature, -which could
of the phases of his
who wore clothes in the
find pleasure among people
white and well-kept
extreme of the mode, who had
finer than Chopin
hands Was there ever anything
of the women who have
circle
of
a
midst
the
in
playing
The audience
dedications?
the
by
been immortalized
was worthy of the artist.
interpreted Mozart
“Chopin, an executant of genius,

'MUSIC STUDY EXALTS LIFE”

movement)
(the modification of tone and of
according to the
oratory in which he who is speaking,
lowers his
sentiment by which he is tilled, raises or
The rubato is
diction.
his
retards
or
as in

liis

earnest warning against over-fatigue.
tone, as connected^
pupils play the scales with a full
only gradually advancing
as possible, very slowly and
with metronomic evenness.
to a quicker tempo, and
the fingers, and the
under
thumb
the
The passing of
was to be facilipassing of the latter over the former
inward of the nan
tated by a corresponding turning
F-sliarp, and
The scales with many black keys, B,
and last, the most difficult, that
flat, were first studied
in C major.
,
surpassed himthe presence of women Chopin

voice accelerates
a nuance of movement

there is hurrying and delay,
calm. Yet how
anxiety and indifference, agitation and
process, and
necessary is sobriety in the use of this
frequently
how often we mark abuse instead For too
by the
when we hear Chopin’s music, we are wearied
it were, employed
as
sauce
only
the
rubato,
use of
of amafault
great
is
a
It
random.
the extreme and at
artists.
of
teurs and one must confess, also
‘Very
“Then I recall Chopin at the lesson. It was
well; he pulled at
good, my angel,’ when tilings went
badly. He even broke a chair
liis hair when things went
of that time, and now
in my presence, a wicker chair
the sublime
a"ain to he seen in artists’ studios. And
feel
understanding of the masters How he made you
poetry that was in
the
and comprehend! To express
he was a
him his word was as eloquent as his music,
of his on the
poet in giving lessons. I recall a phrase
Page 4o0)
subject of a place in the (Continued on
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enthusiasm, T leoAlthough he was fired by patriotic
war, with its death
dore had a deep-set detestation of
not like the idea o
destruction, and waste. Fie did
was so much
working for a death machine when there
do in life. In his later
that was helpful and beautiful to
and came to love
vears he spent much time in the South

Centenary Biography

C^oohe

THEODORE PRESSER
At the age of sixteen.

Omne

tulit

punctum qui miscuit

Part

One

is a

fottunate characteristic of democracies
that
mi n of small means and
lowly circumstances, en(lowed with rich mental gifts and
vital force, mat
s ait from very
modest beginnings, and, through wise
lng hard Persistent work,
trained skills, and a
keen understanding of the
public needs, to sav nothing
"t its whims and foibles,
rise to heroic heights, large
wealth, and far-reaching influence.
This has been
demonstrated time and time again in America.
Witness

man

I

’

'

Benjamin Franklin Stephen Girard,
Abraham
I<

prise in our country.
In telling the story of Theodore
Presser and liis work
there will be no attempt to follow
a mere chronological
relation of facts and dates,
but rather the more agreen de plan to present the
human and practical phases
o
le unusual philosophy
and accomplishments of an
extraordinary educator, .business
man and humanist,
•so bred by his
idealism that few of his early
associates
could ever imagine the possibility
of the far-reaching
nGnt n ltU, e ° f his aehi evements. It
is not an
easj task to paint this picture
with mere words
Mr. Presser used to say, “I
can buy
w 1s 111 tlp En Slish language in Webster’s
,•
toictiouary
j
for ten dollars. These
words
'

'

Pn«^Tf

are the tools
Bunkers; until they are employed
to express
thoughts they don’t amount to
much. They are like
piles of bricks and building
material— little good until
t-he builder turns them
into a house.”-

Family Origin
About 182G Mr. Presser’s
ancestors left the little
f
ile
n the ^ aar ^strict, for the New

SL° XTaai V
Basin
1

a territory of seven hundred
and thirty-seven square miles,
north of Lorraine and
west of the German Palatinate.
Like Alsace and Lorraine it is one of the foremost centers of
the iron,
1

>

and P° ttei'y works

i

s

steel

Europe. It -was the seat of
he court of N assa u-Saarbriicken.
From 1793 to 181.1
was occupied by the French, when
it was retaken
by
laDS Wh ° held COntro1 t0
end of the First
u
m
\v
A arid War, when for fifteen years the
it was governed by
lie
’

in

f.
I

.

folk, not

m

:

actions

m

him in conducting business transGerman. Even before World War I he had

a hatred and fear of German tyranny,
by

|

.

who made many

equalled only

his love for the beautiful
masterworks of German
musical art and the “Gemiithlichkeit”
of the wholesome German homes that he had known so
well. His
patriotic affection for America and
his faith in American principles of living were unbounded.

A

Perilous

and

|

.

Site was m..~i s.-l (.sacrificing
woman.
often wished that
same high plane is In is."

friends.

thoroughly good
might live a life on the
;i

I

dearly. It filled him
the country and its people very
the foundry, had
with remorse that he, by working in
injuring his wonderful
ever had anything to do with
line.
fellow-countrymen south of the Mason-Dixon
severe for a
The work in the foundry proved too
it up. Theomere bov and lie was compelled to give
returning from the
dore’s brother, William Henry,
of making saws.
War, decided to go into the business
that pursuit for
His branch of the family followed
to Saginaw, Michmoving
many decades, eventually
Michigan Saw Company
igan in 1SS1 and founding the
Theodore trained
William Henry was anxious to have
and entered him as an apprentice in
in the business,

Pl

6

Theodore’s job was to
In the saw-making business,
the forge with
<wasp the incandescent blades from
thrust into a vat of oil
ton»s These blades were then
withdrawn they were
When
for tempering purposes.

An

Exciting Experience

to

was an

and others.

Strakosch was intimate with European conditions.
for
Coming to America, he taught in New York City
the
some time. One of his pupils was his sister-in-law,
world-famous prima donna, Adelina Patti.
this
Theodore Presser loved music, and he found in
exciting
temporary position of ticket seller a new and
of the tickets
interest. Not only did he handle the sale
with
contact
daily
in
came
he
with great success, but
as many memthe renowned Strakosch himself, as well

popular favorbers of the company, which included the
Signor Del Tuente.
ite Minnie Ilauk and the amiable
The operas in the repertory of the company included
“La
“Fra Diavolo,” “Maritana,” “Martha,” “Lucia,”
Each perTraviata,” “II Trovatore,” and others.
transported Theodore into another world.

formance
The value of the

tickets sold for this opera season was
in these days, but
812,500, not a very significant sum
a very large one at that time.
The ticket sale had been

conducted in C. C. Mellor’s
store, the center of musical

I

life

the

t

when

on

fall

his pet corn,
which in- greeted with a
“Damn!” He would never permit religious
discrimination in business.
Although his iiersonal
moral standards were of
the highest, in- was kind and
understanding with those
who were w. a
He was
suspicious of scandal-mongers
and hyp. rites, often
mentioning the Parable in
John s :7. "ile at is without sin among you,
let him cast the first st. iie." Howeur. he never
pardoned anyone who had taken ad,lini " r
broken faith with him. Be
T flopped that
person from liis life. Nor could
°igi\e or have
dealings with an estaldislied liar.

vociferous

A

lon^tandinK.

ThePre^^^^"
^T

hiistian Presser married gentlp
1 iff
qv/vh
w.
Gettysburg, Pennsylvania' H«parent haThL?"
born in America. Theodore, born
in ISIS, was a
health
lusty baby, and in his boyhood
was extremely Stro
sire lg
and vital. His mother died when
he win
*

'

a™

eight

yeats oid^
resser, married a second
time

Christian I
1 rances ZlI-kil, was a native
of Switzerland.

His

^r
lfe

’

’

Religious Training
Tiie Presser family, like

many

others

wh„

6 f°
America at that period, were vigorous
religioiisTAi
tS
They were not. however, members
of the severe f° "
U
ascetic
'

sects like the Amish, the
Mennonites
man Baptist Brethren ( the Dunkards)
or the 8ri
folders,
of wliose

many

St 'li

<**

descendants

persistently to a kind of

’

in mr.i,

''

r" r '
Ge
6" ^
,

vigo^|^

"MUSIC STUDY EXALTS LIFE”

I

valued assets the Oliver
Ditson Company.*
C. C. Mellor was an able,
kindly business man, and a
very competent musician
who frequently gave organ
recitals with his wife, a

its

!

.

left

"lien it came to America
n ° (,erate circumstances.
The fatliet
7 g ue business, and liis son Chri

.

,

0

Christian played the guitar.
Several member*
family played the dulcimer. The
family never possessed
1
81 ' aIth °" Sh U C°
Veted
instrument
very greatly!*

When Theodore was

ne
bv trad
followe T

'

'

L k, Hawew
Rlue did
,.hJ '7 he

Z

U1

-

.

,-

">e disagreeable and s
not appeal to Theodore

The stepmnthe
pealed
1K,laa to s, d the
l>riglit boy to 1
Business Con
U a letter t0 'be writer Tlie<
Presser later
1 Was not
Interested mere
learning, hut tn'T^’

m

^

^

activity.

be

idle!

made a

1

u-as

well-known singer.

Pittsburgh. He quickly recognized Theodore’s love for
music as well as his sense

My bands and arms itche
irrit ated when I was fore

" a, s

.

’

som.!,!'
6 mP * Verse of ^nfffellow u
great
at impiession
ininres'
upon me
J' i s of great
e can lnake

men

all

*

of responsibility.

Mr.

remind us
sublime

our lives
d* partin 8. leave
behind us
Fool’
“On thewalSou^'n Snn,1S ° fti,m ‘-’
®“ SIness College there "
quoftition from n .„
lir tP
" llcl1 ran. 'He wlio mil
the useful
with it
Carries
This say",! La
'»<' pi
decided to start Tu?' t- great ins P ir ation, and aft
1
the masthead
esolve<i r ° carry it
and I ,tt '
for raan v Years.”
Young Theodor
61
b recocio 'm - At the a f
thirteen he
*,
attempted'^ enlist
in the Army and
Part in tlje
?,
Civil
e was rejected,
of course

W

’

«

'

1

t

-

THEODORE
JULY, 1948

THE ETUDE

He was

also organist in the leading
Church of
Presbyterian

.

.o°

the

did

Little

Theodore Fresser Company would acquire among

ih^L^
y

•

1

PA.
PRESSER’S BIRTHPLACE IN PITTSBURGH,
The building is now demolished.
“MUSIC

Reverence For

Wisdom

his debt to Mr. Mellor, who
revered mentors he met in his
he atactive youth and young manhood and to whom
said, “I
tributed much of his later success. He often
learned far more from my fellow men than I ever

learned in any educational institution. The
and conservatory are sometimes given too much credit.
They are only the kindergartens of life itself. It is not
finds
until a lad is let loose in the greater world that he
reverout what it is all about.” Theodore had a great
ence for wisdom, learning, experience, and character.
He had a high regard for elderly advisors, saying;

Theodore,

a

Lad

Precocious

A

Theodore never forgot

land, and Oliver Ditson &
Co. of Boston. Mr. Mellor
was not slow to realize the

youth dream, when he was
passing out publications of
the famous Oliver Ditson
Company, that at some future time after his death

j,

,

’

live

In this he
relationship between
is hypothecated upon a lofty ideal
the teacher and the pupil.
Mr. Mellor insisted that only practical application
girl
to become a rapid,
for years could train a boy or a
classes
accurate music clerk. To this end lie established
field.
for clerks to help them develop skill in this

was one

diately.

-

At the age of eighteen.

was

and employed him imme-

t

In Pittsburgh we find Christian
Presser and his nor
ents living at 4 Pride Street, in
the same
616
Iheodore was born on July 3 i«4S Tiic house where

It

THEODORE PRESSER
suffer a great
cation the students and workers would
favor of a master
loss He was most enthusiastically in
who could and would take a loving interest in an eager
He beapprentice.
and hard-working, gifted pupil or
advantages,
lieved that, while class instruction had its
excellent private instruction.
it could never quite equal
showed his idealism, as private instruction

for many
These
music publishers.
included S. Brainard Son’s
Company, then of Cleve-

fine qualities of

'

now

in Pittsburgh.

agency for the Mason &

Hamlin piano and

or utter a profane word,
lie let a heavy ham-

with the exception of
n time

mer

able

kosch Opera Company. Maurice Strakosch
and his brother
musician, teacher, and impresario. Fie
in LonMax conducted extensive operatic enterprises
had studied at the
don Paris, Rome, and America. He
who was
Vienna Conservatorium with Simon Sechter,
Schubert, in the
held in such high esteem that Franz
with him to imlast years of his life, strove to study
was also the
prove his theoretical technic. Sechter
Thalberg,
Yieuxtemps,
Bruckner,
Henselt,
teacher of

i

Voyage

into

in the
While convalescing from his onorous labors
Frederic Lechner
Presser family saw factory, a friend,
him and told
employed in a piano factory, called upon
a position
him tliat there was an opportunity to secure
the Maurice Strasell tickets for a coming visit of

Xotn itlistnndlng his restricted rel
g a ttpbringlDg,
Theodore grew to become
of the no
tolerant and
open "'iiided of men. In eighteen
years of close association with him 1 never
heard him make a vulgar remark. tell a questionable story,

The voyage of the Presser family to
America was a
perilous one. The ship was small
and the passage was
exceptionally stormy. According to
family records the
pioneer father and mother were
the only passengers on
the vessel who were not
terribly seasick. There were
7° 'laughters and three sons, one of whom, Christian
Presser. was Theodore’s father.
Christian was abort
twenty years of age when he arrived.
The family ev
pected to settle in the “Pennsylvania
Dutch” section
of. southeastern
Pennsylvania, where there
were manv
migrants from the Saar, the borderlands
of France and
Germany, the Palatinate, and from
Switzerland
some manner the family reached
Pittsburgh passin"
by the rich Promised Land”
of Lancaster, Lebanon"
C° U
Whei 6 the l' enlis yB'ania
Germans

’

League of Nations. In 1935 it
reverted to Germany
by a plebiscite. Its citizenry
was a mixture of French
and German not concerned in the
polities of either
country, but by reason of its corridor
position the Saar
became the battleground for many
internecine wars
Hie people of the Saar were
h^rd-working

left with the writer lie said
“She was a woman of God a sinciv
and devout
Christian continually pointing out
ages in the
Bible as a guide to me She |i„,k
us
are of me
as any real mother. She was a
plain sp..; n kind soul

blood, to help

Lincoln,

Andrew Carnegie, Mark Twain, Thomas A.
Edison,
i leni-y
ord, and scores of similar leaders
in their fields
Theodore Presser, in the field of music,
is a conspicuous
example of the opportunities of freedom
and free enter-

has not changed very greatly In Its tenets for
two
centuries. The Presser family belonged inn more
moderate religious sect known as the Christian
Brotherhood. .Morning prayers were the arbitrary
rale, ami
Christian Presser read passages ft
the Bible at the
(aide tit nearly every meal. Young Theodore
was esp-.
dally devoted to his stepmother, and in the
not os he

r

Horatius

•

f

concerned with fighting, but more interested in the
great opportunities which this rich land presented.
l Iieodore Presser was
uncertain whether the name
Presser was of German or of French origin (Presse).
His father and his grandfather spoke both languages.
I'll. Presser himself
taught French as well as music
at the Ohio Northern Normal School.
He was, however, in no sense a fluent linguist.
Although lie’ spent
two student years in Germany his, German
was crude.
He frequently called upon the writer, who has no Ger-

utile dulci.”

m

for

panics ^rancid

Lij

He

works given over

two hours.
He was so active
dore had his introduction to industry.
to exclaim, Just
and hard-working that the boss used
He
hoy lias done
look at the amount of work that
men workers.
the
to
held Theodore up as an example

)

Philanthropist

-

in a nail

Music and Culture

hammer
badly twisted. Theodore had to
Again, after sishape with a sledge upon an anvil.
the strain remonths of arduous labor, together with
he had a seriou
breakdown,
previous
his
from
sulting
illness.
and protracted
them

then secured a job as “skimto the war-time manuThe furnaces
facture of grape-shot cannon balls.
uncapped with a
which the metal was heated were
huge ladlefuls of whiteroar. The worker then carried
twelve balls,
held
mold
A
molds.
the
to
iron
hot liquid
ladles themselves
each about the size of a baseball. TJie
the job of the
were as large as a tall top hat. It was
impurities
“skimmer” hoy— Theodore—to skim the
the iron was
from the incandescent metal. When
roar and sputter
poured into the mold it continued to
There, in the terrific heat and din, Theocause of his youth.

Mellor

took

a

pa-

ternal interest in his new
protege. In later life Theodore often stated his opinion of the importance of a
mentor or master for a
He deplored the
youth.
passing of the system of
master and apprentice. He
feared that in the rise of
formalized and mass edu-

STUDY EXALTS

LIFE”

of the

many

have

college

“They have been through the battles of life and have
earned the right to advise and counsel the younger
generation. The most successful enterprise, whether
that which
it is a great nation or a great industry, is
and
lias listened to its eminent elder statesmen
patriarchs and followed their counsel.” He felt very
strongly that the experience of a man in advanced
years with a brain filled with details and a knowledge
of a business almost encyclopedic in character was an
asset. He kept in his employ men who were past theneighties who preserved in their minds information that
could not he readily found in books or card catalogs.
Fie believed in travel and all kinds of life experiences
in the development of character. One of his amusing
epigrams was “The rolling stone never gathers any
moss, but it does get a beautiful polish. Who wants the
moss?” He thought that brushing up against mentors

was one

of the best

ways

to get polish.
(

Continued on Page 441

Theodore Presser
of CincinThis included the valuable copyrights of John
ill i930.
Philip Sousa, Ethelhert Xevin, and others.
,
.
acquired
the Oliver
Company
Presser
Theodore
In 1931 the
Ditson Company of Boston. This company was under the
editorial management of its Vice-President, William Arms
Fisher American composer and musicologist, who, during
publication
of the
the
his thirty years of service, supervised
“Music Lovers’ Library,” a monumental collection of the
selected works of the greatest composers, issued in ninetyeight de luxe volumes, edited and annotated by worldfamous authorities. Mr. Presser had always had from his
boyhood the highest regard for the valuable Ditson publications, and often coveted them for his catalog, an ambition
which he unfortunately did not live to realize.
‘After the passing of Mr. Presser, the

Company purchased The John Church Company
nati
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Music in the
served as a conducting apprentice with
recently be has

Music in the

Orchestra.

Home

Radio Concert High Lights
Ip ^df^red

rJlinxlsciAj

m

ore^an

N

the annals of radio, April 3, 104S is a date always
to be remembered. On that day, Arturo Toscanini
concluded his tenth complete season with the NBC
Orchestra with two memorable events that
will be recognized in musical history as tributes to his
memorable accomplishments and extraordinary vitality
the first, a presentation of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony, as only the noted conductor can give, and the

I

Symphony

—

Sylvan Levin and his Contemporary Music series,
heard Sundays from 1:30 to 2:00 l‘.M., EDT, Mutual
network, deserve high commendation for their music
making. Such a concert as Hint on May 30 offers an
example of Levin's unusual program making. On that,
date, he chose the works of three composers who were
a short overture by Ulysses
soldiers in World War II
Kay, the Adagio for String* by Samuel Barber, and
Dark of the Moon a composition by Walter Ilendl,

—

eloquence.’’ One of the memorable musical happenings
of recent years, it paralleled Walter’s searching reading of Bruckner’s Ninth Symphony with The Philadel-

associate conductor of the New York PhilharmonicSymphony Orchestra.
The broadcast, “Orchestras of the Nation,” heard
Saturdays from 3:00 to 4:<K> I’.M., EDT, National
Broadcasting network, continues to bring us programs
of considerable interest. We especially recall that of
May 22. It emanated from the Eastman School at

The
imposing architecture of the “Missa Solemnis” makes
it a work difficult to perform and also to broadcast.
With the services of the Westminster Choir, Eleanor
Steber, Nan Merriman, William I-Iain, and Lorenzo
Alvary, Mr. Walter was able to project a performance
its

broadcast of February

28.

distinguished for its exaltation and renunciation. In
both the Beethoven Mass and the Bruckner Symphony,
this venerable conductor fructified a lifetime of close
association with the music in a searching interpretation that left an unforgettable impression on his radio
listeners. It is music making like the above cited performance that places American radio in world leadership for its contributions to all music lovers.
The CBS Symphony, replacing the PhilharmonicSymphony Orchestra, started its summer series of concerts with distinguished conductors and artists on
April 25. Those who have followed the broadcasts
hardly need to be reminded of their interest. Several
contemporary American aud British works have been
played, giving listeners an opportunity to hear new and
unfamiliar music. One broadcast, that of May 16,
was of considerable interest, uot alone for the playing
of new music but for the conducting of the Negro
musician, Dean Dixon. Dixon was the 1948 winner of
the Alice M. Ditson Fund award for conducting. His
program included world premieres of Wallingford
Riegger's Third Symphony and Quincy Porter’s Concerto for Viola and Orchestra (Paul Doktor, soloist),
and Robert Ward’s Second Symphony, previously given
its first performance in Washington by the National
Symphony Orchestra. The unusual character of

Dixon’s program was consistent with his efforts for
many years to bring symphonic music to, larger audiences. In the concert hails, Dixon's activities have been
widely praised. His “Music for Millions” concerts gave
free symphony programs to the low-income groups his
“Symphony at Midnight” in Town Hall, New York, last
season permitted those unable to attend concerts in
tlie regularly scheduled evening hours opportunity to
hear the best music. Dixon has organized and conducted the Dean Dixon Symphony Society Orchestra
and Choral Society, the League of Music Lovers Chamber Orchestra and the New York Chamber Orchestra.
;

orchestra.

A new musical program, Cities Service Band of
from S:00 to 8:30 P.M.,
America,” heard on Fridays
EDT, National Broadcasting System, is a summer event
heard for long years
paralleling similar concerts
throughout the nation in parks and oceanside pavilllons.
which is formed of fortyPaul Lavalle directs the hand,
performers especially for Cities
eight top-notch band
also participates in the proService. A male quartet
gram. The band was recruited by Lavalle from among
players in the country,
The finest brass and woodwind
and the conductor’s ambition is to make it equal the
famous Sousa band. In addition to stirring marches,
the program will examine the concert and operatic
repertoire for selections adaptable for band playing.
Each week a three-minute dramatic sequence will tell a
story of America, relating to the music and history of
the nation. It is said that more than two million, five
hundred thousand Americans play in bands throughout
the country. Estimates place the number of bands at
seventy thousand, many of which are made up of youthful players trained in high schools. A number of these
bands and organizations will lie saluted by Lavalle and
his forty-eight-piece Band of America in tin* broadcasts.

second, a first televised rendition of that great work.
This concert attracted as much public attention as any
radio occurrence this past season and resulted in more
than twenty thousand requests for tickets to the studio
broadcast. It was a fitting climax to Toscanini’s splendid decade of music-making on radio. A month later,
the beloved Maestro sailed for Italy to conduct a
memorial concert on the occasion of the centennial
birthday of Arrigo Boito on June 10.
At the final New York Philharmonic-Symphony
broadcast of the season (Sunday, April 18), another
radio event of the year was the presentation of
Beethoven’s “Missa Solemnis,” conducted by Bruno
Walter. It was a performance, as one critic said, that
ended the Philharmonic’s radio series in “grandeur and

phia Orchestra in

and the

its Symphony Orchestra under
the direction of Dr. Howard Hanson, bringing us, during the first half of the concert, works of student composers, and for the last half a performance of the

Rochester and featured

LOUIS

KAUFMAN

,

As guest conductor with outstanding symphony organizations of the country, he has been heard at various
times on the airways.
Alfredo Antonini, who was conductor for the first
five weeks of the summer series of the CBS Symphony
returned for two concerts on June 27. On the latter
date, his presentation of Vivaldi’s The Seasons, with
Louis Kaufman as solo violinist, brought us some rare
old music, performed as in the composer’s time
with
solo violin, organ, and harpsichord.
On July IS, the
CBS Symphony will be replaced for eight weeks by the

Hollywood Bowl Symphony Orchestra.* These latter
concerts will be under the direction of Eugene Onnandv
permanent conductor of The Philadelphia Orchestra.’
Soloists for the California broadcasts had not
been
announced at the time of writing.
Those who tuned in on the NBC broadcast of the
Rachmaninoff Fund award on April 29 heard an exciting .event. The winner—twenty-year-old Seymour Lipkin—was described as the recipient of “the biggest
jackpot of recent years,” at that Carnegie Hall concert
The young pianist was praised for having “style feeling. and surprising breadth of maturity”
(The’ New
York Times ) and for an extraordinary poise in one
so
youthful. The Detroit-born Li plan began his
serious
musical studies at the age of ten at The Curtis
Institute
Music in Philadelphia. Later, he studied conducting
with Koussevitzky at the Berkshire Music Center
and
of

RADIO

“Relished By the Best of

I

His

Symphony
winning of
the Cleveland
him a contract to record for Rca
the award brought
and an advance
V ictor Red Seal records young artist wasroyalty cheek
the
heard
17,
May
in his
On
of $1 000
The Telephone Hour, playing several
radio debut with
and the finale of Mencompositions by i;achmaninoff
Minor with Donald Voorhees
delssohn’s Concerto in G

Randall Thompson Symphony No. 1. Thompson, professor at Princeton University, has won many awards,
including two Guggenheim Fellowships. At present he
is at work on a symphony commissioned by the Alice
M. Ditson Fund.
Those Sunday morning “Coffee Concerts,” heard
from 8:30 to 9:00, EDT, American Broadcasting network, continue to feature intimate recitals of piano
soloists and of chamber music ensembles. These broadcasts are among the finest of their kind on the airways,
and Earl Wild, the pianist, deserves a wide vote of
thanks from radio listeners for his participation in
and arrangement of the programs.
Another ABC program worth following is “Piano
Playhouse,” heard on Saturdays from 3 :00 to 3 :30 I’.M.,
EDT. Mr. Wild is active on this program which also
features guest artists. Milton Cross
is the commentator.
Following “Piano Playhouse” comes the program of
the ABC Symphony with
Josef Stopak as conductor.
These broadcasts are heard from
3:30 to 4:30 F.M..
EDT and each presents a distinguished
soloist.
oi those who like
light-hearted musical programs
—one cannot say summer fare, for folks the year ’round
like well-presented
popular classics and show tunes—
we recommend the “Family Hour,”
featuring the gifted
aritone, Earl Wrightson,
and guest soloists, Sundays
from 6:00 to 6:30 P.M., EDT,
Columbia network. The
orchestra is directed by
Dudley King, who has been on
Al Goodman’s arranging
staff for the past live years.
King will also be heard in the
broadcasts as a member
of a two-piano team
featuring novelty keyboard arrangements. King and
Wrightson say their show is
intended always to lie
“light and festive”— the sort of
°
Sunday afternoon, spent indoors

and Humor-

A Collection of Jokes
Instance.”
Rodeheaver. Pages,
ous Stories compiled by Homer
Bodeheav65’ (octavo size). Price, $1.00. Publisher,

«jy

relished by the best
“A little humor now and then is
who said that old saw first, it s
of men” Never mind
formerly trombonsound gospel. Homer Rodeheaver,

Any book

of the music of the
and° vocal leader in command
services of the la
sensationally successful evangelistic
heard by millions. Latterly he
Billy Sunday, has been
of music such as that which
has become a publisher
to conduct meetings
began
then
He
used.
Billy Sunday
human understanding as that of
with the same broad,
speakers, he Lund that
Ms former associate. Like all
designed to turn tlie minds of
a Httle wit and humor,
from tlie dour happenings of lite,
hi S gatherings away
hold
good, hearty laugh takes

THE ETUDE MUSIC

MAGAZINE

an audience and
get up a
So, what does Homer do but
anything else.
hundred and fifty jokes and
kind of book of four
platform experience.
humorous stories culled from his
,
Here are a few samples.
of

—

literal, hut that
translations are perhaps somewhat too
text of stories
gives a kind of foreign atmosphere to the
glossary, as, tor
located in other lands. Some need a
riddle.
“Rothschilds
lugubrious
instance, Chekov’s
or^
"feldscher
of
meaning
We do not yet know the
specialty ot
“Wachchch.” The publisher makes a
ones.
anthologies and has published many fine

to India
CHURCHLaYALTY—An English girl went
home she

away from

and at the first New Year’s
“It is now very hot and
wrote to her devout parents:
pleased, to
deal, but you will be
I perspire a great
that I

am

a

still

El

member of the Church

:

here!

How

New

LI

.

B.. A.B..

lisher.

SWAYING

A

who caught—hie— that
joke

Most

of

fish is

a— hie-Bar

fresh

splendidly

;

book Will be received
reviewer. To some religious the
“gags, as the
with horror. The idea of ecclesiastical
will seem like a prolane
stage and the radio call jokes,
the air pay trecompromise. Yet the funmakers on
business ot
mendous salaries to the men who make a
i

humor

for their scripts.

We

Musical Literary Gems
of

Music

Stories.”

By

the

World

s

$3.50. Publisher,
Great Authors. Pages, 312. Price,
Frederick Fell, Inc.

Readers of

The Etude

will be surprised that

it

has

of twenty-six short
been possible to make an anthology
authors as 1 nomas Mann,
stories about music by such
Hughes,
Bemelmans, Ben Heclit, Layigston

Ludwig
George MUburn,
Anton Chekhov, William Saroyan,

Bruno Frank, Rob'Clarence Day, Leonid N. Andreiev,
Thomas Hardy, Manert P. Parsons, Dorothy Baker,

Aleichem, Charles
aime Hauser, James Joyce, Sholom
Tlie editors ot this
Cooke, David L. Cohn, and others.
Fabricant and Heinz
very attractive group, Noah D.
piece of work.
Warner, have accomplished an excellent

are

musicians, tout
The stories are not about great
there is a definite
sketches of modern life in which
many hue slant
musical interest. It is amazing that so
and well known
famous
by
subjects,
musical
stories on
of the stories are
Many
written.
writers, have beeii
entertaining.
exceedingly
masterpieces. Some are
little

Mother is alive with
For instance, James Joyce’s “A
at ten. ).
Irish wit (“The concert expired
casual entertainment and
It is an admirable book for
of
valuable in the waiting rooms
should he especially
students.
teachers, for perusal by the

Price, $5.00.

vocal processes
produced a book which analyzes the
fashion. His chapters
in a very clear and accurate
Articulation, and the supupon I’honation, Resonation,
theory and sight
plementary excellent exercises in
teachers to be rich
reading will be found by all voice
in didactic suggestion.

Some

ot the

Women’s Fight for Music
“Music
323.

and

Women”

by

Sophie

Price, $5.00. .Publisher,

Drinker.
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THE ETUDE

Pages,

Coward-McCann,

Inc.

insight,
Sophie Drinker has given us a book of rare
research, which has debuilt upon long experience and
It is in no sense
veloped a philosophy new in its field.
musical women such as
a pasticio of biographies of
good musical encyclothose which one may find in any
thought-provoking study
pedia, but rather a deep and

primitive times, in their relaof women, from the most
upon music. Indeed,
tion to music and in their influence
is not unlike
Mrs. Drinker’s approach to the subject
of Yale in his
that of Dr. William Graham Sumner
that remarkable overture to a

famous “Folkways,”

Someone said of Sumsociology he never lived to write.
erudite without being
ner that he had “the gift of being
amount of
dumb ” His plan of collecting a baffling
from this a
adducing
and
basic ’sociological evidence

thousands of
profound philosophy of life has charmed
is upon a still ni&hei
readers. “Music and Women”
It reveals the inner
spiritual and humanistic plane.
expression in music.
psyche of tlie sex in seeking to find
music, from that exTlie evolution of women and
“Bnngers of Lfe,
pressed in the second chapter,
'
Dreamers,
and
“Workers
through tbe chapters,
The
the Priestess,
tims of Taboo,” “Tbe Queen and
The
tbe Goddess,
Lvric Poetess,” ‘The Twilight of
Beauty (The RenNun,” “The Lady,” “Priestess of
“The Camillae (Gul
naissance), “The Prima Donna,”
that compels attenall is given in a manner
'

Acolytes)

—

and reflection.
Drinker says.
In her concluding paragraphs, Mrs.

tion

MUSIC STUDY EXALTS

"MUSIC STUDY EXALTS LIFE”

Pub-

scientific
a voice instructor with
at the
has carried out his investigations
has
equipped University of Michigan and

believe that

to the heart of
anything that sends a shaft of light
fail to be pleasing m
some sorely troubled soul cannot
Homer, with his Brighten the
tlie sight of the Lord. So
thousands o
for
atoned
has
Comer Where You Arc,
contributed little to
lugubrious sermons which have
Man.
the happiness aud the welfare of

“A Caravan

M.A., Sc.D. Pages, 156.

Kenneth N. Westerman.

training,

best when it is
is like au egg it is at its
fresh to yoi
Mr. Rodeheaver’s jokes seemed

contriving

music.”

Dr. Westerman,

,

fella

m

Vocal Expositions

Mus.
“Emergent Voice.” By Kenneth N. Westerman,

case He staredat
enormous stuffed tarpon in a glass
ihe
two in silence. Then he said
it for a minute or
’

(

ot

long must 1 wait for the
sullll:
Waitei
half portion of duck I ordered?’
can t go out and kill
body orders the other half. We
U
of an
front
in
halted
he
SLIGHTLY,

GUEST “Look

man

(dcidi

the three fields in
“Healing, religion and music are
>
by nature ai
which woman is pre-eminently fitted
^
to serve her fellows.
experience to express herself and
methods and
modern
Unless wtmen are trained in
doctois
he
to
ages
equipped with the learning of the
girls in adolescent,
and psychiatrists, able to advise
in childbirth, and at the
in the period Of sex relations,
will never have the
threshold to middle age, women
faith, for developfoundations for formulating the new
that will give spiritual
ing t he new rituals and customs
expression
integrity— the foundation of creative

.

tenor.
neutral,” replied the mild

know

'Vhlereditli

hj

“What is your position in the
“Absolutely
asked the new church member.
“I don t side with

CHOIR FEUDS

at the

price given on
receipt of
cash or check.

A
£ always appreciated.
than
breaks down resistance quicker

c hoir?”

here

reviewed may
be secured from

ist'

oi^out
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MRS.
Drinker
husband, Henry

Mrs

HENRY
is

the

S.

DRINKER

mother of

Her

five children.

a distinguished PhilaS. Drinker,
musicology a life
delphia attorney who has also made
life and
work Mrs. Drinker lias lived a full musical
of women in her
for years has conducted choral groups
is

home.
_
Amer“Music and Women” is a fine contribution to
relief from much of
ican musical scholarship. It is a
many of the
in
found
be
to
the musical mediocrity
with
illustrated
work
is
musical books of tbe day. Tlie
,

.

rare illustrations appropriate to the text.
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Music and Study
number for second year.
A Summer Idyl—S. Louise Wright.
recital

good

Music and Study

i

A

unique

an exquisite melody.

with
over right-hand piece

nuil
.nAl.n-...,„„,iod
for poetic ’teen
l

le ft .

Highly

agers or adults;

tbiwi

Bank Notes and Music Notes

ye
Ketterer. A graceful, dreamy
‘rh,c Swan— EM
eft
rich, singing legato in
hand melody for developing
butt,
and adults; third year.
hands; fine for adolescents
i

:

The

Page

Pianist’s

Harp Player

— Milton

Harding. Arby Louise Ogi e

ranged for two pianos, four hands

2)n

by

(jU

—

;

Noted Pianist and

Music Educator

sea rolls

playful:

third year.
Sea Idyl Opal Hayes. A flowing arpeggio .study with
an attractive melody third year.
Moonlit Bayou Walter O’Donnell. A beguiling inner melody with rich outside chords for high schoolers and adults fourth year.
Legend of the Waters Frank Grey. .A brilliantly
effective recital piece for large-handed adolescents:
contains a deep, rich melody with wide-span broken
chords in sixteenth note “perpetual motion”; fourth
year.

—

—

i

:

—

:

DANCE MOODS'

New

—

rhythmic patterns

for a first

Excellent

year recital piece; large

Light.

Another

rollicking

first year recital number.
&UP*V Carnival Milo Stevens. An all-over-the-keyboard, short, brilliant piece for early .second year.

—

Drums from

Distance— Everett Stevens. Good drill
right hand eighth- and sixteenth-note patterns with

drum

a

/

bass

a

first year.

;

op Sergeant

Leopold

AY.

Revenger.

A short snappy

first-year mart'll.

—

A iy lit Hike Eric Steiner. The year’s best
chromatic
scale piece: A lively (and crawly!) march with
ex-

tended chromatic figures for each hand: late second
year.

Hand
in

Hand

in

—

J.

,1.

Thomas.

major, suitable for

I ! -fiat

girls, too

it

Girls will love it second year.
Starlight Dance Edna Taylor. Slow, sensitive, riclitextured early third year.
raise Debonnaire X. Louise Wright.
Intriguing
waltz themes in both hands. Fine for developing long,
smooth, legato phrase lines third year.
Ballet
iynon Janies Frances Cooke. Dr. Cooke at
his best in an exquisite "divertisement Parisien”
with

;

A

all

short, festive

march

occasions; good for

early third year.

Tumbling— Stanford King. Boys wall like it because
will “make them feel so good” (relaxed, free)
when

they play

it

;

Early second year.

—

Wagon Trails Ralph Milligan. To make the wheels
move smoothly and cheerily along the trail requires
good legato in the right hand. The left hand is a cinch
;

late first year.

Scarecrows in the Night— William
“grotesque march” for Hallowe’en
chromatic; second year.

Seller.
;

—

An

easy,

—

—

:

:

third or fourth year.

Katinka Leopold W. Rovenger. A .snappy, flashy
Polish dance for small hands; good fingers necessary:
end of second year.
In Sash and Sombrero—Milo Stevens. A langorous
and exotic tango. Girls will dote on it; third year.
Dance of the Leprechauns— Walter O’Donnell. An
exciting, unusual, and very effective recital
piece which
looks and sounds much harder than it is:
third or
fourth year.
Sophisticated Sophie— Ralph Federer.
“Sophie.”
both blues-and-boogi e-wise, is guaranteed
to “send”
any high school jiver; large hand span necessary
fourth year.

September Sunset— Milo Stevens. A good first
piece
for the second year to get rid of vacation
stiffness bv

smooth elbow-tip phrasing.
Frost Fairies—Berenice B. Bentley. Gently

craeklinfrosted patterns in a fi^e short recital
scherzo- third
year.

SLOW AND SINGING PIECES

'

Hushaby—J.

J.

Thomas.

A

lovely first year slow

waltz lullaby for young players: large
notes
Sweet Story Ruth Libby. Soft chords
and a tender
melody for very young pupils; end of first
year
‘

notes.
ideal

spooky,

’

of the Danube— Ivanovici— Carleton. A simple, very effective arrangement of a popular song;
first

yea r.
Th a

Siam Boat

carolle in 0-8 time

;

—Julia

Smith.

An

easy, short bar-

second year.

Caribbean Moonlight— Vernon Lane.
tive tango for ’teen agers third year.
;

A short,

attrac-

lie

scries

fora

recital interlude.

on the look-out for Dr. Cooke’s book on
out soon, it’s a honey!

On

—

Interpretation

.

Sweet Sleep— Berenice B. Bentley.
Another delicate
sensitive cradle song second year.
By the Wigwam William Setter.
slow, lonesome
despairing melody. One of the best simple
and unnre
ten! ions pieces I’ve seen in a long
time early
.,,
;

Chimes

at

Parana— Olive Dungan. Slow,

se[

w]

•

•

.

Two-Piano

MUSIC STUDY EXALTS

Teams

Most piano ensemble teams
are consumed with the
ambition to sound as one
Instrument- to plav, feel,
and even look alike. This
is a mistake.
It is also one
reason why two-piano
recitals become deadly bores
alter the first fifteen
minutes. Two pianos should ah
most ue\ er sound like
one piano. The two instruments,
ie players'
temperaments, physical approaches, and
'
es 'ma ge to
create a new medium, an orchestra of
piano tone infinitely
enriched in resources of quantity

and
l

quality.
*1°

1 1,
-

,

graduate of the Eastman School of Music, Miss
Tanner is organist at The Manhattan Savings Bank,
where she plays the Hammond Organ. She also has
been organist of successful radio hours.

A

to the bank, for most of us, is as routine a
duty ns a visit to the dentist. Any emotion we
may have about it is usually a negative one,
accompanied possibly by a shudder.
Not so, however, for the average depositor in the
Yorkville branch of The Manhattan Savings Bank in
New York. Ask him how he feels about entering the
vaulted marble structure' and he’ll answer in terms
that add up clearly to, “Comfortable and relaxed.” His
friendly reply is due largely to the progressive insight
of the President of the five-branch institution, Mr.
Willard K. Denton, and in part to the sensitive talent
of a young organist named Rosamond Tanner.
For several years the bank, along with many business establishments, had been using “canned” musical
programs to drown out shrill and discordant sounds,
to soothe and hearten everyone within earshot. But
more and more, Mr. Denton and his associates became
aware of the inadequacy of this sort of music for their
that of humanizing the bank, making
special purpose
Some of the
it a pleasant neighborhood rendezvous.
selections were blatant boogie-woogie and jive, plainly
inappropriate, If not embarrassing, to the bank. Broth-
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sni,!."

ite |,OS 'Sil,lp
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ZuTZZr*
Strike the

first

ever

Regis Hotel and at private music-ales, was engaged to
be musical spokesman for the management. The choice
to
of programs, based upon local preferences, was left
her imagination and good taste. Only one taboo: no

barroom music
That was in the Spring of 3946. Since then, the
experiment has grown into a permanent feature, and
marother banks are making inquiries into the organ
pro, posket. Testimony from all sides is very much
A
sibly because Rosamond has a song for everybody.
bookkeeper crosses the floor and is astonished to hear
Happy Birthday floating towards her. If sudden rain-

drops begin to patter outside, there’s Rosamond countering with Loolc for the Silver Lining. She glimpses a
Second
depositor she knows, a tired shopkeeper from

),

Avenue, and watches his face light up as she fills the
air with snatches of a familiar folk melody.
“While we cannot attribute our lively business and
good human relations to any one thing,” says a vicepresident of the bank, “we know that everyone enjoys
while
the organ music and that it has been a worth
innovation. Anything which makes coming here an
agreeable experience is bound to he good business.”

Various Tastes

By now Rosamond knows the pet pieces of the employees as well as of many of the depositors. Some of
the latter walk upstairs to the balcony to ask for a
favorite number or to express their appreciation for
one they especially enjoyed. Others transmit their
preferences through one of the service men on the floor.
Up there on her perc-h, Rosamond looks like a benevolent

Jove hurling sunbeams and sound waves where
do some good. Her tones are unobtrusive, yet
on Page 446)
( Continued

they’ll

pervasive enough to get under

—

Can You Spare a Dime? didn’t fit so well, either!
Gal,
occasionally a tune like Somebody Stole
slipped in among the lilting waltzes and ballets, proved
actually irritating to depositors and personnel.
An experiment seemed to be in order. Instead of the
inflexible, impersonal programs of music now being
offered, how about “short order” specials served while
you wait? Since music is a way of talking, why can’t
er,

My

And

the bank use it to say nice tilings to the people under
its roof? Brief under-the-window contacts do not permit the bank’s representatives to win friends easily.
There’s no time to say, “Don’t let our stone walls and
iron bars scare you. There’s no need to walk on tiptoe
and whisper. This is your bank and we're glad you re
here.” That’s tea-party talk. Maybe the idea can be
That’s how the reasoning
imparted through music.
.

.

.

The Experiment Begins

.

'!’

rnl

oiit

ROSAMOND TANNER, CONCERT ORGANIST

music must always remain

with both placers pooling
toward the satisfactory in'» hand. Of course each suband
desires for a unified inter'.f
U,
nlt this neet* by
no means result in the slick,
|"’.
fi'icti
S " Ilerfol
Illan ces often heard from even well
known
miow V‘
tiw.

i;

organ was purchased, the

2 enny

ran.

inter P leta Hon of
the
tel
Sit'e-and-take.
l “‘hvi<lu!
" dualities

n teams.

•

’

'

.

gone directly to the creative source of the music,
viz. Johannes Brahms?
Without looking at the music,
can you give me Brahms’ explicit
directions at the beginning as to its tempo and
mood? How many of
Biahins own interpretative markings can you reniemItei
1 lie answers
to these questions were blanks.
No further comment necessary

majestic

hells. Good for developing full,
sonorous chords- se
ond year.
Chinese Scene-William Scher.
Although short it
contains a slow easy “oriental” melody,
a rapid danceJike second part, and a brilliant
ending. Extremely

408
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self

'!

A

Waves

to

Memorize -Music”

Recently a student played a Brahms Intermezzo for
me. When 1 criticized it severely she confessed that she
was rather mixed up about it. After her own teacher
(a well-known pianist) had given her Ills "interpretation.
her student friends had shown her what their
teachers (also well-known pianists) lmd -aid about it
again ail personal interpretations.
Whereupon
her confusion was thrice confounded.
Then I asked Tier. "Has anyone told you what
Brahms said about the Intermezzo? Have you your-

l

;

SEA AND “WATER” PIECES

to

;

—

A new Hammond

installed for this purpose on a year-’round basis. It
was placed on a small balcony above the entrance,
against a backdrop of rich maroon draperies and fresh
potted palms. Then Miss Tanner, who plays at the St.

.

:

a haunting theme

notes.

The Joy Ride— Frances

He sure

“How

—

lilting gavotte.

M

:

PIECES FOR BOYS
The Balloon Man
Everett Stevens.

in

Song of the Swing Frances Light. A smooth, easy
year waltz with a lovely left-hand melody.
Danzetta Flora Eichhorn. A short, unusual, gay,

first

have been produced that teachers find themselves with
an embarrassment of riches. Especially outstanding
among the new Presser and Ditson publications are
these

an especially attractive

—

Teaching Materials

am

greatly impressed by the high standard of the
new piano issues of all- publishers this season. So many
excellent composition's, technic, and recreation books
I

L,JILmet

—

;

of

to the

the Counting House

i

:

—

Changing Seas G. F. Broadhead. First the
slowly and grandly, then it becomes placidly

Atmosphere

.

Alternate lightly sparkling and softly shimmering passages for each player; a lovely melody, too; an effecthird year.
tive recital arrangement
You Can Play the Piano Ada Richter. This second
volume for older beginners is even better than the first!
Twenty-Four Short Studies— I,. A. Wilmot. Delightful, useful, and musical etudes (without oclares) covering many technical points. Excellent, too, for “interval” sight reading second and third yea
Etudes for Every Pianist -Maler. Eighteen studies,
from Heller. Czerny, Chopin. Liszt, and so forth, for
third year to advanced grades, with interesting and
helpful “lessons.” A technical "iniisi” fm- all students.
Childhood Days of Famous Composi
Tscliaikoirsky Coif and Hampton. It Is a pleasure in these days
when cheapening the lives and music of great composers
is everywhere practiced and accepted, to find such uniformly high standards as Lottie Ellsworth Colt and
Ruth Hampton have maintained in Ibis -cries. This
latest issue on Tsehaikowsky Is a masterpiece of good
taste both in narrative ami in music Tile story does
not drip with maudlin sentimentality, there is no talking down to the youngsters, and all the music Is well
chosen and delightfully arranged The six pieces make

f Wicrier

Organist Has Contributed

How An

MISCELLANEOUS
Strolling

The

«nf

?."

temperaments to merge withThe P ia,lists must jealously guard
es " f technic and feeling, for these

alit

ensemble
concerts are at
conceit*,
'V,”'
best

!

killdU “ the flanle

"

|

1,110,11

these

stimulating
sparks, two-piauo

tame and chilling

So, the officers decided to pioneer

to take

up where the

transcriptions

with “live” music
left, off

in the ce-

menting of goodwill and understanding between the
bank and its public. There would be request numbers,
favorites, selections witli the right appeal
at the right time. The Yorkville branch was selected
as the “laboratory” because it stands in one of the
singingest, dancingest, and most sentimental sections

community

of the city.

Its residents retain strong nostalgic ties

NEW

YORK’S

,,f

affairs.

LIFE”

THE ETUDE

JULY, 1948

MANHATTAN SAVINGS BANK

The organ is in the gallery over the entrance. Music
enormously appreciated by the customers.

Eighty-sixth Street Branch.

with the Old World.
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Music and Study
and “b” together as a “doubleNow plav sections “a”
both hands if you wish.
Notice
chromatic scale, using
and remember that every key, black
the major thirds
played. Play the double chromatic scale
or white, is
alone, alternating the second
hand
right
and
with the'
the first and third, except when two
fourth fingers with
In such case, it is better
to
white keys come together.
third fingers twice in succession. With
use the first and
sections “c” and “d” as a double
left hand, play

Music and Study

That Liszt Cadenza!

the

How

to

In,

Wary

Liszt's

Liehestraum No. 3

Conference with

Practice the whole section with hands together,
with the right hand
playing harmonic major thirds
and harmonic minor thirds with the left. When sure
the notes and fingering, practice melodically, hands

WcU,

£.

A

Never

skip a
chromatic scale in minor
tyy
the fourth and second fingers
black or white! Alternate
using the latter combination
and the fourth and first,
keys come together.
twice, when two white

thirds.

Study the Cadenza from

Conquering Tensions

of

Blanche

DLL om

A

Artist, “The

Distinguished American Mezzo-Soprano

'

separate and together.

Probably the most frequently played cadenza of the advancing student

is

The second section of this cadenza is based upon
A-flat major.
the Dominant Ninth chord of

that discussed

Metropolitan Opera Association

SECURED EXPRESSLY FOR THE ETUDE BY ALLISON PAGET

-Editor's Note.

in this article.

Leading

Ex.

M

ANY

piano students who would like to learn the
popular Liebestraum, No. 3 by Liszt grow discouraged over the apparent difficulties of the
cadenzas. Careful analysis of the harmonic structure
of each cadenza and a study of the melodic patterns
based upon it will facilitate both the memorizing and
the technical mastery of these brilliant passages. Each
process indicated below should be repeated a number

the
six alternating triads are always a repetition of
last two.

The second cadenza

should be divided into four
and memorizing.

sec-

tions for purposes of analysis

Note the

of times.

The
The

Practice and memorize these five tone chords:

The Second Cadenza

pattern of the

First
first

E

Cadenza

E-flat in

Natural

in 4.

1,

the

With the

cadenza consists of alternat-

D

Natural

left

in 2

and

3,

and

the

hand, play

Ex. 11

ing Subdominant and Dominant triads of A-flat minor.

Blanche Thebom has asWithin the brief space of five years,
distinction whose performances
serted herself as an artist of
and musical sensitivity as well
are hailed for their intelligence
Miss Thebom's "success story
as for their vocal excellence.
her work. Born in Canton, Ohio, of Swedish
is as unusual as
of singing but had
background, she sang for the sheer love
what she cou d from choir
no formal training. She gathered
and regarded it all as a
and church singing, read The Etude,
was to go to college
delightful pastime, as her serious ambition
conditions at home made
and become a teacher. Financial
attended business school.
college impossible, however, and she

and clatter

had

I

;

to depend on

faction.
"I

myself

to give satis.

.

BLANCHE THEBOM

business job
not suggesting that a responsible
career but I am earnestly
is a short cut to a singing
preparation,
convinced that somewhere along the line of

am

—

2,

before 3 and

4,

respectively.

Practice the whole section melodically. Note that 1
descends, while 2, 3, and 4 ascend.

The pattern

of Section

Three starts with

the last

two notes of the preceding section and is based upon
same Dominant Ninth chord, each note of which
preceded by an appoggiatura. For mastery, practice
the chords formed with the appoggiatura notes.
the

obtained a regular
After a brief period of substitute work, she
by the Gibbs
position in a large manufacturing concern'owned
parents decided
family, in Canton. In 1938, her Swedish-born
accompanied them.
to return home, and young Blanche
Aboard their ship, the Kungsholm, the girl sang for the vesher to take part in the
sel's Director of Music, who invited
afternoon concert. After a few performances, the girl's

Ex.

and

is

and allows the singer

to project

what

he has to say into the hearts and
minds of his hearers. That is some-

thing rather different from mere
vocal projection, important as vocal
projection is. It is something that
only complete control of self can
of
achieve. Let me offer an instance

the non-vocal emergencies a young
singer can meet
“I made my Metropolitan Opera
debut as Fricka in ‘Die Walkiire’
(December 1944). The performance
assigned me was not the season’s first
‘Walkiire’ and so it happened that
the singer who sang that first performance did the official rehearsing

ployed her as secretary. She began her studies, in New York,
contract by S. Hurok.
in 1939 and, two years later, was given a
After three years of eoncertixing on the road, Miss Thebom
made her New York debut in a Town Hall recital and, shortly
after, was engaged for the Metropolitan Opera. In the following conference, Blanche Thebom tells of the disciplines that
Editor's Note.
contributed to her astonishing career.

(on the stage, with orchestra, and
with the company ensemble). I had

—

only private piano rehearsals. Indeed, I had not even seen the stageset, except as an auditor in the auditorium. From my seat, however, I
calculated stage
watched closely

is

Practice these triads

it).

vital

the freedom, the ease, the
perperfect control that conquers
sonal fears, ‘nerves,’ and tensions,

kindly
voice attracted the attention of a fellow passenger, a
gentleman with graying hair, who, she learned to her surprise,
was Kosti Vehanen, formerly accompanist for Marian Anderaudition, and
son. Mr. Vehanen gave her a more searching
wrote down his opinion of her potentialities. She returned to
musical
the United States, hoping to find sponsors for her
training, and found them in the Gibbs family, who had em-

and play

know

What makes performance
moving

daily

before

craftsmanship (or should

2

;

The

Notice their arrangement in the cadenza. (Consider
the right and left hand parts together for memorizing
purposes.) The “triple” melody line is an interesting
feature alternate melody notes of each voice, ascending and descending, form the Subdomiuant triad the
others, the Dominant triad. In other words, the pattern of chords in this cadenza is melodic as well as

“rpHE

hand part of the first section consists enof major thirds, except for two diminished
fourths which on the keyboard are the same as major
right

I

tirely

Play the lowest note with the left hand. Now, play
melodically, using each note of the broken chord as
an appoggiatura to the key above, black or white.

thirds.
Ex.

:

6

;

harmonic.

The

left

hand part

consists of

minor

thirds, except for

seven augmented seconds which on the keyboard are
the same as minor thirds.

Play the two lowest notes in each octave with the
hand.

Ex. 7

Play all the Subdominant triads in the passage then
play all the Dominant triads. Notice that the roots are
omitted in the first two triads. Play the alternating
;

Subdominant and Dominant triads of the first section
of the cadenza. As soon as the triads have been memorized in the proper sequence, play the lowest note of
each, except the first two, with the left hand.
While the ascending pattern is a simple arrangement of alternating triads in various positions, the
descending pattern is as simple, except that first Subdominant and Dominant triads in each progression of

Therefore, consider the former a descending progression of major thirds and the latter a descending progression of minor thirds.
This section can be further simplified by considering
the melodic pattern of both the right and left hands
as
“double” chromatic scales. Play chromatic scales as
indicated in the following example, starting in
each
case, on the upper note

"MUSIC STUDY EXALTS LIFE”
/

left

Section Four begins with a repetition of the first
two notes of the preceding pattern, and uses D as an appoggiatura to a chromatic scale pattern built upon
E-flat.

which, at first glance, seem to have nothing whatever
to do with the act of singing. Complete vocal preparation is more a discipline of mind than of physical forces.
The average young singer dreams of going to school,
entering a music studio or conservatory, and perfecting
himself through years of concentration on vocal work
alone. And when these years of study are over, he often
finds himself bewildered by the harsh realities of a
world that does not function in terms of the vocal cords.
Then, suddenly, he must snatch at other matters to
which he may have given but little thought in the happy
days of study-and-practice. He must learn how to work
under any and all conditions—he must learn earnest
he must learn to discipline himself to
responsibility
meet the requirements of other people. In a word, he
must learn to control himself, which is not so stimulating as controlling his tones I firmly believe that my
own progress was greatly assisted by the fact that I had

—

!

Ex. 15

Liszt’s Liebestraum No.
3 is a
lastery of the cadenzas
iu this

universal favorite,
easy way not only will
enable the piano student
to add this well-loved composition to his repertoire
but will guide him in the
analysis and mastery
of similar chromatic, harmonic,
and melodic patterns
iu the cadenzas of other brilliant

numbers he would

410

and memorized the ramp
on which Fricka makes her first appearance. My costume included an
enormous and heavy cape, and I
planned some fine gestures with it as
I stood on that ramp. Well, the great

great problem of the young singer is not so
of vocal training as one of integrating
training with a mastery of other skills

distances,

much one

-®- vocal

like to play.

already won a measure of self-discipline through the
very earnest business of making my living. My business
duties were exacting. The member of the firm whom
I served took care of estate and financial matters, as
well as regular commercial details, and the various
reports and calculations demanded closest precision.
I had to concentrate
I had to assume responsibility
on my work, whether the room was quiet or full of talk

—

Only as
Metropolitan Opera Press Bureau

BLANCHE THEBOM AS GIULETTA
“LES CONTES D’HOFFMANN”
the

young singer must find the discipline, the seriousIf
and the flexibility which such training gives.

ness,

in the wliole-heartedness of his own
must. The fact
tions, so much the better but find it he
advanthat I had to earn my living was an enormous
lie

can find

ambi-

it

;

tage to

me

“Good performance is never built by singing alonevocal
one takes for granted that a singer knows his

VOICE

;

JULY, 1948

THE ETUDE

night came. The music was in full
swing, the Ho-Yo-To-Ho! had been
sung, and out I came for my debut.

"MUSIC STUDY EXALTS LIFE”

did

was

IN

I

walked along that ramp

I

realize, to

my

horror, that it
from the way

entirely different

had looksd from the auditorium.
The great space I had ‘memorized’

it

was only a few

feet.

My

carefully studied gestures

would have crashed against the scenery and landed it
on the head of tile prompter in his box. And the orchestra was playing and the conductor was giving me my
cue. All in a split second of time, I had to revise completely my mental picture of Fricka’ deportment! It
was a critical moment in which to go to pieces. It is no
credit to me that I did not the credit belongs to the
years of necessary self-discipline that had made it second nature to me to act quickly and stand up to responsibility. Without such a background, I could easily have
been lost but I wasn’t, and the debut, I am happy to
;

—

say, came off well.
“If I have dwelt on these (Continued,

on Page 442)
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Scale
Playing Around With tha Pentatonic
ECENTLY

a young player of popular music
said to me “Surprising how much you learn
by being bored. I get tired of the same old
thing, so I try something new. As a result, I discover some possibility 1 hadn’t known about.” And
he illustrated with a chord progression on the
piano which v’ery neatly took the place of a more
conventional one. Here is an attitude which can
lie heartily recommended to all students, also a
cue for harmony teachers. Why can’t we teach
harmony pretty much a’s the natural musician
teaches himself V To illustrate
Teddy Wilson, widely known and admired in the
field of jazz improvisation, tells me that at some
point in the dim and distant past, the “boys in the
band” got tired of this

R

Invariably, whenever he played it for me, the
fourths intrigued his ear and started him to improvising. We are told that when, at the beginning of lier practice, Clara Schumann played her
scales and exercises, they always led her into improvisation. This is the proper experimental atti-

lj Richard 'ffJcCfancJt an

:

tude, and incidentally, it helps one to escape the
boredom which jthe routine and familiar always

tend to induce.
There is another point which may lie made in
connection with “the added sixth”: When we add
“A” to the 0 triad, we can consider the result to
lie the first inversion of a “secondary seventh.”
Such Seventh chords have a quite different feeling
from Dominant Seventh chords they are not so
strong and compelling. This difference may be

—

illustrated tints
Ex.l

and

in our
HERE are thousands of young clarinetists
among these
elementary and high schools, and
play with near
thousands there are many who
times
more
There are many
nrofessional perfection.
very little evidence of having
this number who show
even the barest rudiments of correct
been exposed to
necessary to make allowances
•linnet playing. It is
in innate musical ability and
for individual differences
trying to account
„ .instability to the instrument when
differences in achievement; but after
fm- such wide
these differences are still so great
this has been done,
that it is the guidHnt one is forced to the conclusion
have received which is the prime
ance these students
differences in achievement.
reason for the wide
for writing one more article
This then is the reason
treated many times previon a subject’ which lias been
years to
There has been a “crusade” in past
ously
playing by increasing
nise the standards of percussion
of teachers. There is now in progress
file competence
interest in playing stringed
another crusade to increase
interest in playing the
instruments. There is plenty of
do need to launch a crusade
clarinet, but we certainly
through tlie only logical
playing
clarinet
better
for
technics.
teaching
improved
it,
achieving
of

T
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The Foundations

Clarinet

Ex. 2

•

s£~_

RICHARD McCLANAHAN

To many

Mr. McClanahan

The added

sixth brought a little novelty and a
certain haunting, nostalgic quality to the last
chord, and did not seriously alter its cadential
effect. Tiring of this, they then went a step further and ad'ded the second

is

teachers of piano.

Percy

Grainger,

one of

He

is

New

Marguerite

readers this series will suggest
Irving Berlin’s song, While Christmas. Note that
in his version, he leaves the Fifth out of the right
hand part and places it beneath, in the left hand:

York's outstanding

a pupil of

my

Martin Krouse,

of

Melville-Liszniewska,

Harold Bauer, and Tobias Matthay.

Ex. 10

Editor's Note.

:

*

/*

Ex. 3

or, in

tions of triads and seventh chords and in both hands,
not just the left. For instance: Take any triad, first
play it in close position, next leave out the second note

minor

O

;

from the bottom, and place it at the top (Ex. 5).
Roll the open triad, if necessary. With a Dominant
Seventh chord
Ex.

As a result, we had, and still have in the popular music
of the day, final chords which include a series of
fourths, beginning, on the third of the chord and running up to tlie fifth, or even higher, to the root, an
octave and a sixth above
:

6

+

1

E|
/:V

m

nightpcdSl

This distribution of the sounds is better than the other
one, being fuller and more satisfying to the ear.
The term “Added Sixth” is sometimes applied to the
top note of the second chord in the following version
of the Plagal Cadence

Do likewise for Diminished Seventh, chords, and while
we are at it, let the student remember that if any tone

Ex. II

*

of a •Diminished Seventh is lowered a half step, a DomiEx.

4

nant Seventh is the result.
To refer again to a series of fourths, if one has a
keen sense of tonality, fourths may seem very musical

and expressive,

for they

may

be felt as dissonances

It is really a passing-tone

and E of the
of this:

last.

between C of the first chord
Rachmaninoff has a trick version

resolving, or about to resolve

Ex,12^j

Ex.7„

means

Conception

of

Tone Quality

music contests (comAfter one of the recent Missouri

prospective teacher
petition-festivals if you prefer), a
just heard one of the bands
(a clarinetist) who had
His
like kazoos
asked, "Why do those clarinets sound
question brought
his
and
one,
good
description was a
necessity, lie at the root
up a problem which must, of
question
in
of the band
of our troubles. The teacher
achieved what
was a good teacher in one sense ; he had
section played with
he wanted inasmuch as the entire
set out to satisfy a
this type of tone. Fie had actively
successful in
certain tonal concept and had been very
course, was that
so doing. The unfortunate result, of
should sound was
his concept of how the clarinet
faulty.

,

,

The teacher must
This, then, is our first point
he exdevelop a correct concept of the tone quality
should constantly
pects his students to produce. He
by
check this concept against the quality produced
be conplayers of recognized competence. He also must
a tone
vinced that basically the clarinet should produce
who
of
regardless
quality
characteristic
with the same
great variations due
is playing it. There always will be
but from the
to individual differences and maturity,
should be recfirst few lessons on, the tone produced
ognizable as tone produced by a clarinet. The teacher
who has a double standard for tone quality produced
by young amateurs and professionals is doing both himwhen such
self and his students a disservice, especially
play
a double standard permits school clarinetists to
with a tone which cannot be recognized as coming from
a clarinet.
proIt would be a great help if every teacher could
duce a good clarinet tone so that the correct concept, of
which we are speaking, could lie transferred to the
student. In fact, it would hardly seem unreasonable
to require a man who is going to spend a lifetime teaching bands to study and practice clarinet’, which, in many
respects, is the most important instrument in the symphonic band, long enough to be able to demonstrate
good tone quality. But a demonstration is not an absolute necessity, as teachers who handle all instruments
have time and again proved that they can develop satisfactory tone quality in their students, even though it

may
Note that two and

six

have also been added

little

longer.

Equipment
He

(Ab really functions as G# in the last measure)
gives our harmonic sense quite a twist, for lie makes

—

When

Mel Powell, the

brilliant young Jazz pianist
I remember assigning him
the
exercise in Tobias Matthay’s “Four Daily
Exercises for the Advanced Pianist.” The exercise
is blseri
upon these notes

was studying with me,

first

Ex. 5

the Sixth into a Seventh, a‘
Dominant Seventh, and
instead of going to C major, as expected, we find oursehes in the Relative Minor. (See liis Prelude in 0#
minor, Op. 32, .Yo. 12.)
As a final point in discussing Six and Two, it probably should be pointed
out that the added Second may
be thought of a s the Ninth.
If we assemble
the notes we have been discussing
into close position,
we have
the Pentatonic
cale ail(1 a most
useful formula for improvising. Our
jazz i iends like to
put this into a little run, or cadenza,
which suggests both scale
and chord” (I am again
quo mg Teddy Wilson).
In its simplest form, the run
would appear as follows:
(Continued on Pane 4J6)

CDEGA—

’

.

musicians. The student will find it beneficial, both
technically and musically, to practice the open posi-

412

take a

to the

seventh chord preceding the final chord. The major
second and sixth (counting up from the root) may be
added to many chords. If the student is “bored” with
simple chords, lie might experiment with this means
of enriching simple harmony.
Note also the nse of the open triad and the open
seventh chord in the left hand, and the wide dispersal
of the tones in the right hand. This brings sonority
and fullness. Such spacing, or distribution of the
sounds, is a matter of ceaseless experiment ambng jazz

"MUSIC STUDY EXALTS

LIFE’’

of
equipment for his students which will enable them to produce the desired

The teacher who has developed a correct concept

clarinet tone quality will select
tone.

The two articles of equipment which have tlie most
important bearing on tone production are the reed and
the mouthpiece. The clarinet itself will, of course, have
the last word in this matter, but since this is such an
expensive piece of equipment that the teacher cannot
make changes readily, this factor will be disregarded.
On tlie other hand, he can usually control the type of
mouthpiece and reed used by bis students.
At a clarinet clinic for high school students at the
University of Missouri a few years ago, it was found
that,

out of sixty players present, forty were using

JULY, 1948

THE ETUDE

'Van (tdode^rauen
University of Missouri

:

apparent.

Tone Quality

Associate Professor of Music Education

’

Listen to the rate at which the hold-note in the
left hand diminishes, and play the last chord softly
enough to blend in with it at that point. The
stronger feeling of the Dominant Seventh will be

Paul

hj

.

instead, did this

of

the sound produced
reeds that were too stiff. At least
stiff, and the
was characteristic of a reed that was too
resonance, borne
result was an airy tone that lacked
made by havimmediate improvement could have been
The reason that so
ing these players use softer reeds.
that it is
many players use reeds that are too stiff is
easier to produce the high
tones with an undeveloped
embouchure. A reed that is

permitting the reed
of the lower lip over the teeth, thus
lip, which resulted in
to rest on a soggy portion of the
small part of the
a tone that lacked brilliance. Only a
teeth which, in
red portion of the lip should cover the
permit the teacher to
cases of average-sized lips, will
muscles of the
the
Thus
lip.
the
of
red
of
the
see part
will be outside the
lip
mouth, where they can be
used to help control tbe
tone.

too stiff will often produce
a fairly clear tone in the upper register but will hardly
produce a sound on pitches

The second
playing

fault

a

was

in

wrinkled
re-

in soggy lip muscles
creates a pillow for

sults

below Middle-C. It is on
these lower tones that is
built the foundation for
good quality and control of
The proball upper tones.
lem of working over a reed
until it will respond properly throughout the entire
range of the instrument is
too involved for an article
of this length, but is some-

with

which generally

chin,

and

the reed to rest on, rather
than a firm cushion. The

chin should be smooth and
active from the lip to the
point of the chin. (See Illustration). In fact, “point
the chin” is a good phrase
to use. As the lip muscles

become stronger and the

cushion firmer, the tone
will gain in brilliance.
In the early stages of
playing, it is necessary to
develop the idea of the
proper contact between lips
and reed. If the reed is not
placed far enough in the
mouth, a thin tone will result, while if it is placed in
this stage of development
too far, a squeak will rewithout competent guidso It is best to play
sult
ance.
just a little short of the
The lay of the mouth“squeak spot.” The reed
CLARINET
CHIN FOR
POINT
piece will govern the selecmust rest firmly on the
tion of a reed, since a reed
lower lip and failure to do
that is proper for a medium
to
in a flat, uncontrolled tone so common
results
this
Generally
type.
another
lay will not be satisfactory on
pressbeginners. Tbe correct pressure can be seen by
medium
speaking, a standard make mouthpiece with a
up
ing down on the barrel joint (see illustration) and
French lay is preferred by most players. Variations
tone
pitch
and
proper
the
until
thumb
on the right hand
from this type* will call for softer or stiffer reeds and
removes
quality are obtained. As soon as the teacher
event,
will result in a different tone quality. In any
will drop
the pressure from these two spots the tone
cathe combination of mouthpiece and reed must be
immediately, but the student will have heard and felt
again,
Once
tone.
resonant
free,
a
producing
pable of
make the
the desired result and usually will then
able
the best way to test this is for the teacher to be
to
necessary change in pressure. An effective way
Otherwise, he
to play well enough to test it himself.
check pressure is by using only the mouthpiece and
must depend upon brand names and facing markings.
usually
pitch,
definite
produce
a
will
Tills
barrel joint.
prescorrect
when
the
Embouchure
between F-sharp and G-sharp,

thing which all teachers
Once
should understand.
the student has developed
the proper concept of the
type of tone he is expected
to produce, he will be able
to take over the job of selecting and altering reeds.
He is not likely to reach

;

GOOD

THE

TONE

At the same clinic previously mentioned, it was found
formed
that the majority of the players had poorly
embouchures. The

BAND

first

fault

was

'

V

drawing

too

much

ORCHESTRA

and

Edited by William

f.

in

D.

Revelli

.
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is being used.
Some of this early pressure is often obtained from
the jaw, and this needs to be corrected as players advance. Jaw pressure leads to pinching and sharp playing if used in excess. As the embouchure develops in
strength and the lip is held more firmly against the
jaw and teeth, thus forming an increasingly firm cushion for the reed, the player should be encouraged
to draw back on the jaw, (Continued on Page 449)

sure
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T

violinists

™r

,
!

amount of misleading information peddled by
and teachers about their chosen instruthese busy people have
ment is amazing. Most of

HE

t

,

.-one into

a

first-class violin repair

shop

to

study

repair, and tonal features
discuss the construction,
bother with such
violin. They are too busy to
just play the violin or teach it. Yet, when
jig. t hey
or to have repair work
violin
a
buy
to
mi' comes
suddenly
violinists
and
teachers
busy
tll ese same
the
“experts” about violins and solemnly issue

.

tl ,„

Recollections of

Edward MacDowell

‘

‘

"l

•

Fiddle Facts and Fancies

become
as to what must be done in the
most profound opinions
student a violin or in getting the
matter of buying the
repaired. Listening to their adstudent's instrument
as sensible as it would be to call
vice is often about
and have him finger the last
the violin repair man

'

(ij

t

',

inclair
I Jjjlon S>uicfc

Ilf

ci

mien While

in

Mendelssohn Concerto for a pupil;
repair man could probably come
in fact the violin
of the fingering than the
nearer ’making a good job
students about violin
average teacher could of advising
students to inform
problems. Teachers owe it to their
that they may
themselves of the facts about violins, so
sensible advice to
pass on reliable information and
help.
for
such
them
upon
depend
who
those
pre-war
leading
of
a
graduate
a
who
was
One teacher,
European conservatory and who held a fine reputation,
a violin with wide-grained
told a student not to buy
wood in the top the professor maintained that no good
wide-grained top wood.
violin had ever been made with
weird
Of course, there is no evidence to support such a
have tops
idea; on the contrary, many fine violins do
The student, however,
wood.
wide-grained
from
made
bought
result,
a
and
as
professor,
the
of
took the advice
an inferior violin. This same professor maintained that
violin
a certain type of “sensitive” metal string gave the
his stua more brilliant tone, and he insisted that all
convendents buy and use these strings instead of

movement
Relatively few

people know that the distinguished American

author,

Upton

Sinclair,

at one time contem

plated becoming a musician q/id studied with the outstanding American composer, Edward MacDowell. In
The American Mercury for January 1926 Mr. Sinclair published an excellent article upon MacDowell which

we now have the privilege of

reprinting through the courtesy of The American

Mercury and the

author.

—Editor's Note.

Y

ESTERDAY

postman brought me a letter from
the widow of Edward MacDowell, telling me about
the progress of the MacDowell Colony, and asking for help at the task of raising an endowment for it.
the

Enclosed in the letter was a photograph of the little
cabin in the New Hampshire forest where the loveliest
of MacDowell’s compositions had their birth. Twentyseven years had passed since I last saw that picture,
held in the composer’s own hands. Memory is a tricky
tiling; we can never tell what slight detail may serve
ns a key to open its vaults. All day I found myself
thinking about MacDowell, and in the evening, instead
of falling asleep, I was talking with him. I was surprised to find how many of his words came back to me,
as vivid and as fresh as if he were just uttering, them.
So many others have come to love MacDowell in the
course of the years that it seemed to me it would be
worth while to set down his remembered phrases.
Many of them may seem trivial, but they are at least
authentic, they are his own words, and each contributes something to that roundness of outline which distinguishes an actual object from a drawing.
When I first heard of Edward MacDowell, I was a
poor student, sixteen years old, living in a top-story
room in a lodging-house in New York. There were two
other students in the bouse. one the son of the widow
who kept it. He was a musician, a poet, a religious
mystic, and sad to relate, something of a sloven. I recall the windowless cubby-hole in which the other
student and I sat and laughed at the poetic eccentrici-

ties of Stephen Crane,

and

listened while the

young

piano genius played his music, and explained what
thought it meant.

lie

;

This youth wrote to Edward MacDowell, and was
invited to call, and came home with the rapturous tidings that the great composer considered him to have
remarkable talent, and had offered him free intruction.
Thereafter, as you may believe, there was a great deal
of MacDowell in our conversation, and a great deal of
MacDowell music from the elderly piano. One of the
first reports I remembered vividly: tiie great composer had instructed his

new

pupil to get his hair cut

The result of this pernicious practice
was that the professor had his own solo violin polled

tional strings.

“The day of long haired and
.” Since the young
greasy musicians is past, Mr.
man was soon to become a successful church organist,
we may believe that this lesson was in order
A year or two later I was graduated from the College of the City of New York, and went up to Columbia

and

to

wash

his neck.

to pieces in five
liis

PORTRAIT OF

University, and registered as a special student, with
the intention of acquiring all the culture there was in
There were two courses in general music, one
elementary and the other advanced they were given
sight.

I

—

in those days.

Edward MacDowell was
first man of genius I

the

met.

was go-

I

ing in for that business
myself, or thought I was,
I

him

lost

nothing about

I watched
his appearance, his mannerisms,
his every gesture.
I
listened to every

and thought
and pondered it.

•said

it

over

He was. a man of striking appearance,
in spite of
Ws best efforts to
avoid
it.
He was robust
and

solidly

built,

moustache

make him
ing or a

did

and
its best

his
to

look like a Vik-

~heC°Uldeasil v

t

have be

physical

“nostrils,”

-

sar-s-Lps

pain,

h,-

mild.

affected

„ ml cited the word

and showed with u fao how much

it

-

hurt

him.

He

from most musicians whom I have since
man of wide goner al culture. He had
read good literature and talked wl scly about books. I
got the impression that he was sum ethlngof a rebel in
his political thinking,
but 1 cannot recall a single s|iecific saying upon
this subject.
But he was certainly a
friend of every freedom,
niul of < very lieautiful and
generous impulse. He Imtcd prole n -o and formalism.

met

differed

in

being a

lie fi ts-

recall Just

I

two of bis

t>een

reading Balzac,
when you once got to

II

creative

spirit,

terarv judgments.

I

had

and got

tired nf him. I said that
Hi at world of sordid avarice

know

ami corruption, you had
had enough ..f it. And .MacHowell said, "You arc
right, I can't read Balzac.” The
other judgment was
u|H>n a novel of Hamlin Garland,
upon
the title of which
I have f<
have the impres*ttcn.
sion that
MacDowell kn w Garland personally, and
spoke with sympathy
of id Single Tax activities, and of
i

I

i

his courageous
realism. The novel in question had tod"
"h « man of the Rocky
he
Mountain trails, and how
"ent to England
and defied the aristocracy in theT
ails * s;, 'd that
interest-

the

.

ln g, blit
the latter

can

first

part

part of the book was

was unreal MacDowell

said,

1

how he could write such stuff and when I see
him I shall tell
him so. if a man like that went to
-"Hand, and was
would
s introdncc.l
*..cinl life, he
introduced intc social
he so scared
he wo
txMiiun
•uldn’tt Know
know wnicii
rhich way to
not say that Edward MacDowell was a sueRicher after the university pattern. He ffa
t

see

:

—

.

*

.

S

* nbt| e pedagogical technique which
can n .‘I!
16 ao<lu * re
d through corresi>ondei
suidence coursesI thinL-"i
,te
". S nevv ilt ,he -a me. and didn’t know qn '
how to
al, " ut >'
"> began obediently with pn®
Uve must'.e
amI ancient music, and we got (l """
r-
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Palest
Palestrina,
and

it

was

1

all

ail

lie

spoiled

his students,

and

(Continued on Page

all, lie

Beware the Sound Post Juggler

— musical

’

Berserker
His
eye-brows also
wanted to

MacDOWELL

help making fmvs at tilings hi- ,11,il not like
sounds, and also words. Then- wen- words that

;

word he

EDWARD

wen* ivqicHnlly

liim as

that of

prejudiced a large number of students
against using the very strings that have been universally accepted by artists for years'.

s<-ns| tlve. He luul some
difficulty in restraining Ills gestur- s,
ami he could net

:

by MacDowell and an assistant. I took them both in
successive years, so during those two years I spent one
or two hours eacli week in the presence of the composer. There were, I think, not more than a dozen
students in the class. I remember times when there
were only six or eight present which gives you an
idea of how much Columbia University valued
genius

re

years by the metal strings,

own intonation and

worst of

I

had ever

of the

ii4)

Another example of his ignorance must be given because it is so typical of thousands of violinists and
teachers throughout the country. One day a quack
“sound post artist” visited his studio and informed the
professor that he had a “new type sound post” which
would do Wonders for his violin. The new sound post

was duly installed and the traveling quack collected
fee (much larger than the regular charge made by

We

indiraw and new. There simply isn’t any evidence to
grows better with age.” Any confresh from the
cert artist would prefer a Stradivarius
it, because he knows the
get
could
if
be
hand,
master’s
been played
tone would be superior to one which had
for a hundred or more years.
This brings us to the much dis-

cate that “a violin

puted idea that “the, old violin is
better than the new.” There does
not seem to be any evidence to
prove this statement, although it
experts
is generally accepted by

and laymen

alike.

violin,
artist.

wood of the violin.
These examples are by no means isolated, and they
sliow that mistaken ideas about violins are not confined to the uninformed and the igno,rant, but actually
among musicians who have been well trained and
who ought to know better. A pianist who stood by the
piano tuner and repair man and attempted to tell him
how to do his job of regulating the piano- would be

exist

regarded with contempt. Violin repair shops,
however, often find themselves directed to do certain
the directions being given by
repairs in a certain way
persons who play the violin, but who know very little
about its internal structure. These self-styled experts
may tell a student that his violin needs a new bass-bar,
when all the while, the rattle may be coming from a
Of
grooved fingerboard or a loosely wound string.
course, a reliable shop will scrape the fingerboard and

justly

—

the violin happens to fall into
tiie hands of an incompetent experimenter who welcomes the opportunity to rip tiie instrument apart and
try liis newest model bass-bar, the result may be anreplace the string, but

if

other ruined instrument.

Teachers and violinists are largely responsible for
the mistaken idea that “a violin grows better with
age.” They ought to know that a violin left unplayed
in its case will actually deteriorate with age, just as
anything else would do under similar circumstances. A
well made new violin will improve with playing, provided it is properly adjusted. The improvement con-
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it

new

compliment

violin, the critics

has an “Italian tone.”

Do

not these

know

and
concert violinist of the past century who played it
all doubt.
at once pronounced it a Stradivarius, beyond
Yuillaume is known to have made a number of really

rrr

when played by the same
In fact, some of these tests
new violin is

and has a more
even scale. We must assume,
however, that the new violin is
correctly made of fine material
and by a master craftsman, and

that

it is

not the spare time work

of a carpenter or clerk who does
violin making as a “hobby I” Naturally, instruments of this caliber

cannot be considered superior to

inside of the soft toji

fine

that the Italian makers differ among themthey differ
selves in the tone they produce more than
from makers of other countries? The makers of Cremona produced a tone entirely different from that of
On the
Brescia.
and
Venice,
the craftsmen of Naples,
famous
other hand, a violin by Lupot was taken to a
critics

indicate that the
stronger, brighter,

fine old violins, although some of
them may he, if they are well

’

him by saying

Actually, ex-

re-

to be

man makes a

haustive and impartial tests show
that the most critical and musical
audience cannot tell the difference between the new and the old

shops for this service) and went his way, never
heard from again. Within two weeks, the teacher
was in a violin repair shop with his violin, fully repentant of his error. Ilis repentance, however, could
not undo the damage done by the clumsy “expert in
sliding a hardwood post back and forth against the

liable

LIFE”

THE ETUDE

his

time it is so
tinues for several months, after which
exists
imperceptible that it cannot he measured, if it
know, for example, that tiie violins of Stradiat all.
violinists.
by
varius, when new, were sought after
they were
There was no doubt of their qualities when

made.

Some say that the

artist can

the difference and that lie prefers the old violin, but again, this
proves nothing except that the
matter is one of personal prefertell

ence. It simply is not a matter of
proven fact actually, one may be
as good as the other, and in any
given case, each instrument must
be judged absolutely on its merits.
No prejudice should exist and no
“judicial advice” should be given
by so-called “experts.” Let each
instrument speak for itself. Remember, also, that the concert
violinist can afford to get the best
and healthiest among the old violins, while Hie student, with less
;

A

fine example of a violin made
of the late eighteenth century,

by

J.

to spend, must take the
lesser instruments, which are frequently inferior to good new violins.
Another point of discussion among musicians and
teachers is the so-called “Italian tone.” It is said that
Italian violins have a certain distinctive quality of
tone which makes them superior to all other violins.

B. Guadagnini, a

who was

Northern

famous maker

active in various cities of

Italy.

money

Italian tone is just good tone it may be found among
all nationalities. When an American erafts;

makers of

fine instruments which were sold as “old Italian”
violins to musicians and competent judges of tone. Of
course, ns soon as the true origin of these violins became known, the cry of “fraud” rent the air and their
prices dropped to the level of the “accepted prices” of
these “inferior makers.” Did their tone change overnight as the price fell? Let it be remembered that
Yuillaume and other makers of new violins fooled the
and
finest musicians and judges of their day on tone
And let it be
tone is what counts in judging a violin
noted that “Italian tone” is just good tone, and that

—

VIOLIN
Edited

by Harold

!

Berkley
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while

many

Italian makers (Continued on

Page 441)
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Music and Study
some musical experience, and even n
1 have never felt that they were
inf-urn
The only satisfactory way 0 f testin

Music and Study

How to

child’s musical aptitude is to put iu
m
a musical situation and get som em
person to watch his reactions.

Questions and Answers

Write a Chromatic

Q. In transposing a song from the key
of IS-flat to that of A-flat, I am puzzled as
to whether to use a double llat on II or
to write it as A-natural. Will you tell
me which is correct? W. II. S.

—

JU W.

In 0 h

I advise you to provide
him win
a piano, teach him to sing little songs
t
respond to rhythmic playing, to

words,

picking out little tunes on the

QeLLenS, Wu,

—a

a girl of fifteen
T began to study

Professor Emeritus

Webster’s

Editor,

International Dictionary

Are Syllables Necessary

a few others of the same difficulty.
Will you suggest a course of study for me,
and also something which would provide
the necessary rudiments and
funda-

mentals of music?

— Miss C. D.

A. Since your study has been so
sporadic and your ability to perform is
so “irregular,” I suggest that you ask
your teacher to help you regularize your
playing by putting you through one of
the graded courses, probably beginning
with the third grade. Compel yourself to
play each study or piece perfectly this
including fingering, pedaling, observance

—

of tempo and dynamics signs, and so on.
If you can play it absolutely perfectly the
first or second time, then go on to the next
one but if any detail is imperfect, then
repeat it until it is exactly right.
Watch your finger and arm position
carefully, and train yourself to. listen
;

critically to your

certain that

it

is

own playing to make
legato when it should

be, and that the phrasing is correct. When
you have completed the third grade book,
do the same thing with the fourth and
perhaps this summer, when you can practice several hours a day, you might be

1'

main meal

!

The book mentioned may be
The

secured through the publishers of
Etude.

Don’t

Look at the Keys

am an ardent admirer

your page
in The Etdde, and although I have never
written before, I now have a problem
which puzzles me greatly. I have been
teaching piano for nearly eight years and
now have forty-five pupils. Among them
is a girl of fourteen who has studied with
another teacher for several years, and
with me for ten months. She has finally
managed to complete a second-grade book,
but she still does not know her notes,
even missing Middle C frequently. I have
tried writing notes for her, explaining
how to recognize the notes, and so on,
but she does not know her notes any better than she did ten months ago.
She
learns her pieces by having me tell her
the notes, over and over. What shall I
do? This girl loves music, has a good
Q. I

of

sense of rhythm, and plays well after
working for months on a piece. But she
cannot read the notes while she is playing.— Mrs. M. V. S.

;

able to do the fifth. If you can play fifth
grade music well, and if you know all the
major and minor scales and. key signatures perfectly, you will be reasonably
well prepared to major in music during
your college course. But if you wish to
do a little more on the theoretical side,
procure a copy of my book, “Music Notation and Terminology,” and study it as
you go along, in every instance applying
the theory to the music you are playing.
One further suggestion The “course
of sprouts” that I am advising emphasizes
the mechanical side of piano playing, and
:

balance

on the musical side, I
to allow me to
study at least one Haydn or Mozart sonata, and a half dozen pieces of about
fourth grade difficulty these to constitute a sort of “dessert” following your
this

would ask my teacher

—

418

and find
0. Now have her close her eyes
on the keyboard. Similarly, the
white key at the left of the group of three
black ones is always F, and she must
s.
again close her eyes and find all the
Now with eyes closed, have her find I>,
E, G, F-sharp, and so on. It is a game
it is fun; but it must he done over and
over until she can find any key that you
name even when her eyes are closed.
Now go back to your pupil’s first-grade
book, or, better yet, get her a different
one so that she may have new material to
work with. The simple pieces and exercises will be so easy that at first tlie girl
will laugh at them. But you will tell her
that she must play them without looking
at her hands she must find the right
kegs by feeling. This is a game too, but
it is also the development of a very important habit the habit of looking at the
notes instead of at the keyboard. Your
pupil will probably go through the firstgrade book very rapidly, after which I
suggest getting her a new second-grade
book and also some easy second-grade
pieces. Tell her. she may look at her hands
occasionally, but that she must keep her
eyes on the notes most of the time.
After completing a new second-grade
book in this way your pupil should now
be ready to go on with third-grade music
in the regular way. But it may take a
year to come to this point, since her
progress will probably not be as rapid as

1*1(010

A.

My

guess

that your pupil is one
of tlie many who look at the keys constantly and thus do not pay any attention
to the notes. Such children play largely
by ear, and although there is no objection to playing by ear, yet there should be
built up from the very beginning an association between the way the music sounds
and tlie way it looks on the page. It is
merely a question of method The old
way was to begin with the notes and go
from them to the tones but the new way
is to begin with the tones and go from
them to the notes. The ultimate objective
is the same, however
the pupil must
come to. the point where he can read notes.
So far as your pupil is concerned. I advise you to begin at once to teach her the
“feel” of the keys, so that she may be able
to find any desired key without looking.
Remind her that the white key at the left
of tlie group of two black keys is always
is

:

;

—

—

—

that of the average pupil. However, if
she can learn to play pieces she can
also
learn to read notes at least fairly well.

—

Q.

and

Playing?

the degree of
innate quality of brain, but merely in
concentration which they manage to achieve.

1

The Law Of

in

is

voice.

:

;

•

what

Mrs.

wish

determine the degree of
musical aptitude possessed by
a six-vear
ohl boy He has been exhibiting
a marked
interest
music but the lack of a
musical
instrument in tlie home does
not permit
mu to express himself fully. I
shoul( j
to

m

iike

fo

have

this boy tested for
musical
aptitude before introducing
him to an
education in music. Tlie
Seashore tests
seem to be tlie answer,
but I do not know
too much about them,
nor where to go
foi
this type

of

te^Mrfs.

A

I

am

^

assistance
l>ef ° re

r

How

* Ut>h

«

sorry to

have to inform von
that there is no way in
which a six-vear
t6Steci for musi
«'l aptitude
n
The Seashore
tests and also
a similar
senes by Ivwnlwasser

AIT

and Dvkenn

intended for older
children
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-ire

who have had

is

of
This demands a completely detailed analyzation

C. K. S.

performance comprises

A, There are two systems of syllable
don't think either
singing, and although
one has much place in piano playing, I am
glad nevertheless l<> explain the difference. in tlie “flxed-f/o" system, C is al-

;

and

that its
an understanding of the

the passage, phrase, or composition,

all

concept.
Criticism

ways

do. It is re,

and

so forth.

But

—

,

;

Role of

C-

sense perceptions. He will soon dispense with the eye as the learning
medium and become entirely reliant
upon his inner sense of hearing. One
glance at a phrase will be ample for
his mind-ear to function in immediate
coordination with the muscular-sense.

The "movable do” scheme is quite <h
and I believe it to be much better

Slow Practice

ordinary, average sehoo

The ear is dependent upon muscular
response for the realization of the anticipated results. Inversely, the muscular adjustments and adaptations
are dependent upon the ear and under

ability
'

!

,

;

its

:

tl

No

control.

performance

is

intelligent,

possible with-

out this relationship and interdependence. Any other approach results
in unmusical, mechanical note repetitions which can only lead to bitter
experience, and a contempt for practice and all that it involves. Autoproducing sounds
matic repetition
without conceiving and hearing them

.

u^sl “

there is considerable advantage in
siUo 1
it for the introduction of sight
a
But I see no especial ttse for it in te,u
ie
piano, and since your child's teac *
g
''
evidently not accustomed to the ra0 .'‘ er

—

—

is valueless. Only intelligent repetition develops the right habits and reThe important thing in conflexes.

v
better to as

do" system, it might be
to omit the use of syllables entire!}"
to be iu

absolute

telling

1

your boy ought not

,

results accordingly.
Since the eye is usually, first to be

fereat,

nection with repetition is not how
are needed, but how Jew.
It seems superfluous to refer to slow

many

ll
^

with a different system in his piano
than he will probably soon be usin

(

presented with the music the ear will
hear, it is used more consciously than
the ear. As a result, unmusical, lazy,
and indifferent students are prone to
rely on looking at the musical problem in learning and practicing. But
the student who is sensitive, musical,
eager, and industrious, will have, or
will attain, more highly developed

and is only mildly interested in lin,s
As its name implies do moves as the key
b ut
changes. In the key of C. do is on C
and so on.
in the key of G, do is on G
e_
Thus the intervals are automatically
se
termined. do-re being always a major
ond, do-mi a major third, and so on“movable do” system is used almost tw.
versally in the United States, and
though it has its limitations, 1
„

GEORGE MacNABB

,‘

n

school.
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slow practice is simply the ultimate performance
for example) played in a slower tempo
adagio or andante). There should lie the same atten-

{'allegro,

mental-ear is untrained, or not used, tlie impression
This inner
will be superficial and transient at best.
sense of hearing must conceive sounds correctly before
they can be produced correctly. Ail the details of the
held in
and
impression must be indelibly recorded
readiness for immediate or future expression, at which
time the mental-ear adjusts and adapts tlie muscles for
production, and then either accepts or discards the

it
pects to l>e a professional musician
serves very well. But for the average
since he
it is far too complicated,
e
has to figure out the interval before h
can sing the tone.

tainly

;

The Ear

These three steps in the law of practice compel the
Its duty is to transmit all
use of the mental-ear.
musical impressions to the conscious mind. If the

pupil

fair musical

nullify the value of slow practice.
The only difference between slow practice and the
speed that
final public performance should lie in the
is,

The

ami so tm. This system is in use in 1 ranee.
Belgium, and a few other Euroiieau counand for the talented pupil "lm ex-

tlie

ed.

creative experience.

tries,

who has only

Music

;

a rigid self-criticism an itemized review
comparison of the actual performance with the
mental-ear ideal. Tlie ideal should be the highest
actual
kind of musical expression, so lofty that any
playing not measuring up to it .will be instantly
repudiated and discarded. Thus practice becomes a

slmrp and C-flnt are failed do also, ami
D-sharp and D-flnt are called re. In
other words, any kind of a C* is do. any
kind of a I) Is re, any kind of an E is mi,

adapted to

of

muscular actions
are correct. It Is imperative that all
those employed in
in slow practice be identical with
should be,
fast tempo. Actions and motions can, and
of
exaggerated in slow practice for the attainment
but
precision and control, and to assist concentration
and extraneous exertions,
it is necessary that irrelevant
avoidwhich would he unavailable at greater speed, be
They are definite impediments to progress. They

a

I

'c

I

Practice

factors
The law of good practice consists of three
2. Action (doing and thinkI Conception (thinking)
ing) 3 Criticism (thinking over).
Conception— a flawless mental picture of exactly
executed.
to be produced and how it is to be

necessary

'

Q.

hand

wants him

and so on

and also whether solinlsatlon
in the study of piano and

child

Testing for Musical Aptitude

at

activity.
simply a matter of exercise— a mode of
instrument
The human mind is a wonderfully proficient
said
when it is intensely concentrated. William James
ordinary people, not in any
that genuises differ from

It is

1

;

fill

same time. Since this is not so, concentration
ridding the mind of wanderings
can be achieved only by
intense interest in the
and distractions through an
and by forcing the mind to that work.

to rail C do.
other words to use
it o"
system. I myself have
tlie "fixed
studied the piano for year* and have been
taught the “movable </«” system, so I am
asking you which system is preferable,
re.

—

rutthe actual performance the endeavor to
designed
precisely what has been conceived and
concenby the mind. Complete mental and physical
if the pertration is compulsory during execution,
formance is to approach, or equal, the mental-ear

Action

at tffe

siimll son, nge<l eight, has been
•hsotix for about a month,
all Ids wci rk up to now lias been in

his teacher still

it

translated.

;

m

the key of C. His teacher lias had him
sing syllables along with Ills plnying, ami
of course, all his work lias been in the
so C lias been tlo. lint lie is now
key of
beginning to work ill tlie key of (I, and

Eastman School

be thoroughly
practice and its benefits, and yet it must
blow
understood to be advantageous. The old adage,
often unPractice Is Golden” is not only delusive, but
conditions
true It is golden only if all the fundamental

accurately
composer’s intention so his thought will be

1

My

taking piano

Pianist,

development of real practice depends entirely
Arnold Bennett described concen..
non concentration.
to dictate to- the brain its task
ration as “the power
All normal people have the
and insure its obedience.”
in regard to concentration any
equipment
same basic
they use this- equipment.
difference is found in the way
for the mind to dart from one thought
It is natural
amazing rapidity and ease. This into another with
erroneous impression that the
nate facility creates the
thought or operation
mind can attend to more than one

work

all the C’s

e
i orcje

Tlie

senior in

piano when

five,

n/aeflaU

hQ

Concentration

to

—

New

Can Make Perfect

Practice

the

an.

music,

it

Oberlin College

and

to

rhythmic

to

melodies on the piano, then he
has
sufficient musical aptitude to make
worth while to give him several years
of
piano lessons after which* you and
the
teacher will be able to decide how much
further to go. I might add that the child's
interest, his desire to learn, has much to
do with the matter.
little

with my grandmother as teacher, but this study stopped after seven
months because of her death. When I was
nine I began to take lessons again, but
after five months I became ill and had to
stop again. When I was thirteen I began
again, and have been studying ever since,
but because my work has been so irregular I find that my technical background
is very poor, and this worries me very
much because I should like to major in
music when I go to college. It is difficult
for my teacher to determine what I ought
to study because I can play some music
with perfect ease whereas other pieces of
the same grade are very hard for me. I
have mastered Clair de Lune by Debussy

was

I

keyboard”

'

In Music
am

Tt is

!

m

2)oc.

he

practice is, and to stimuunderstanding of what real
L him to employ his full mental and physical cahas said: “The mind should pracna cities Moscheles
the fingers— the mind is everything.’
tice more than
practice is not only useless
Casual mechanical, or rote
for it merely perfects the errors.
but even detrimental,
make perfect.
Practice does not always

be«'°

will need the aid of an intelligent
sensitive teacher. If your boy i
ea ri)
quickly to carry a tune, to respond

propriately

How to Prepare for a Major
Q. I

'

If you yourself are musical yon might !'
some of this yourself, but probably yl

Music

high school.

T

J

Conducted by

A. Composers are very inconsistent in
their use of altered scale tones, and there
seem to be no definite rules upon which
all agree.
In the case you mention I
should personally prefer to write B-dotible-flat, but I am sure that some others
would write it A-natural. So write it as
you yourself would prefer to see it if you
were reading the accompaniment at the
piano.

an instudent who practices intelligently is
has aptly
comparable joy to a teacher. Someone
are no teachers, only students. Since
s .,id “There
do his own learning and growing, a
„,.h student must
futile if the student does not use
teacher’s efforts are
procedures and habits.
correct practice
teacher’s task to give the student a thorough

1
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musical,
tion to all details of the physical, technical,
pertonal, interpretative, and emotional aspects of the
formance as in the fast tempo. Even nuancfi and rubato
beapplication
detailed
must not be neglected. This
comes increasingly difficult as the tempo is reduced, but
therein lies the value of slow practice. You cauno-t be
really secure in the fast tempo until you are secure in
the slower speeds. The result is perfect control in
public performance. Certainly one needs to be more
than one hundred per cent secure when playing in

public

Slow practice

is

for

many

ills

essential in

developing precision,

and endurance. This is true in all
and activity in pianism it is a cure
and difficulties. It demands scientific

speed, flexibility,
fields of endeavor

;

study and reveals inaccurate and unnecessary movements. It develops accuracy because enough time is
allowed to ascertain the exact key to be operated and
to predetermine the exact color, intensity, and duration
of tone desired. The listening processes are disciplined
real practicing is listening and a more finely controlled condition of relaxation, balance, power, and co-

—

—

ordination created.

Fast Practice
Fast practice occupies as important and definite a
place in the practice realm as does slow practice. However, before it is employed, it must be preceded by a
more than considerable amount of slow and medium
preparation. In this way fast practice offers a means
of gauging the results of the slow work already done.
One needs experience in playing at the required tempo
for a realization of the sensations which will occur at
that tempo and in public performance. Each individual
must discover for himself whether slow or up-to-tempo
practice is more profitable and comforting as a public
performance approaches. Even after a piece or program has been learned and performed in public many
times, it is vital and necessary to revert constantly
to

slow practice,

lest inaccuracies

creep

in.

Performance Practice
Practicing a program by playing it before small
groups of people by way of rehearsal, or preview, is a
most revealing experience. It presents an opportunity

program in continuity, to get a perspective
it as a whole, to study one’s reaction to a listening
audience, and the audience reaction to the performance.
It disturbingly exposes unknown weaknesses, lack of
poise, nervous qualms; in general, everything both
good and bad which can be ( Continued on Page 4-11)

to play tlie
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curred while

was on the faculty

I

Among my

of the
Matth

students was a typical
Engi ?
phlegmatic, without a trace
of fm
She had no feeling for pictures’
or
ear
for
no
music.
had
She
poetry; she
played hoc|-e°!
As an experiment, I assigned her one of Debussv'
ino. First
subtlest Preludes La Puerto del
I eliairci
8
with her about it; explained that Debussy had n ev
^
been to Spain but, seeing the picture of this old
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Musicianship Through Evocation

l

gate

the

A Conference

Alhambra on a postcard, his imagination had bee"
and he felt impelled to set it to music. Could
she
what he saw? N'o, she could not. X’ext I talked of

fired

with

see

^JJarriel

ohten
Renowned

British Pianist

Spain, of the Alhambra, of the gypsies living i n ca vein the Sacro-Monte outside Granada. I explained
the
sense of the music, giving her Debussy’s own directions
for playing it, ‘with sharp contrasts of extreme violence
and passionate sweetness’ (aver brusques oppositions
d'cxtrdme viol cnee et de pasSiom'e douceur). I gui(j ed
her playing never in terms of what she must do but
always in terms of the purpose of the music. ‘Do we
want that fat, oily tone?’ I would a.sk, ‘Are we at a
German coffee-party? Think of the tone of thin Spanish wine of (lie cold in the shadows of the Alhambra
gate.’ As her understanding of the music grew her
tone adapted itself to it. Let me stress that her change
of tone grew out of her evocation of mood and not out
of technical guidance, ritimately, I asked her to plav
tlie Prelude at one of our concerts, telling her that she
,
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Bri+ish-born Harriet

Cohen, one of the world

great-

s

est pianists, revealed her rare gifts as a small child.

She pursued her studies under Tobias Matthay and
later taught at his school.

has centered chiefly

in

Her

distinguished career

the music of the Seventeenth
is noted

Century and of contemporary composers. She
as

a

pioneer

reviving

in

Elizabethan music.

Of

her

Bach playing, the late Adolph Weissmann said, "So
deeply has the spirit of the master entered into her
that she has few, if any, equals as a Bach player,"
while Alfred Einstein wrote, "She must be added to
list of those chosen ones who stand among the
In the modern field, Miss Cohen has introduced major works of Elgar, Bax, Vaughan-Williams,
Bartok, Bloch, De Falla, Villa-Lobos, and others, many

the

elect."

of which are dedicated to her.

She has appeared at
important festivals throughout the world, and has
been decorated by the British, Belgian, and Czech
governments. From V-Day to VE-Day, her record of
the Bach Chorale, "Beloved Jesus," was played to the
Allied Forces under the command of Field Marshal
Viscount Montgomery, for prayers at 5:55 A.M. every
morning. Miss Cohen's first post-war tour of the
United States has had to wait until 1948 because of
the serious injuries she sustained during the bombing
of London, where she remained throughout
the war,
playing for the British and American troops. During
her current visit, Miss Cohen is combining
concertizing with master-teaching.
Editor’s Note.

—

HARRIET COHEN
“T'kUItlNG

England’s ‘freezing winter’ of 1947 I had
ar> illuminating experience. On the coldest day
I
of that bitter season, when London was suffering from lack of fuel, I gave an all-Bach recital in a
large hall, a great barn of a place, completely unlighted
and unheated. The house was crowded. People with
pinched faces huddled under the blankets they had
brought, finding spiritual sustenance in Bach. A thing
like that could never have happened before the war;
it plainly shows that people want not
merely entertainment or performance, hut music. This is of more
than ordinary significance and it places a responsibility
upon everyone associated with the art.

f

People

Want Music

“We are growing out of our bedazzlement with technical gymnastics and into a realization that
music
means more than loudness and speed. For a while, the
very nature of our machine a'ge set up a vicious circle
of judgment. Performers gave their audiences
speed
and

‘show,’ and audiences came to expect such fare.
People came to concerts to hear performers instead of
Yet what is the result? In Britain we have
numbers of performers who play with incredible technique and brilliance— yet more than ever, Myra Hess
remains the best and best-loved pianist in the land. An
analysis of her fine artistry shows that (like the emi-

music.

420

with music, using her technique merely
means of projecting her feeling for the
poser. Thus, an age that has been
fed on
nique, turns to her for salvation
“This points to a need for teaching and

as
cc

te

!

playing

mu

as music.
Excellence of performance means
but r
thing— honest interpretation of the life,
the soul
genetic impulses of the one who
wrote the music. 1
best concerts are those which
deepen our understai
mg of the composer by letting us forget the
perforn
tint 11 the very end, when
we suddenly return to eve
day life and send a wave of gratitude
to the artist w
.fought the composer so beautifully
close to us IL
then, shall that kind of
performance be taught?
t

’

An

Interesting Experience

m

m
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something ‘extra’!)

it

Sensing the Composer’s Message
“The soundest way to keep music musical is to teach
and to project it in terms of imaginative evocatiofi.

is but another way of saying that music must
reflect tiie intentions of the composer for, in most cases,
we have little more than imaginative insight to guide
us to those intentions. Behind the notes we study, we
seek the symbolic value that notes alone can only suggest. Bach wrote his music without indications, relying on the music itself to give the clue to performance.
Busoni once told me a charming Bach anecdote: when
asked how one of his works was to be played, Bach
answered, ‘The meaning is in the music. If you cannot find it there, do not play it !’
“The secret of musicality lies in sensing what the
composer had to say neither more nor less. X’aturally,
this is made lighter when one learns about the composer his times, character, tastes, moods, habits. It is
again made lighter when the student matures to the
Point of relating the life-facts of the composer to lifefacts in general the hopes, fears, struggles, and joys
of all people. But to discover the exact shade of meaning that hinds certain notes into a musical pattern,
one must think, feel, imagine, explore, striving always
to evoke the spirit and the intention of the composer.

This

—

—

—

Even the purely technical aspects of playing should
be approached through imaginative evocation. Not a
scale should be played without some kind of musical
intention behind it
And, in chord playing, no clumps
of notes
I have always opposed the right-hand, lefthand school of thought. That kind of practicing cuts
across musical meaning.
Surely, Bach and Mozait
never thought in terms of right and left hands. Hie)
thought of music, weaving tone into a single, integral
pattern, regardless of the mechanics of performance.
This pattern, and the meaning behind it, must come
!

“We can begin by understanding that
music is
preached with the mind and the heart
rather than w
the fingers. Certainly, the
fingers must do their
but technical difficulties smooth
themselves out I h
found, once the student has
been taught to seek
a
evoke musical values. My sole
aim in teaching is
lead the student to a
comprehension of the mood
a
the meaning
the music. I have no
one method
invent a new method for each
student, tryinfto
he special needs of each
individual architectme
hands, b"ody, and mind. The
wise teacher does not
t
bis pupils what to do
he does not set un lfi
working methods as models for
them! He keeps |
approach fluid, opening each mind
with its own Lev
“An interesting instance of this
kind of teTchitg",
;

—

might keep the music before her to buoy her up in
response to which she determined to memorize it, and
did so (probably with continued finger-memory and
visualisation, as She had no ear), bringing glory upon
herself for her understanding projection of the music.
(As a parenthesis, lei me say that 1 see no virtue in
insisting that all music In* memorized. Memorizing is
excellent if it makes the student comfortable; if not,
let him play from notes
The greatest artists kept their
notes before them until Von Billow introduced the
trick of memorizing. Perhaps Von Billow realized that
he was not in the front-line of pianists and needed

!

through

:

little

left-hand break
plaj ing, must he

hammer-like gestures of right-hand,
its

flow.

Part-thinking,

if

not part;
^

present in every chord. learn to thin
terms of musical pattern and the hands will adjust
over
themselves. The best proof
of the power of mind
lands is that once you
know exactly how you wish a
11
passage to go, once you
hear it right in your head, yo'
niters will somehow
follow your intention and bring
your meaning out
for you! (Continued on Page 442)
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as to insure an extremely smooth
depends upon practic in.it verv slowly at first so
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Much
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of the effectiveness of
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There are six dr more waltzes attributed to Chopin that were no pu
as to its authenticity; but in the case of this Opus 70, No. 2, there can be
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however, was almost entirely Fren
Wieniawski (1835-1880) was one of the foremost of all Polish violinists. His training,
vio
with great success. In 1860 he became so o
received at the Paris Conservatory. With his brother Josef he toured Europe
Vieuxtemps as .professor o vio
he toured America with Anton Rubinstein. Returning to Europe, he succeeded
the Czar. In 1872
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BALLET MlGNON
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were
as though you
smooth, flowing ballet movement, which should be played

memory

of the

composer’s friend,

Mme

Cecile

Chaminade. Grade
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THE GAY NINETIES

This quaint musical caricature should make a useful comic relief at a pupils’ recital. The quotation, Hold that minor, bojs!
which occhord which pleased them
merely refers to the habit of members of a barber shop quartet to call any

curs here with a major chord
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but be indulges in bad habits
because be is unskilled in them and cannot control them. The reason he cannot
control them is because he does not know
how lie learned them. The fact is, he
learned them unintentionally and involuntarily. The speediest and surest cure
for bad habits is found in purposeful,
exact repetitions of them. Through incontrol,

•jjudt
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not only hundreds of finger exercises for intermediate
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Singers and pianists everywhere will welcome the news that
volumes of this famous series of masterpieces of vocal and piano
music are being re-issued and can again be procured from their
local dealers or direct from the publisher. Paper and binding are
of the same high quality as those issued in pre-war years. As other
volumes are released they will be announced in these columns.

and

SCHUBERT

Edited by Henry T. Finck
For High Voice and Low Voice
Price $3.50 each
This fine collection contains 50 of the best songs of Schubert, with his
portrait, his biography and a critical estimate of each song ...
219 pages
of music in full folio size. Included are many perennial concert program
favorites.

EARLY ITALIAN SONGS AND AIRS
Transcribed and edited by Pietro Floridia
IN TWO VOLUMES
Each for High Voice and Low Voice
Price $3.50 each
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of time.
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wise,
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a tempo greater than

performance into
dethe one desired for public use. This
wonvelops endurance and creates that
feelderfully comfortable and satisfying
ing of reserve when playing at the correct
tempo. To offer a performance at one’s
top speed is precarious, to say the least.
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how

a mechanical performance.

erable period
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deviate from or recur to?
metronome does
The intelligent use of the

i os Angeles 14

The

editor of these two volumes has produced a collection of
early
Italian masterpieces of imperishable value. Volume I includes
the bestknown songs from Caccini to Bononcini; Volume II from Provenzale
to Supriani.
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Broadway.
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Write for Mills' complete piano catalog.
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TWO BOOKS
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chosen speed.
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fect rubatos and

Original etudes covering the various vital early grade problems of technic. Most of
the studies are of a melodic character.

Each Book

aiming for intelligent practice
will hold himon the
printed page, lie cannot avoid growth and
success. The average student, even one
who uses liis eyes only, sees so little on
If,

MASTERSONGS

a mental focusing on
of practice and playing,
induced by the absence of alluring sounds
and distracting muscular functionings.
Klavier practice is silent practice, with
all

This volume contains a wealth of material drawn from such master
composers as Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, Chopin, Liszt, Wagner,
Grieg
Brahms and 12 other immortals of vocal composition.

the attributes

muscles executing their duties while
sense of hearing supplies the
sounds and the tone color. Obviously, the
the

the inner
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To achieve clarity, velocity, and endurPlay the first few notes of a run
with the last few notes) at a
goodly rate of speed and then successively
add a note until the entire run is includec
|> - Reverse this order by beginning
with the complete run
and successively
eliminating each note. Chord passages,
octaves, and mordents lend themselves
readily to clarification
by this means. The
advantages of practicing hands alone and
n al l keyboard
registers, and, when phys?

and
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following pages where
Therefore,
“mentor” is mentioned, it refers to some
to
personality who in some way helped
mould Theodore’s life. He learned much
business in general, as well as

of

about
C. C.
about dealing with the public, from
imMellor. Mr. Mellor also laid much
the
portance upon maxims, proverbs, and
of
many
taught
He
wisdom of the past.

BARBIROLLI

Music and Drama

AUGUST 22 — SEPTEMBER

them to Theodore. When The Etude was
for
founded it was marked every month
feature
years by a column of maxims, a
today
which even in the complex life of
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vacation — the finest
music performed by world-famous artists.
Opera, ballet, theatre and choral
programs too. And SAS — which last year

A memorable

might be repeated to advantage.
(To be continued in the next issue.)
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were others
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the old Italians, can do
not
Our point here is that teachers should At
violin.
new
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not claim to be
least it is honest, and does

works of Vuil“old Italian,” as did the
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he must
in the significance of bis song,
exert a certain detachment in order to
channel his emotions into his voice and
Audiences are

Conquering Tensions
(

YOUR

AT

experiences of mine,
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it

3782 Russian

tiling

as a single vocal problem. Either
one has a free, floating vocal emission,
or one has not. Seldom can
a singer put
his finger on one problem that

Dance (Kamarinskaya), F-2

holds him
back. The entire system of emission
must
he safe and sure. For my own
needs, I
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supply you, send your order direct
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numbers at
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transition

trom what goes well to what
is more diffiI have no hesitation in
recommending such a system of
practice. Let us suppose, as an instance, that
a singer has
accomplished a fine, even scale,
knowing
and feeling that it ‘sits’ right.
Let us
suppose that he finds difficulty
in adaptcult.
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HIGH
TONES
and how
to sing them

By Frederic Freemantel
Here’s good news for all singers,

particularly those with any
nervousness over high tones. In
new, practical book, Mr.
Freemantel tells you in clear
understandable language, how
to have the thrilling top
tones
this

what you sing is less important
than
you sing it and what you do

m musical application.
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here

that his entire battery
of skills
and controls comes to light.
Here it is
that he realizes that
voice alone avails
him but little. The secret
of projecting
mood to an audience so that
people are

m the most strictly discipline.!
“

S6lf
'* the Rreatest
Possible
misfnl
e°tto suppose
mistake
that convincing interpretation results from
any ‘free

aban-

donment’ to the inspiration
of the mo
ment! First of all, the singer
must kimw
by careful and protracted
study just
what the mood is. that he
is trying to
pioject. Not only must
he know it he
must feel it in a very personal
way. And
together with this personal
participation
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The voice was very insecure

teacher and while / never
I am a voice
career, it must exist,
had it in my teaching
whether it was a fault
and I would not know
something in the make up of
of teaching or
there should be a sola but
cords,
the vocal
ideas, but I would hue
own
my
have
I
tion.
the lower jaw was
yours. The trembling of
could see it at more than six
so bad that one
Mrs. V. L.
feet away.
too.

—

Your description of the voice production
soprano of whom you write indicates
faults,
that she has three easily perceptible
trembling of lips, chin, and throat, and tonal
ininsecurity, by which we suppose you mean
ability to sing in tune, and a pronounced
tremolo. In such a case there may he so many
A.

of the

it is difficult to determine which one is the most to blame. For
example she might be of-an unusually nervous
temperament and the strain of singing before
a critical audience might have completely upill and
set her control. Or she may have been
as you know, no singer can do herself justice
when she is sick. As she was able to sustain
a long high tone it seems to he quite unlikely
that there is anything radically wrong either
with her vocal cords or her lung capacity.
The most likely explanation is that she forced
her voice, using a greater pressure of breath
than the vocal cords could comfortably resist.
Therefore the whole structure of the larynx,
the tongue, the jaw, the lips, and perhaps even
the palatal arch shook like a leaf in the wind,
causing the insecurity of pitch and the tremolo
which you remarked. There must always be a
sense of balance among the three most important attributes of singing, the breath, the
vocal cords, and the muscles of speech which
are used in vowel and consonant formation.
If any one of these three acts in a faulty and
uncontrolled manner, a clearly defined vocal

contributing causes that

is

immediately noticeable.

Your young

must discover quickly, either by heror with the aid of her teacher, exactly
where her vocal trouble lies and immediately
remedy it. As you point out, her vocal technique at the moment is very deficient and she
can scarcely hope for much success until she
improves it.
soprano

self

How Should

the Word “Comfort” be Pronounced by the Singer?
Q. Why do oratorio singers sing “Com-four-t
ye” and similarly distort the “er” sound ? Of
course I know the “r” sound should not he
predominant in diction, but it seems that singers could approach
the pronunciation preferred by

Webster.— H.

C. L.

The English word “comfort”

syllable,

is

and substituting a tight am

throaty

’"

*

studying in one

Singing a high tone,
trembling of lips, chin, anil
has a decided
this and is there a
throat What would cause
were a question of
remedy or cure f If it
why would not this happen on the

ond

i.."seale,J

"y

known music

our well

is

schools,

word should be pronounced “Kumfert,” com
pletely eliminating the sound of O in the sec

l

?

Germanic

who

derivec
from the Latin “comfortare” through the ole
French “comforter.” The vowel O exists ii
both syllables, yet Webster declares that th

al' n) tt °r
mg, our breathin"
sleepbaT
rhythm.
Sometimes ttaf -wiVi<h,al
varied by our
is
emotions

varieties occurring
throiwh
habits of blood
or null

of
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to approach artistry until
he has learned
to master himself— his
voice, his person,
his every reaction, no
matter how slight!
And this mastery cannot be

projection.”

Hippity.Hop,

3802 A Song (or Annie Lou F-1
3803 Hoppy and Gay,
l
3804 The Ice Cream Man C-l
3808 Strutting. C-l
3809 On the Open Road. C-l
3810 The Bee and the Buttercup,

conversely, the freer and sneer your vocal
preparation, the more secure your emotional projection. No singer
can hope

necessary for you to do,
regardless of
hardships, irksome tasks,
or disappointments. Only in that
way can you rid
yourself of the tensions

'

'

begin to feel
The better

given you by
anyone except yourself.
“The most earnest counsel
can ofTer
you as a young singer is to
school yourself as you school your
voice. Strengthen
yourself in the power to do
whatever is

of

nev er

Re

I

you control your personal feelings, the
more relaxed your singing becomes. And,

blurre!i

studio—but he can develop
himself
there only up to a certain
point. Beyond
that, his development
depends less on
what is done to him, or for him,
and more
on what he can do to,
and for, his hearers
by way of musical
communication And
ei s

'

,

with

Projecting the Mood
,‘The singer’s work begins
in his

moved

so vital to success. He
says,
fr f
gmaem
Nothing can slop you trom singing them
with
joyful enthusiasm when you understand
the cor S3 ,oda Y for y° ur copy of

You

thi« 9r
„ °
UP

pieces-tL
Pieces—
there

F-2

G

your hearers and yourself. Forget your
self! Think of yourself only as a means
of projecting music. This eases personal,
or physical, tensions and transforms them
your tightness.
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tensions, of fear or self-consciousness, put
the thought of you as an obstacle between

into emotional intensity.

the addition of

easy teaching
be enough.

to

Deep

3831

achieve this, the singer must learn to rid
himself of every sort of tension. Vocal
tensions hinder communication. Personal

free, to lose

welcome

will
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then
gradually to work on to the
intervals incorporating the feel of the
good tones as
he goes on. Thus, security of
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Instruction
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I

like to invent my own
vocalises, building
each from the needs of the
moment and
keeping alert to the helpful

MacDonald Had a Farm, G-3

p ld

llll
3773 Jingle

whether

passages) that feel free and right,
and
then work my way on, using
them as a
sort of springboard. I use
no set vocalise*

-3

Hand Me Down My

Walkin' Cane &
She'll Be Cornin’ Round the Mountain,

or anticipation, of difficulty
call
cause tensions. Whether I am
beginning
my daily period of practice, or

I am trying to
perfect some vocal technique, I begin -with tones
(or scales nr

BOOGIE WOOGIE SETTINGS

;;; 7
3771

find it most helpful to work
from those
points which go well and which
feel freest
ami most comfortable. There is, to
my
nnnd at least, something negative
and
hence destructive about selecting
some
point of vocal emission that
does not go
well, and hammering at
that. The very

you.

DR.

JnsruerJly

'Sd.yyi

and communication
becomes your responsibility not
to disappoint them. If you realize this
and the mature artist never fails to do so
you assume the task of determining
that the ideal conception in your mind
shall find its way, through your voice,
contact

“As to the singer’s vocal tasks, I find
difficult to speak of individual faults
and problems. Actually, there is no such

PETITE SUITE
by ALEXANDRE

3778 Etude, £6-2
3779 Romance, F-2
3780 Polka, 86-2
3781 Wistful Mazurka (Maz.
Melancolique),

—

Thus,

Concerning Vocal Problems

4‘tlll

!

with

Voice Questions

jy

They leave their comfortable homes, and go out in wind and
weather in order to hear you. They are
receptive to you even before you sing for
them otherwise they wouldn’t be there.
They are eager to be moved by you, to feel
really delightful

it is to

control.

presenting these will only be
quailed by your pleasure in using
them because
they are outstanding teaching
material.
in

ceht

into his hearers’ hearts.

emphasize the
young singer’s need for skills and controls which vocal training alone can never
provide. Somehow, either through need or
determination, one must master the
earnest seriousness of responsibility and

OEA)^?.
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sound for the clear and open one
Your question refers to the first recitative ii
Handel s great and popular oratorio, th
Messiah.” Here the word “comfort” occur
tour times upon four
separate musical phrases
Each one of them must be beautifully sung
with some suggestion
of the meaning of tli
"ord, as well as its pronunciation or th
whole recitative falls flat. If the singer pre
duces the second syllable of this expressiv
-ord with a rather closed mouth, the tone wil
all back into
the throat, sounding ugly an
pinched. It is a very dangerous and difficul
spot for the tenor
voice, and if he should pr<
er a free and
lovely tone on “comfort,” t
lie tight and
throaty sound that the Wei

JULY, 1948

sterian pronunciation suggests, who can blame
It was our great pleasure to hear the
part of Sieglinde in Wagner’s “Die Walkure,”
sung by many of the greatest lyric artists of
our time. Toward the end of the first act,
Sieglinde realizes that tlie man with whom she
is falling in love is the heroic Siegmund, her
half brother. Tlie music which Wagner has
written to depict this scene, rises to a climax
of tremendous power, when she calls out his
name “Siegmund, so nenn’ ich dich.” The
word “Siegmund,” which occurs upon a HighA, must be uttered with energy and strength,
or the whole effect of this glorious scene is

him?

To produce this sound with tlie mouth
almost closed forces the tone back into the
throat. Therefore, every great singer opens
the mouth a little too widely to get the tone
out and the word .becomes “Saygmund.” Perhaps the critic with a Websterian type of
mind, might claim that the word was distortBut the
ed and incorrectly pronounced.
phrase as they sang it, was so brilliant, so
lost.

strong, so beautiful, so musically magnificent,
that even tlie severest of them was forced into
with the
a reluctant admiration. So it is
word “comfort” in the first recitative from

Handel’s “Messiah,” about which you wrote
time, if the
to us. When you hear it sung next
tone is lovely, alluring, and expressive, please
temper your critical judgment with a little

The “Messiah” was written
a few years before
born, and no one can possibly
pronounced at
tell exactly how the word was
that time.

artistic

^French

different

mercy.

and produced
Webster was

of the

illustrating
finishes in Full

'tanos

in 1741, quite
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loung

Girl’s Voice

daughter, age fifteen, has a very good
voice, reaching High-A easily. Within the last year she seems to have a tenseness

My

0.

soprano

her
in her throat muscles and she. is afraid
voice will crack. This worries her terribly, as
she wants to sing well more than anything
instruction
in the world. Is there any book of
we could get to overcome Ibis condition t Do
think she is old enough to have lessons

you

in voice culture

—

tffP PIAN

C. T. De. L.

velopment. Some girls of fifteen are merely
II
children, while others are young women.
she
vour daughter belongs to this latter class,
study, provided her
is quite old enough to
usual
singing lessons do not interfere with tlie
woman
young
scholastic studies which every
her
must necessarily pursue to prepare tor
teacher
future life You should find a singing
who understands this and will bring her along
straini.ng her
slowly, carefully and without
her musical devoice, being content to allow
sane,
velopment to progress along the same
and bod}.
gradual lines as that of her nnnd
person you will be
If you can discover such a
fortunate indeed.
carefully examine
2 Her new teacher must
is tightening her
your daughter to see if she
her tongue, an
throat muscles, her jaw or
suggest a course of
she is he must he able to
difficulty lie may find.
whatever
cure
10
study
practical
He must not he a theorist alone but awrite the
The theorist may

man

as well.
man makes the best
books, but the practical
teacher.
books upon the
3 The number of published
growing each
voice is legion and is steadily
good advice
year. Almost all of these contain
to

who

the enquiring student

is

intelligent

none of
enough to understand them. How-ever,
viva vo ce
them can take the place of careful
teacher.

singing
lessons from an experienced
binging,

About

Please look at “Plain Words
in Speaking and
bv Shakespeare “Resonance
The
Samoiloff s
Singing ” by Fillebrown

O BOOKS

for Examination “ copies

A. Whether or not your daughter is old
enough to study singing depends entirely upon
her physical, mental, emotional and vocal de-

*.

John M. Williams CLASSICS. Collection of classic
and standard piano selections carefully edited
with regard to fingering, pedalling, phrasing.

1.00
Bernice Frost

COMPANION

SERIES. Classics, folk

tunes and original compositions chosen for their
musical and pianistic value, as well as for study

1.00

purposes.
Beatrice Hatton Fisk

A book

KEYBOARD FUNDAMENTALS.

for beginners of

essential

all

ages presenting the

facts in progressive order. This

new

approach is to acquaint the beginners with the
fundamentals of reading and playing from the
1.25
printed page.
Bernard Whitefield THE SIMPLEST BOOK. An
elementary book for the absolute beginner. Presents the rudiments of music in a simple, pleasant
and entertaining manner building a firm founda-

;

;

“Be-

Proscliowski’s
linger® Handbook” and
books may be
ginner's Voice Book.” These
of THE Etude
obtained through the publishers
is to find a good
H owever our bestforadvice
once.
at
her
singing teacher

tion.

;
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Recollections of

entirely dull and respectable. Then
MacDowell would find himself trying to tell
us about music, and what it meant, and he
would grope around for words, and find
very jumbled and inadequate ones, and

conclude with a gesture of despair. I had
developed a habit of staying after the
class, and talking with him,
and one day
I said,

“You are

not a man of words. Why
do you try to lecture in words? You ought
to play us the music and talk
about it

before and afterward.”
Being a really great man, he was willing to take advice, even from a boy.
He

began hesitatingly

to try

short time his class
culture was spending

in
its

it, and in a very
general musical
time listening to

the fact that 1 never made a
single
I have a curious memory f
or vitm
tls
not especially for dales or
i°‘'W
anything of that sort, but for
the tv
which lie under them. It is my
na v"‘f
compose what I am writing
complete !
my mind before I touch a pencil

and
true spirit of beauty, and to assert
defend through my whole life the free

Edward MacDowell

(Continued from Page

—

creative attitude. Of the two men, MacDowell was the more dynamic, for Woodberry was a little pessimistic and very
sad. But MacDowell was a fighting man.
He believed in America. He believed

41 G)

MacDowell play some music, and then
asking him questions about it. That, of
course, was horribly unorthodox and unor a t
academic, and it was obvious that a pro- that things could be done by Americans. writer, and if something happens
to dolnt
-v
fessor pursuing such a method would get He believed that students came to him in
the setting down of it, I fi„ d
that
into trouble with Nicholas Murray But- order to go out into the world and make
a lapse of days, or even of months
T v,,
ave
ler. There was only one other professor
lost
very
little
art.
of
human
it.
beautiful and inspiring and
in the whole university doing anything so
That is why I watched him, why I lispresumptuous, and that was George Ed- tened to his every word, and stayed over
A Beethoven Enthusiast
ward Woodberry; in a room over at the after his classes, and stole every minute
opposite end of the campus he was read- of his time that I could beguile from him.
He was tt worshiper of Beethoven
n
ing us poetry out of Palgrave’s “Golden
And now, as I remember and write down spirit in every way akin to Ids own
Of
Treasury.” So, of course, Woodberry, like what he said, please understand that I the Moonlight
Sonata, lie said that it
preMacDowell, was fired by Butler, and Co- am not making it up, nor writing vague sented one of those
cases where a foolish
lumbia University died. These were the impressions. I am using MacDowell’s title
had been given to a masterpiece
by
two men in the place who did most for own words, and I am able to do that after
a music publisher.
He played the first
me. They helped me to understand the a lapse of twenty-seven
years, in spite of
( Continued on
P<nj< -i-p;

Organ ami Choir Questions

I

ALL

lif

FREDERICK PHILLIPS

—

j2die

A. You are still young enough to make quite
considerable progress in this field, although
a start on the piano five or ten years ago would
have helped materially. Certainly we recommend deferring action on the organ till you
have attained a pretty fair grounding in piano
work, by which we mean a thorough knowledge of notation and finger training which
will equip you to handle third or fourth grade
standard compositions and studies with ease.
For these studies we suggest the Standard
Graded Course of Studies, by Mathews (pub-

'Vi CCC**

TRAINED MUSICIANS
Command a Better Income
y

-

University Extension Conservntory
THE WORLD'S LARGEST HOME STUDY
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

10 grades), and completing the first
Continue the later grades while
you work on the organ. In conjunction with
the Mathews books, use the Czerny Studies
Practice
Selected by T/iebling (.‘1 volumes).
scales almost from the beginning, using “Mastering the Scales and Arpeggios,” by Cooke.
Take these in very easy stages, slowly at first
and increase speed very gradually with repetition, and use the more elaborate forms only
after you are pretty well advanced in your
studies. When you reach the third grade you
should introduce the easier Bach works, such
as the Little Preludes and Fugues and the Two
Part Inventions. By this time you will be
ready for the organ, and we suggest the well
known Organ Method, by Stainer, to start
with. Later, you could take up the “Master
Studies for the Organ,” by Carl. If at all possible we suggest that you be sure to obtain
the services of a competent teacher. We are
sending you the addresses of some manufacturers of electronic organs, and for magazines
other than The Etude, we recommend The
Diapason, published in Chicago, Illinois, and
The American Organist. Richmond, Staten Islished in

four grades.

-
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Extension Courses
to

by noted teachers, leading
Diplomas, and Degree of Bachelor
of Music.

You can prepare yourself for a better
by studying at your convenience
by

No

entrance requirements
except for

Degree
by using your spare

Courses. Credits earned

time for advancement.

position
the Ex-

Catalog and illustrated
lessons sent without
obligation to you.
Check coupon

tension Method.

below.

A DISTINGUISHED FACULTY OF ARTIST
TEACHERS

WHAT PROGRESS ARE YOU MAKING?

Your musical knowledge— your
position and income today-are the result of the
training you
have given your natural ability.
Additional

ing will open up

new

fields,

new

train-

opportunities,

greater income and higher
standing in the musical world.

—

HIGHEST STANDARDS
OF MUSIC INSTRUCTION
EQUIP YOURSELF FOR A
BETTER POSITION
U'sh Your Opportunity—
A proof of quality is important
Mail the Coupon Today!
for one interested

m further musical training. Our courses

offer

you the same high quality
of preparation
which
has developed and trained
many successful

and teachers

cians

musi-

in the past.

national home study council
is an Association
of which we are
a

The Council
This valuable training,
through our Extension

Courses,

may

be taken at home with no
interference with your regular work
just by devoting to
self-study the many minutes
each day that ordinarily go to waste. The
progressive musician, as
busy as he may be, realizes
the value of such

study and finds the time for
it. Well paid
positions
are available to those who
are ready tor them.

YOU

member

includes the outstanding
correspondence schools in the United
States with headquar-

ters at

it

too!

It's

up

to

YOU!

Washington. D.

Members are admitted
eXaminati0n of ,he ‘lining
courses
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offend

C.

P-ano. Teacher's
Norma! Course
Piano. Student's
Course
Public School Mus.
Public School

Advanced Composition
Ear Training <£
Sig h Singing

"8

are the only school
giving instruction in
music by the Home-Study
Method, which includes
curriculum all the courses
necessary to ob‘

Degree

A Diploma

of Bachelor of
Music.

Is

Your Key to Success!

University Extension
Conservatorv
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28 EAST JACKSON BLVD.
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CHICAGO

15, ILL.

Harmony^

ADalySiS °‘

^

Arran9in9

Cornei-Trumpet

New York

City.

Banjo

organs” he has found so often in his travels
were doubtless built by organ firms who recommended the organs and installations. How
can our committee know they will not be deceived in this

matter?
Our church is small about 2-50 members
end costs must be considered, but we are in-

—

—

terested only in good instruments. Our auditorium seats about 00 but it is a question
whether space could be. found for a pipe organ
chamber, owing to the architectural construction. if space
is not available, then the pipe
.

organ cannot be considered.
I understand some
companies make small organs complete in one
nu lt Do you know
of such firms, and do you
i
advise
s u ch instru men ts ?
nliat price should we pay
for a 3 manual,
pedal organ
; for a 2 manual, pedal organ? Is
le * h, anual
more desirable for such a church
^ ours ?
Should we plan for a “ straight
than a “unified” organ, and is the
?
1
more expensive. The writer of the
nrf l j e
ll boye
j'
mentioned speaks of “pitiful 3
straight unit organs, purchased by
,nfi cre& 1f l°u8 congregations, tragicalIn a
‘

Age

No

City

State

Are you teachinq
now?
T,
w
If so, how many pupils have
?
you?
y °U h ° ld a Teacher's Certificate?
Have vo„ J, j- ,°,
” ree
—the Degree

Harmony?

of
01

Ba
Bachelor
,

of

Would you

.

1

-

'.

.

like to earn

Music?.

-

-

"MUSIC STUDY EXALTS
LIFE”

fearful of recommending, in its ignorance, a
poor instrument. Should we recommend a
small or even the “compact” organ over the
electronic type ? Please give the names of
several thoroughly reliable firms.
Now about pianos do you recommend the
spinet type for auditorium use, or would a
grand be necessary ? What pianos are good
Should ice investigate used pianos?
Please suggest books on pipe organ playing
for beginners; also books that define stops,
,

—

combinations and
,

use.

pieces

The

A.

first

question

we

EASY TO

ABOUT

YOU

IT IS

may

be safe-

quote.

We

are sending you also the names of some
well known and reputable piano manufacturers. Naturally, a new /instrument would be
preferable to a used one, but the construction
and condition are larger factors than new or
used. If a spinet type is chosen, you should
make sure that it lias sufficient fullness of
tone to meet the requirements of the auditorium. Doubtless the individual members of
the committee have had occasion to use the
services of a piano tuner, and if you have such

eCe, e d.”
Is
this three-rank element
tha+ m, ] C8
8u ch organs “pitiful”? Our committ ee ’jla s
made some investigations, but are
_

“Chancel
gest “Chapel Organist,” by Peery
Echoes,” by Felton “At the Console.” Felton
“Organ Player.” by Orem, and “Ecclesiae Organum.” bv Carl. All of these may be had
from the publishers of The Etude.
:

:

;

:

1

RECORDS.

,

way you

could add to

numbers
action 3 Afoul d be to draw suitable
meet
•om Part 2,- and even this* would hardly
Part
>ur full requirements as to time. Start

with 7 Know That My Redeemer Liveth,
>wn to But Thanks Be to God. Then insert
Your
om Part 2 the following: Lift Up Which
Rec. Unto
cads chorus Ascension
Angels
the Angels Chorus, Let All the
ass solo,' Thou Art Gone Up.
ReFor
Us.
Be
God
3—7/
Part
resume
Then
and the .Amen
*at the Hallelujah Chorus
horus from the Christmas program. These

—

r

—

most complete

Third revised and augmented edition.

ever written

RECORDINGS. 800 COMPOSERS.
COVERS EVERY SERIOUS WORK NOW
AVAILABLE ON RECORDS.

THEMES ARRANGED FOR READY

75 000

REFERENCE. THE MUSICAL EQUIVALENT OF ROGET’S THESAURUS AND
BARTLETT’S QUOTATIONS.
The main body of instrumental music

The most authoritative, up-to-date, and
comprehensive listing of the world s recorded music. Every recording now available is included. Incorporates all current
American
listings of all record companies

been organized for immediate reference in A DICTIONARY OF MUSICAL THEMES.
Now. every music lover can find the exact
music of any theme or melody of any important instrumental composition ever
identify almost any melody
written
heard, without knowing the name of the
composer or the work.
has

.

.

INTERPRETATION,
Critical sketches of all
sented.

incredible, but

it

ARRANGED

.

.

Alphabetical
order throughout. Records listed under
of composers, also under names of
typographical
new
performers. Splendid
arrangement guarantees maximum reada-

.

you’ll find

it

TONE.

composers repre-

FOR SPEED AND

names

even for people without a formal
time
musical education. If you can hum the

melody

AND

EASE OF REFERENCE.

USE. The

Index
works every

theme-finder

uncomplicated

Key sounds

—

and foreign. RECORDS RATED FOR
EXCELLENCE OF PERFORMANCE,

.

AMAZINGLY SIMPLE TO
easy,

directory of

recorded music

compositions

bility.

here.

Complete instructions on how

use this most famous of
corded music.

600 PAGES OF THEMES by every
important instrumental composer. Every
theme given in full. Covers symphonies,
concertos, chamber music, all instrumental
pieces. A cyclopedic index of music, 750
Introduction by John
pages in all.
Erskine. Only $5.00.

all

to

guides to re-

Latest, 1948 edition of the standard authority, consulted by the world’s leading
Includes
collectors and record stores.
many recordings soon to appear on the
market for the first time. 800 pages, only
$5.00.

THE GRAMOPHONE SHOP
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF RECORDED MUSIC

A DICTIONARY OF MUSICAL THEMES

SEND NO MONEY NOW. UNLESS YOU WISH

A

3c

CROWN

STAMP

Brings You Either cr Both

of

Look them over
10 days.

If

at your leisure for
they do not live up to

Check

your highest expectations, return

them

for a full

refund.

Address

JUST MAIL THIS COUPON

City

New-PIPE ORGANS-Used
Builders of pipe organs for church and studio.
cient, up-to-date used instruments on hand

at

Effiall

We also rebuild and
priced very reasonably.
modernize tracker and tubular organs, additions of
Yearly cai'e
stops, couplers and chimes installed.

times,

We
Delosh Brothers-Organ Experts

organs.

— 108th

3910

It

Street

inquiries.

Corona,

L.

I.,

M.O. enclosed (Postage free)
C.O.D. (Postage extra)

or

Name

You may

order either book, or both.

solicit

PUBLISHERS, 419 Fourth Ave., N. Y. 16

Please send the following. If not satisfied, I may retur
books within 10 days, and you will refund my mone
A Dictionary of Musical Themes @ $5.00
The Gramophone Shop Encyclopedia of
.
Recorded Music @ $5.00

These Books for

FREE EXAMINATION

N. Y. City

Zone. ... State

IMPROVE YOUR PLAYING
—

Pianists Send for free booklet showing how you may greatly improve
U
your technic, accuracy, memorizing,
sight-reading and playing thru mental
muscular co-ordination. Quick results.
Used by famous pianists,
Practice effort minimized.
No obligation.
teachers and students.
Broadweli Studios Schools, Dept. 8G, Covina, Cal.

IOmm l

HANDS you the Music yon want

1

Protects

music from
dirt or

damage.

TONKabinet

drawer-trays
has
sheet music easily; keep
it neat, clean, orderly, findable.
No searching; it almost hands
you the music you want. Write
for nearest dealer’s name *nd
available.
styles
pictures
of
that

A. About the only

The world’s
?

* E :.us ,c/

instrumental

of

Q. I am sending you a copy of our Christmas program taken from the “Messiah.” Please
suggest a similar program, based entirely on
the “Messiah” which would be suitable for
Easter, flection 3 seems to be suitable for
Easter, but it is rather short. The Christmas
program was one hoirr and thirty minutes.

THE TUNE.

Vf

of

the important

all

10,000
believe

answered by stating your needs and circumstances frankly to any reputable organ
manufacturer, and they will have a representative consult and advise with you. We are
sending you a list of such manufacturers. If
you are reluctant to accept the word of these
firms, you could engage the services of an independent organ architect, who would plan
your organ and see to its proper installation,
but of course this would be an added expense.
We are giving you the name of one of the best
known authorities in this connection. The
manufacturers or the specialist would advise
you as to space. A two-manual instrument
ought to suffice, and the 3rd manual would be
to our thinking a needless added expense for
a church of your size. We have no present information as to prices, and these, too, would
have to be supplied by the manufacturer. The
term “rank” simply means a set of pipes belonging to any one stop. Three “ranks” therefore, as such, are no detriment, but if the same
pipes are used by duplicating stop names, to
make it appear that an organ has more pipes
than it has in reality, then comes in the deserved criticism offered by the writer you
ly

themes

All the

Also collections of orgrade suitable for

of medium
church use.— A. L. Y.

gan

Q. How does an organ and piano committee
a tuner in whom you have confidence we sugwho knows nothing about organs, and not gest you seek his advice in purchasing your
much about pianos go about investigating and •instrument.
One of the best organ methods for beginners
recommending to a church good instruments?
For an underI have just read an article in The Etude
is “The Organ” by Stainer.
warning the small church organist against standing of the stops, uses and combinations,
buying a poor organ. He gives some specifica- we recommend “Primer of Organ Registration”
tions for a good small organ. These are useful
by Nevin. For medium grade collections of
for those who know something about organs,
organ pieces suitable for church use we sug-

.',

Double Counterpoint

Name
Street

2
Be
D
9
2 ^ita"
D MandoIin

Saxophone

Cornet— Trumpet
Professional

'

6,

of the

'

Mus-SunerV

land

but are of little-value to a committee ignorant
meaning of organ terms. These “poor

D Voice
C ° ndUC,ing

— Beginner's
t

We

tain the

can do

It

S

OF ANY MUSIC AVAILABLE

Q. I am twenty-five years of age, and wish
to learn to play the organ at least well enough
to entertain myself and friends. I realize the
tremendous amount of knowledge and work
that is required to become even a half decent
How
T have never studied music.
organist.
long would / have to study piano and roughly
how much of the different steps in a piano
course would he essential t What are the best
piano
and
organ
t
Could
hooks for the study of
you, supply the. names of firms making electric
organs.’ Also the names of magazines devoted
to organ matters.- L. W. F. J.
.

i*cceet>6

IT

any melody
KNOW
WHEN
Track down anyON recording

’

i

1903

NOW

Identify

,l

Tonk Mfg.
nolia Ave.,

—

I

•

file

Richly styled.
Beautifully
crafted.

•

By makers of
r

Nationally •'

1912 N. MagChicago 14.

Co..

Known Tonk
Furniture.

TONKahinets

Sizes

and

styles for

Homes,
Schools,

for Sheet
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CLASSIFIED ADS
YOUR
piece

exchanged
each; quality matched

piece, 5c
s Specialty Shoppe,

Del toil, Midi.

HARMON

V,’
vv
urvo.utm,
Composition,
vruuesirauon,
Orchestration,
nrr7
null'll mV
hool*v Private
‘i.iv.,
....
r*,
Musical
theory.
or
Correspondence
Instruction. -Manuscripts revised and
coriccted. Music arranged. Frank s.
Butler, 3:?107 St., Corona, i\. Y.
i

'

1

I

’

.

i

I

•iG

K roruiAK MUSIC TO

JlAt

Rags, Everything. List
n.ental Classics

Music, hole

1830. Ballads,

Vocal,

10c.

Instru-

Exchanged for Old Popular
High,

s l',-31ol

D enver

Colorado.

5,

LKARN PIANO TUNING— Siinplilied,

theiiuc
instruction
Sl.OO-Literature
lot. Ross, 4ob Beecher St.,
Elmira, N.
1

A

wS

CoV,rsVg D?.

B?5 d WWte. PaV

Bartenbacb

St, Lafayette, Bid.
Ja yo s
.
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Y.
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Wells

-

JRACTtUING ANNOYING OTIIMuting
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aufree.

I
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Device Easily Attached

ed

An yone without harming

J

nicchtni’sin

ot f
State
upright, grand or spinet
00 i
lu11 instructions. Money
hack in
guniantee. Richard Mayo,
me, an. Dept. U03, 1130 Latona Piano Tccli
Strlet?

V

her assignment to the balcony Ui. cl cioj
bank. Organs have been played in many
unexpected places. There’s one, for example, at Ebbets Field in Brooklyn,
Notes
where the Dodgers play bas&ball. It enables the team and its fans to proclaim
(Continued from Parje 409)
the way they feel about each play, in
the skin and bring a warm glow. Because terms to which no mother can object. Rethe musical messages, a re individualized,
cently, when Brooklyn lost the National
carefully selected to fit the mood of the League championship to" the Cardinals,
moment, they succeed in reaching the the hills of Prospect Park echoed to the
people on hand who, unconsciously per- wail of the St. Louis Blues.
haps, walk a bit faster when the tune is
Now come a bank and a girl, in happy
swingy, or slow up for a dreamy gypsy teamwork, to prove again that you can
melody. Standing in line, they’re likely say anything and say it better if you
to whistle while they wait. And it
“say
it with music.”
doesn’t
seem like ninety-five degrees in July if
Rosamond keeps playing Eo-w, Row, Row,
and the Skaters Waltz.
Whenever a certain depositor appears,
Rosamond goes into excerpts from “The
Desert Song,

.SSSEiiws
igtraaga

Always

site is alert to

,

Phlla'.

his special love.

wlutt site

—

the scene below and offers
thinks will please, a plaintive

Recollections of

—

Russian lullaby, an Italian love song,
a
courtly waltz of old Vienna,
Frequently
she gilds the work-a-day air with
a Hun-

Edward MacDowell
(

garian czardas, a sprightly polka,
or a

war

show

the

’

" UC

11

maiden

hinlt
run cold. He told us -I forget
whh-b
either that he had been walking
bv iiT
shores of the Bosphorus, or
that he 1m
been reading about it in the
Arab Hr
Nights,
or both, and had
suddenly
thought of the wives of (he
Sultan who

had been strangled with whipcords
thrown into (he Bosphorus. Well

1

it

was

4,

WiscbnL

’

1010 Kahei

,

rhythm. Her present teacher seems to have
very sensible ideas, and it might be as well
to her
to let her carry them out according
own plans. One thing she could do— write out
a series of rhythmic exercises for your daughwith the simplest possible
starting
ter,
rhythms and gradually breaking up the beats
until the rhythms become quite complex. Fourmeasure phrases would lie quite sufficient.
Then she would have to insist that your (laughter prepare two for each lesson and play
them with absolute exactness. Some children
are very proud when their teacher prepares
exercises specially for them, and instinctively
do their best. It may be your daughter will

.

From your dedrawing which
judge the instrument to be
of German or Chechoslovakian origin, probably a product of one of the many factories

react in the same way.
(2)
scription of the violin and the

c

’

accompanied

-

^

'

W

’

fT

cerned. “The concerts
make yon feel
good, he says. “You
don’t know why
but you smile. Another
thing. There’s a
girl working here who
never, never makes
a mistake. And she
happens to
who likes the music so much be a girl
she asks
Rosamond for encores after
hours. Maybe there’s some connection.
I
don’t1

MSIical

^^WUlDES

hundreds of
VIOLIN and PIANO TEACHERS
p

T

ls

e. n,: ®“ntering

hitontfl® f
an svr e r wi t h M o n ho r

Send

^ eco

difficulties

d

ha

"

f
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INC.
1,
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LEARN "SWING" MUSIC

Here’s a bank, then,
where everyone
teels good. So does
Rosamond, because
her pubhc grows. People
dart in and out
of the bank, even when
they have no business to transact there,
to catch a tune on
their way down the
block. An elderly
I®

ln fr °

m

Tenafl y«

ssissssss
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FUCHS

Brooklyn 26. N. Y.

^w

Jersey,
eve^F?’
eveiy
Friday evening when
the bank’s
open until eight. They
sit

ELMER B.
- .
335 East
l9th st -

off it
had blown him out of the
building
MacDowell was an eager
and tireless
champion of programme
music. He

along,
MacDowell was greatly
pleased. Also, he had to admit that the
old farmer was right
about tiie eagle

mte

perch

used

to insist that

music could give you
defi
ideas of realities, and
we

would have
amusing controversies.
in the class

He
played for us his “Wild
Rose.” What
could be more obvious?
How could any

and

listen

to
the recital while they
wait for their clnl(Iren to meet them for
dinner. A stop at
beC°“ e another
“P‘™se that
refreshes

Rosamond

sees nothing unusual
about

ing

which

stands
.

upon

his

sterf “it seems to
many other things.”
....

I

win,
answered, “Well

meTco ffiTrtfeT
eflBr to
“Wlnf”

»n!,“
it m ,vrn
?

,

te

ness for himself by
piaviiw
bit of his own

.

J
™

,«

**

‘'

h PPI '

SPrth

'

recall

had

,,s

,t
!

to

08 *

something to do with
mg out of a window whilea nniden 'N
her ove Was
at the wars, or
a storm
n
thing else violent.
It was easy f'oA
/’“f'
explain why the thing
was s4ch,

^

m

I

and
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in those countries.

Wants Viola Studies
Miss M. F., Florida.
,

an opinion regarding its authenticity. Many
an imitation Vuillaume has similar markings.

suggest that you
write to the publishers of The Etude regarding viola material. They can supply you with
a much larger list than I have space for here.
My own publications can also be obtained from
the same source.
I

dangerous
Maryland.
to give an opinion on a violin of which one has
only a written or oral descripion, but from
tlie data you have furnished me I have little
hesitation in saying that you have a factorymade German instrument worth about twentyfive dollars. And from what you say about
the bridge, I judge tlie violin to be in great
need of adjustment. I doubt very much that
it is worth your while to spend more than a
very few dollars on the violin.

—

—

On Methods
Mrs. D. H.

for
S.,

PERFECTED

Young Pupils
California.

Yes,

I

am

A Secret Formula, known and used only by
Armour, means greater life and strength in
every Armour String. It’s a part of the care-

afraid

you are looking for too many sugar-coated
You seem to be acquainted with the
pills!
but why,
better Methods for young pupils
;

fully-timed tanning process developed and
. another
supervised hy Armour specialists
Armour process of turning the

years
and their interest has been well aroused,
feel it necessary to continue the same
childish approach? Bear in mind this It is
how
as
use
you
material
not so much tcliat
vou use it. What if a study seems too long for
some particular pupil? Give the child half of
take the second half two or three

when the youngsters are eight or nine
old

.

do you

and
weeks later.
it

Even

for quite

young

lamb gut into perfect Armour Strings,
by rigid quality control.

finest

“Love Songs” for the Violin
F. F. D., Illinois. I am not quite sure what
you mean by “the four best love songs for
violin.” If you are interested in arrangements
of famous Songs, then the field is a wide one,
ranging from
Hero waltz from “The Chocolate Soldier” to Ich Liehe Dich of Grieg. But
if you want violin solos, then I would suggest
Walter’s Prize-Song, Wagner-'Wilhelmj
Canto
Amoroso, Sammartini-Elman
Liebesleid by
Kreisler, and Saint d* Amour by Elgar.

My

;

:

result

raw materials; (2) Protecting quality
by constant refrigeration; (3) Controlling
quality by laboratory tests; (4) Precision
finest

splitting of gut;

mension

me

More Musicians

Armour Music

are getting the best
other manufacturer duplicates
process of perfecting strings.

is an absolute
if you study
you how long it will be,
the Bruch G mmor
them, before you can play
question would lm
Concerto To answer that
factors of which
ply tlie knowledge of personal

Rode

to tell

irrnAPant

Armour

the

by

Controlled

Quality

ARMOUR

NEW VIOLIN INVENTION

and Son.

lOilltasn

—

30 E. Adams St. Chicago 3, III.
SPECIALISTS IN VIOLINS, BOWS, REPAIRS,

"You

For Artists and
feel and see

Where
etc.

Why

AVAILABLE
PUBLISHERS OF "VIOLINS and VIOLINISTS"

NEW CATALOGUE

A

journal devoted to the violin and

Specimen Copy

rocky

high

use

di-

Armour

specify

Strings than any other brand

to advise you re-

ever,
Seveik exercises than
nical benefit from the
violinist who
from those of Carl Flesch. For a well-rounded
wishes to acquire a solid and
Kreutzer. Fio.nHo. and
technique, the study of
must. But I cannot begin

Armour

exclusive

When you

know you

because no

for

study. Howcarding the material you should
get more techI do think that you would

r.,

desired.

Strings, you

length.

ability,' it is difficult

An

(5)

tanning process; (6) Polishing to exact

For a Well-Rounded Technique
knowing your playing
J H R Illinois: Not

T n

perfection of Armour Strings is the
of six important steps: (1) Getting

The

children,

always
once tlieir interest is awakened, I have
the
found that the 1st and 2nd Books of
will
Laoureux Method, with tlieir Supplements,
with all
produce excellent results. But, as
taught
must
be
they
Methods,
other books and
Th
refer
to
can
you
If
with imagination.
1947,
Etude for February 1945 and February
discussed at
you will find teaching material

some

.

step in the

:

35<t

—$2.50

its

be"

FINNEY VIOLIN KEYBOARD SYSTEM

devotees

per year.

Amateurs

fingers should

not play in tune?

2537 N. Bernard

Chicago 47,

St.

III.

.

wrinkled sea beneath him crawls,
He watches from his mountain walls,
And like a thunderbolt, he falls
.

.

.

had to admit that
thunderbolt hit twice on its way down!
He spoke of his concert tours. He had
to make them
one spent all one earned
in New York. They
were very wearying;
few people realized the nervous and physical strain involved
in giving a pianoforte
concert it was a giant’s
labor, and one
was bathed with perspiration at the end.
- IacDowell
had powerful arms. I never

the

;

Kl

P etty

musifCexpeeH
P t g
it

guess what it was about
Scotch bit-I don’t

,

fl

’

,

coming down a lane !”
f
Sometimes he would prepare

girl

I

it,

Vuillaume Model

B. N. W., Florida. For the appraisal and
certification of your violin, I would suggest
that you send it to The Rudolph Wurlitzer
Co., 120 West 42nd Street, New York City,
or to Win. Lewis & Son, 207 South Wabash
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. From your description of the instrument I cannot begin to fortn

ACOUSTHEORY VIOLIN CONSTRUCTION

Tlie

MacDowell

know.”
with

for literature

MONITOR RECORDS,

405 North Ave., New Rochelle

’

-

pulse-feeling
position, so far as public
reaction is con-

name

be published.

will

Probably a Factory Made Imitation
It is always
R. L. Y.,

Counting Rhythm

sible

-

1

given,

Auer.

Mrs. L. M., Massachusetts.
that you are over-anxious about your
exact
child’s seeming inability to count an
rhythm. It may be that she feels you are
pushing her, and is subconsciously resenting
After all, she has not yet completed a
it.
year’s study, but has nevertheless gone ahead
rapidly in every direction except that of

an-

given by a
written as a
,uld see firelight flickering on a wall; there
was no

-

ifllpissi

It,”

It is just pos-

tin,

=l!Isi=s>is

;

Teach

Difficulty in

'

’

unless accompanied by the full

pseudonym

or

A

,

;

’

]!&$?•

S

;

1

s-c*

S

Violin
ing as I

It

for us and said, “It is an expression of the most profound and poignant grief.” Someone referred to the later suggestion of witchcraft
in it, but the
sonatas, having opus numbers up in the publisher had
thought Unit a witch's
played five hundred and fifty
numbers hundred. Fie said, in
substance, that they dance would sell. He played
with no repeats. She included
“The Declassics,
were a matter for despair, penetrating to serted Farm,”
ranging from the light ones to the
and told us about the New
impas- such subtleties
and intricacies of the Hampshire place where lie
Ingl,S Street Hallsioned compositions of Chopin,
worked in
fax, Nova Scoth,
Debussy, spirit that it
was difficult to follow them. Summer. lie played “To a
Rachmaninoff, and Enesco. There
Water Lily,"
were
Concerning
10
the Ninth Symphony, he said and quoted
familiar operatic arias and
*5 icllo| ss Vuillaume Violin in
Geibel's poem about the white
Excd'lcn^c
overtures as that he
disliked to express his opinion of swan floating
well as Hit Parade leaders.
^uss^Ai to!" o/lleguhu^B ^Fla
by. He played his great
Trick pieces it,
t cfari^
because Beethoven was such a great Kroica Sonata,
ji
such as Kola, Kitten on tlie
and 1 am embarrassed to
it:Keys, and composer
and so noble a spirit that one recall what I
Lopez’s Flapperctte, were
said about it in class. I
introduced on wanted
to approve everything
doldrum days. And interspersed
of which didn’t understand it, and confessed the
through he himself
approved. Nevertheless, it was fact, and
ail the programs
were plenty of folk
asked, in substance, what was
MacDowell’s opinion that the main
music and popular tunes.
theme the basis of its form. Suppose it had
ch if- Gaud Verof tile chorus, the “Hymn
sanies' istr^ ""hat
k-wliutun by
The only difficulties have come
to .Tov.” was Stopped half way through,
I offered’
i?’
T TiiioL
mild one have
from essentially
132 Penrose
7
Street, Springfield
obvious and commonplace
(logs who are frightened
Mats.
so told the difference?
at sounds they
I
don't recall his
that nothing could be clone
cannot recognize, and from
with it
Read “Songwriter’s Re
answer, but I do recall his patient willpeople who
vi.W.^'U'
Concerning Wagner, he said
la 'e an unfortunate
that (lie ingness to explain. If I feel ashamed now
V«rk lO.NlX^oty; iateat Broadway New
association with a
music dramas were overlong,
particular song. One woman,
and that at this recollection, it is not because of
for ex- much
of their dialogue wa
ample, entered the bank
s tiresome and
any word of liis, lint simply because I
during a rendi- loaded
down with details not properly
tion ^>f .1 vc Maria.
Having just come
realize how crude my question was, and
musical, but that when
tiom a funeral, she was
Wagner came to how lit tie equipped the
disturbed by the his
whole class was
great moments, especially
solemn notes. “But,” says
his por- to profit by the intellectual
the managetreat spread
trayal
of the powers of nature,
ment, “any tune is bound to
his music before it.
remind some- became
sublime beyond description
one of something and there’s
Macno way of Dowell
But MacDowell was always willing to
was not an admirer of
controlling programs to
avoid the toogrand
teach, and at the same time to learn. He
opera as an art form.
emotional response.” Fortunately,
He did not have
in the
went traveling as a missionary of beaushuffle of human intercourse,
°“ the Stage 1 ^member
an accident fskhw
tiful music; lie met
askin„ if he went to
of this nature is extremely
crowds of people and
the Metropolitan
rare, and may
played for them, and when an old farmer
Opera
ld
nC V i ie- g oo d tone
House,
be
and
dismissed
he
as unimportant to the
said that he had
-B®v | fa'ckse sfffi r Casker 1420
larger been there
came up and told him that the crashing
ti»tli S treet'
once, and they had
purpose of the music.
Chfeago
given inn
a
chords
seat
directly over the big
at the end of "From an Indian
Eddie, one of the floor
bass tuba, and
4
men, circulates tlie
Virgil “Teclmiclavier,”
spinet
Lodge” made him see the old chief tramphist time the man
nmdcl
among depositors and is in a
had let it’
st„ Madison

initials,

California. If you will write to tlie
of The Etude stating your requirements, they can send you a far longer
than I can possibly give you.
list of books
side. I would suggest the
pedagogical
the
On
Fredfollowing: “Practical Violin Study,” by
“Modern Violin Playing,” Crimerick Hahn
“The Modern Technique of
son and Forsyth
Bowing,” Berkley and “Violin Play-

r

!

had been
“Scbattentanz,” and you

THE ETUDE

Only

publishers

MacDowell played us many of his
own
compositions, because w< wanted
them
find were hold enough to clamor
for them’
and to point out that this was the
music
he could tell us most about.
He played
“Hexentanz,” and told us

and- address of the inquirer.

Book on Violin Study

the

average student must consider
himself
ill-used when he has to guess
such a thing
as a sultan’s wife strangled with
a wilin'
cord

HAROLD BERKLEY

Lj
questions will be answered in

No

an

one c-i
put a disharmony into a
composition for
different reasons, but
certainly

many

other case of a foolish

movement

Violin Questions

!

another piece that wa
s Xm-i-and in it occurred an extremely
U gi
cord, which made the composer’s

the

Continued from Page 444)

to

window

I recall

publisher.

snappy tango.
Looking back at some of her programs,
Rosamond gives a few statistics. In sixteen sessions of three hours
each, she

difficult

looking out of the

Music

—

uit*

’

was more

Bank Notes and

UNWANTED MUSIC

for

Burpee

:;

.

The World

the building

shake it has seemed
(Continued on Page 4.il)
;

to

mo

THE ETUDE

Music

Competitions
An Accordion music composition

con-

announced by The American AcOpen to all
composers, the contest will award two

test is

cordionists Association, Inc.
Prizes in

each of three classifications

Professional

Non-Professional, Classic
find Non-Professional,
Popular. The contest closes

;

October

1,

and

full details

be secured by
writing to

JULY, 1948

of
Young Artists Auditions, the finals
Twenty-fifth
which will take place at tlie
Dallas, Texas,
Biennial Convention in
thousand
March 27 to April 3, 1949, One
four classificadollar prizes are offered in
and organ. I retions piano, violin, voice,
in the varliminary auditions will lie held
during the early
ious states and districts
blanks and all
spring of 1949. Entrance
writing to Miss
details may lie secured by
:

rq-t

may

MELLOW,
SOULFULON CREDIT

I0LINS

(Continued fr om Page 397)
Inc., 113 \\est
In 1938 he played his own Concerto in Accordionists Association,
Y.
48th Street, New York IS, N.
R-flat minor with the New York Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra conducted by
-Music
The National Federation of
John Barbirolli.
Biennial
seventeenth
the
announces
Clubs

—

beard him in a concert ball, but I heard
him in the Columbia class room, in an old
building in a far corner of the campus.
" ben be wrote fortissimo he meant all
of it and more,
and he made the walls of

of

DEEP,

Easy terms for wonderful
ments. Get details today.

GUSTAV

V.

Famous

artists

GUARANTEE
my

TEL,

Artists of the fa-

mous NBC TOSCANINI
_

& J.

E. J.

A

CO 5-4078

NEW AND OLD

1

141

ST.,

II,

VIOLINS OLD &

NEW

N. Y.

Expert Repairing. Send for Catalog

'

VIRZI CORP.. 503

Fifth Ave.,

New York

LUCIUS DUNCAN, VIOLINIST

Large Collection Of Fine

VIOLINS

1

Westchester Concert Bureau
Depot Plaza, White Plains, N. Y.

Old & New. With Concert Tone

VIOLINS

REDUCED 40%

New

Send For New

“220

List.

FRANCIS DRAKE BALLARD

airman

:

& CO.
markert
Ijohn
NEW YORK
WEST I5TH

Orchestra are using G. B. Virzi
Instruments.
Expert repairing: our specialty.
I

'

with

YOUR

VIOLINS

HENNING

Many

meet

violin
new life to
scientific restoration.

Investigate today
1391 6th Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

instru-

1106 N. 49th St., Seattle, Washington

^

exclusive

mu

violins

and soloists aaree that
everu requirement.

AND

VIOLIN BOOKS

Maide Violins $60 and $75.
to Choose One” (85 pages) $2.
(booklet)
$2.
Facsimiles”
Label
Violin Playing” (by a Master) $1.
Send for List.
Violins Bought and Sold.

“The
“Tim

Italian
Vicrlsn:

Hand

How

Violin

Steer ets

of

Collector-Dealer

The American
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stant appreciation of each
other’s
tural achievements. At what
other
1
of education is this possible?
How a/
relate your teaching to this
world irm’7
cation?
talk so much about
world
"
brotherhood. True musicians have
ex
-eiiced it for centuries. Teachers'
wiff
imagination will do well to
examine th 6
impact of music education at

an

wi

UNIVERSITY

OF

this level

The observance of discipline,
or sha|]
say law, is another related
objective that
presents itself for consideration
Here w
must consider that discipline has
wider
ramifications than those usually
observed
in the rehearsal hall.
Punctuality and
close attention are instantly
called to
mind when we think of discipline
How
ever, these are only two of the
many co
operative aspects of discipine.
These call
for regimeutation. There are
others that
have a profound effect upon the
individual. For instance, there is the
problem
of educating the student to
discipline
himself through home practice, so lhat
he
may have a fuller realization of his en-

THE PLACE
FOR YOU...
if

SELECTION

We

is

you want

without study
only ambition

"whoop

it

get by

to

and
in

if

life

up"

your
is

to

and

PIANO ENSEMBLES

Mul

Title

women

for positions of leadership

Christian service.

KltiMtf
in

is

Doming young men and

a business or profession and

for

effective

BOB JONES UNIVERSITY TRAINING DEMANDS

CHARACTER AND DETERMINATION.

you have what

%

you

%

you want an

want

the

it

takes to

Christian

make good
fellowsh.p ond inspiration of a
student

body of nearly 3,000 happy and
enthusiastic young people from
around the world

all

H

.

at,"osphere

.

of culture

and refinement

regard for school property and the property of others. The lack of concern shown
.

7hen

by

BobJones

U

for adequate education in this field.
Disciplining oneself to submerge the
ego so that the whole may
be important
is

We

Music Educators?

Continued from Page 414)
piograms, and so forth, is
being decided
today in your school music
room. Think
ahoirt this statement
the next time you
purchase music. As music
educators we
lave been remiss at this
point. Those
high ideals with which
so many of us

448

objective,

World citizenship must also be
included
as an objective in this field.
Are we concerned with it in our school
music rooms’

Music affords us a magnificent
opportunity to become citizens
of the world
wonder why we have not
realized our
opportunities in this regard.
The imagination is staggered at
the impact of this
I

an objective that, correlated to

class-

room procedures, will make a musical ensemble in the true sense of the word. The
Point I wish to make is this: that an
objective needs to have planned consideration if it is to be fully realized in the
classroom. Note that I say classroom. I
think that if we began
to consider our
rehearsal halls as classrooms, we might
be well on the way
to becoming music
educators.

GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA
(

with regard to

school equipment and property is a reflection upon the ability of the music
educator to educate wisely and well. The
disorder found in the average school rehearsal room (music on the floor, instruments in faulty condition and laid away
in
hazardous fashion, racks falling
apart), is not to be tolerated by the
thoughtful music educator who provides

THE PLACE FOR YOU

Are

many music students

*,i\es

to music an aesthetic

toT7

value no t tn
be dealt with lightly.
Think of it a Rlm
sian, a Czech, a
Norwegian
’t,.,/
and an Englishman,
each s^eaking
oniy
his mother tongue,
can gather
themselves
togethei in ensemble and,
without otn
preparation than the mastery
of thefc l"
struments, play the music
of each 7the
country- Thereby they
arrive a t a n

X

Tm

among the stated objectives
must be that of critical
By and large, the young people

Included

in this section

judgment.

who make up our musical ensembles go

through the three or four years’ training
leceived at our hands without acquiring
the ability to perceive
critically the difference, musically
speaking,

between good

and bad. As educators we decry certain
subversive musical influences, yet do
nothing to promote
good influences. This

Mi
.40
.75
.50
.60
.50
.50
.60
.60
.60
.50
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(
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Raining (4
Williams
March |3)
..flamer
Majesty of the Deep (5)
March of Progress (3-4) ......Williams
March of the Boy Scouts (2
Grant-Schaefer
Jubilee

1

Marching Time (3)
May Day Dance (3)
Off To Camp (2)

.50
.40
.40
.40
.75
.50

erry

I

r
-Terry
Anthony
.Cadmus

Ours (2)

The (4)
T-™*
£»{{'."“
Playing Ton |2)
Williams
Processional .March (3)
Russian Dance (3) Enflemann-Stouthton
lerry
Sandal Dance (2-3)
Terry
Starlight (3)
Pines.

Piano
Broom (2)
March
Coronation March
Buy

March

Romance

in

The

Secret.

Waltz

G

in

(3

.40
.40
.40

.50
.

1

5

Williams

.40
.75
.50
.50
.60

Rubinstein-Sartono
Gautier
Streabbog

.50
.50
.40

Gil let
Arr. Saar

(3)

(3)
(2)

Two Pianos

— Four Hands

Grieg-Bull
Dance (4)
Ballet of the Bon Bons (2) ....Briggs
.Briggs
Children Playing in the Park (2)
Arr. Saar
Country Gardens (4)
Dance of the Sunbeams. Gavotte (3)
Cadman-Osborn

Anitra’s

.

Arr. Kelberine
Briggs
Elfin Dance. Op. 12, No. 4 (3) Grieg-Bull
Bach-Bauer
Fantasia and Fugue (5)
Durand
First Waltz in E-flat (4)
Wagness
Glider, The (2-3)
Grieg-Bull
I Love Thee (4)
Arr. Saar
In Old Vienna (5)
Beecher
Jester, The (5)
>
Briggs
Lollipop Parade (2-3)
Williams
March of Progress (3)
My Shadow Is a Copy Cat (2-3) .Briggs
Notturno. Op. 54, No. 4 (4) .Grieg-Bull
Platt
Pastorale (5)
Matthews
Pines, The (5)
Platt
Prelude (5)
Bach-Bauer
Prelude and Fugue (5)
Roses and Butterflies (1-2) ....Bilbro
Second Waltz <4)
Godard
Simple Aveu (3)
Thome
Solvejg’s Song (3)
Grieg-Bull
Star-Spangled Banner (4) .Smith-Scionti
Strolling Harp Player, The (2-3) Harding
Tortoise and the Hare (2-3)
Briggs

Deep River (4)
Donkey Ride (2-3)
,

.

.

.

.

.

.

Two Pianos

—

The Foundations

fr out

NEW MODERN

Easy Four Hand Pieces, Grades 2-3
Ensemble Book. Duet and Second Piano
Parts to Wagness Piano Course, Book 1
Four Hand Recreations, Grade 3
Four Little Hands, Book 1
Kinder Concerto, Haydn-Robyn
Pianos

—

1.50
.85
.60
.50
.75

1.00
.35
.60
.35
.60
.90
1.00
.90

1.50
.50

Tone Quality
is

inevitable: a weak, un-

derfed tone.
Tlie clarinetist needs all the breath he
can muster when practicing tones in the

ehalameau

register.

These tones must be

a good tone vio-

While most clarinetists underblow in
the lower register, the opposite is true in
the clarion register. This causes the
barking and piercing sounds so of-ten pro-

slight smiling position is maintained, but if this is carried to excess, it
causes muscles to tire rapidly.

An

alert observer will notice that

who produce

some

late

duced by clarinet sections. The player
should get the notion of blowing into a
funnel as he goes up the scale the higher he ascends the funnel the less air he
the type of embouchure described.
blows into the instrument and the firmer
Breathing
the support of the breath in back of the
In the lower register, most of the
so
tone.
it
is
and
opinion,
It is my personal
good
breath goes into the tone: in the upper
and
stated, that a good embouchure
most of the breath stays in back
tone quality are quickest realized during register
of the tone. The tone of a wind instruthe beginning stages of playing by elimifed by breath if it is to grow,
nating the use of the tongue, making all ments is
must be fed in increasing quantities.
attacks with the breath. The action of it

with a poor tone can be helped by close
attention to the details enumerated and
that a poor tone is never the result of

lip
the tongue tends to foster a soft
cushion. The use of the tongue is taught
clear
as soon as good embouchure and
to
easier
tone are established. It also is
at
teach the correct use of the tongue

lessons.
this time than during tlje first

The importance

of teaching diaphrag-

matic breathing to wind instrument playoften that aners has been emphasized so
necessary.
other repetition hardly seems
all too
But for some reason, this point is
clarinetists
often neglected in teaching
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bouchure, and (3) Teach diaphragmatic
breathing, will produce clarinetists who
play with good tone quality. It’s as easy
as that.
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the basis of the above discussion, it
can lie seen that tlie thesis of this discussion is that tlie teacher who has a correct
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some of the points previously mentioned, particularly with regard to the
smooth, pointed chin. But a little experimenting will prove that many who play
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practiced daily, attempting to get all 'the
tone possible. This is a fundamental exercise for tlie development of full, round
tone quality. The volume of tone which
a player produces on these low tones can
usually lie doubled arid tripled as correct
breathing is developed and embouchure
muscles strengthen.

Schumann 1.00
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often tilled with music that measured by
all standards, lias little or no aesthetic
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(Continued

as if he were trying to release the reed. This also has a tendency
to open up the mouth cavity and eliminate
pinching, while increasing brilliance. It
should be added that the firm lip cushion
referred to is controlled by the muscles
of the lip and no-t by using the cheek
muscles to pull back the corners of the

almost
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semble responsibility. As music educators
is our responsibility to
provide the integration necessary to parallel home
practice with our program of education
in
music. It is not enough to tell a student
that he must practice at home lie should
be shown how to practice. Oddly enough,
few music educators ever take the time
to do this. The student should lie told
ichat to prat Ice. Scales, arpeggios, technical studies, and so forth, should be assigned as homework. This is an educational procedure that is both practical
and sound. Achievement goals should be
set, so that the student may evaluate his
progress by a set of specific standards. It
is not educationally sound
to have the
student evaluate his progress against the
attainments of some individual in a
higher or lower “chair.” Surely, the correct administration of rehearsal technique will provide integration at this

.
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type of education is a matter fur pioneer
work out of the classroom. In isolated
cases, I have observed young people having good critical judgment with regard
to music. Where this has been true, I
have always found music educators who
have been true to the aesthetic spirit
which motivates all good music. They
have been wise and understanding. Because of this, they themselves were able
to reason their way into an appreciation

interesting

made lace remains tlie more desirable!
And so does music. That is why more and
more people are turning away from mere
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fireworks of agile display, and turning
to

performances that give them

pretative, evocative revelations of what
the composer had to say. The throng that
sat huddled in that dark, cold London,
hall was not in the slightest interested in*

played runs and
they came to hear Bach. And that
trills
is a happy tiling. It enables us to look
forward to a not-too-distant time when
technique will be relegated to its proper
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Sonata in A minor by Weber. At the
passage in question Cliopin said to me,
”
‘An angel is passing into Heaven.'
Other references to Chopin’s teaching
methods may be found in the writings of
Alfred J. Hiplrins, James G. Huneker,
Friedrich Niecks, J. Cuthbert Hadden,
Francis L. York, and notably, Jean
Kleczynski. Here is a little reference to
Chopin’s teaching by a genial English
writer, Basil Maine:
“Chopin did not regard teaching as
drudgery.
He devoted himself whole-

,

,

'Pres.
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I

owe

I

Look To

A8B£Y

i

he

for

Chopin’s last days were extremely
dra-

matic.

Although

his

was

was the year of his
famous quarrel with Mme.
George Sand
Her behavior had left him
embittered and
emaged. He wrote to a friend
“I have
It

never cursed anyone; but
now my life is
so unbearable It would
give me relief if I
could curse Lucrezia. 1 -Why
should God
kill me in this way
not at once, but little
by little?” The next year
(1848) he gave
his concert in Paris
at which his ’Cello
Sonata was presented.
Fortunately he
had a devoted Scotch pupil,
Miss Jane
Stirling. A lady of
means, she made him
;

a secret gift of 25,000
francs, which re
lieved him of worry about
monev She
also induced him to
make a tour' of the
palatial homes
England

m

and
He was received with great Scotland
Mat but
slight reward. In London
he had an impressive welcome from
Queen Victoria
vi ho had
already reigned for
a decade’
This madg Chopin the rage
of England
and he was

lionized wherever

he went

LUC r e2i
Sand
it
?s”

Ste®'

for George

°

“Lucrezia Floriani.”
Erie, Penna.
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his music.

choreographer knows that the setting of
bis ideas involves a definite commission,
for which he must pay. The symphonic
composer risks getting his work heard
and paid for, but the ballet composer has

lenge in

making

one’s ideas

fit

March
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DON’T
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Because of the
spoke of before, this

and it carries a sharper rhythmic
of
It is this greater awareness
rhythmic values that the composer must
the
keep in mind throughout. Often, in
greatei
get
you
freer modern form,
rhythmic effects when the dancer dances
on it still,, that
off the beat instead of
of rhythmic effect
is merely a mutation

lyrical,

drive.

—

itself must he
the rhythmic insistence
definite balthere There is, then, a very
the best idea of it,
let stvle and one gets
of non-dance
parts
perhaps, when certain
‘That sounds
elicit the comment,

music

just like ballet music!’
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to use,

between the composer and

his

freer character

musical conscience. The
indicates freer use of
of the dance-form
in turn, opens
musical materials, which,
‘modernism. For myse f,
the question of
question has been settled.
I feel that the
attacks on
We hear fewer of the old-time
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remember he told us an amusing story.
Some of his pupils had sent him a birthday gift, and they had put inside a card
containing a few lines from “Das Rheinand fein!” That was a very pretty sentiment to send to a composer, said MacDowell; but unfortunately, glancing at
three
the card and reading the first
words, he had taken them to be French
instead of German, and had read “O powthe
erful monkey!’ He apologized to
this
ladies in the class before he told
fact, for I
story, and I was struck by the
had never heard that it was not good
form to mention a monkey in the presence

Jack

that

with solo voices)

I

gold,”

Olds

Nina and Anninia (Sardinian
Diggle
SSA

cradle song)

how
ever since that nobody else knows
play MacDowell.
And yet he could be infinitely tender,
would
He
caressing each beautiful note.
show us how these gentle effects were obtained upon the piano. He showed this
delicacy, indeed, in everything in his appearance, his tastes, and his conversation.
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1007 Darest Thou

Edward MacDowell
(Continued from Page 446)

“So much for the composer’s approach
to ballet writing! In getting down to the
work itself, he has two further points to
keep in mind. The first is that he must
see all the ballets he can, hear all the
bullet music he can, and thus familiarize

ballet
other working problem in
ballet or*
writing is the realization that
the best. Bechestras are scarcely ever
hour,
rehearsal time is paid by the

month be sure to
renew promptly and avoid
running the risk
of missing a copy.

T,,..
lunmg

1006 For the Beauty of the Earth
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Sharper Rhythmic Drive

“The
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ideas

which had not been definite in her mind
at the beginning.

something, which forces itself
exist,
tention where it need not
spark of the ballet itself.

ORDER FROM YOUR DEALER OR DIRECT

cleanly

with those of another. I have written five
ballets
four of them produced, each with

.45

Golden Nugget

his

commission to start with, as well as
the hope of royalties, to encourage him.
“The relationship between choreographer and composer is generally a pleasant
one. There must naturally be a pertain
amount of give-and-take, of discussing
and working out detailed situations, but
this, on the whole, is stimulating. There
is a certain amount
of wholesome chal-

.45

Polka

.45

Thou

certain

.60

Habenera Polka
March On, Hawaii

Darest

clarified
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No Bueno

A

music

texture
ballet style is much simpler in
more
than symphonic music at times it is

.45

Up

the

style.

.60

Scratchin'

“The ballet is a good and interesting
field for a composer who
is generally interested in dramatic music. One of its
good points is its economic advantage.
The composer receives performance royalties front ballets and the
same work can
be given year after year.
Also, the

MUSICAL needs
ANTHEMS

No.

lies,

was that she gave me
her story synopsis and when I brought
her the music, she was kind enough to say

I

.60

True Story

Bells

not In tonalities, atonalities,
or any special kind of musical material,
but in the use made of the materials at
hand. Quite simply, the composer asserts himself through what he has to say.
And that, indeed, is so simple as to be

ABBEY
for your

did happen

What

e ye-pius-ear values

(Theme song of the radio program)
Peso,

look To

;

almost frightening. It is interesting and
valuable to work out new forms, new harmonies, new rhythms. In the last analysis, though, these things are secondary
the
American stage dancing. My fifth ballet to the convictions, the expressiveness,
personal giving-forth of the composer
is ‘Appalachian Spring,’ written for Marof exprestha Graham, which took the Pulitzer himself. Power and integrity
of aesthetic,
Prize in 1945. Miss Graham sometimes siveness override all matters
be Classical, Roreverses the building plan I outlined; on whether that aesthetic
the composer does
occasion, she prepares her dance com- mantic, Modern. Thus,
more carefar
himself
examine
pletely, and then invites the composer to well to
examines experiments in
see it and set it as a finished thing. This, fully than he
a good field in which
however, is not the usual procedure, and form. The ballet is
Graham did not do it in my case. to make the examination.”

himself with ballet

My

Wedding

mention that fact; but generally the
rhythmic and melodic patterns are left
to the composer, once the action has been
thus broken down for him. Tims, it is the
dancer’s idea to which the composer sets

posing

.60

Oh, Help

No

(Continued from Paye 401)

for Lincoln Kirstein’s company, Ballet Caravan, and choreographed by Eugene Luring. In 1942, I wrote ‘Rodeo’ for
the Ballet ltusse de Monte Carlo, which
still retains it in its repertoire. A point of
interest is that Agues De Mille choreographed ‘Rodeo’ and the splendid work
she did for it earned her the call to do
‘Oklahoma!,’ on which her chief fame
now rests, and which revolutionized
1 1)38

that

6 Modern Melodies

Satan's

America Goes

“modernism’ more and more people are
coming to understand and enjoy it. We
are accustomed to the idea that we have
wider resources ( of melody, harmony, and
rhythm) than were known fifty years
ago, and that we are 'entitled to make
use of them if we can make them sound
well. And the question of what sounds
well is a matter of taste, and taste depends on the kind of sounds to which one
is accustomed. In theory, any sound combinations could sound well to ears that
were used to them. But the soul of com-

Miss

Swing

50 Phrases in
for

(Hathaway)

Swing

50 Phrases in
for

.50

Swing

50 Phrases in
for

(Hathaway)

Do Your Doin' Right

developing rapidly, liis Impassioned
spirit
sustained his frail frame during
exhausting hours. He, however, was
conscious of
his waning creative powers.
In 1847 (the
year of Mendelssohn’s death)
Chopin,
then aged thirty-nine, was still
a relatively young man with the
worn body of

been delightful experiences. In my student days in Paris, I set a ballet called
based on a macabre German
movie I had seen. It was never produced
as a ballet, but I later worked it over as
the orchestral suite, ‘Dance Symphony,’
which earned the ItCA Victor Prize. (One
of the pleasant results of writing ballets
is that one can generally work them over
into straight orchestral numbers.)
In
11)34, I did ‘Hear Ye! Hear Ye !’ for Ruth
Page, produced .at the Chicago Opera
House. ‘Billy the Kid’ was written in
‘Grohg,’

!

compositions.’’

ic’taS tle i arfn^

450

would receive if he appeared today
n a nv
y
music center of the world
After a concert in Edinburgh
he was
seized with a severe chill.
Fortunately
he had a Polish friend in the bleak
Scotch
city who cared for him and kept
him in
bed for five days. But Chopin was
-sick
weary, downhearted, and morose
over his
condition, and longed for Hie sunshine
of
France. After a short stay in London

returned to Paris, arriving i„ i
ate No _
vember. There, in the great City of
Light
heartedly to his pupils, especially in the he died the following year at his
home on
matter of securing freedom of muscular the Place Vendome, in the early
morning
movement. n order to do this effectively, of October 17, 1849/* The day
before his
he sought to enlist the pupil’s intelligence death, his old fjiend, the
Countess Helfor practicing exercises, and in this was phine Piitoeka, came to
his room and
opposed by Kalkbrenner, who advised his greatly to Chopin’s delight sang
an aria
pupils to read books or newspapers while from one of Bellini’s operas.
they were going through their mechanical
Chopin’s bequest to musical art was instudies.
comparable and extraordinary. His influ‘Chopin required the student to play ence upon the thematic and
harmonic descales evenly and with full tone, begin- velopment of other composers
was notaning with liiose contaihitig black notes ble. Liszt, and even Wagner.
Debussy,
and ending with C major. As studies, Navel, and many of tlie llnssian
comhe held dementi’s ‘Preludes and exer- posers (notably Seriabine),
bear evicises’ in high esteem, then lie gave his
dences of Chopin’s musical initiative.
pupils the same author’s ‘Gradus,’ then When one reviews
the great body of
the studies of Cramer and Moseheles.
Chopin's works, pne is impressed with
“For the development of the interpreta- the vast number of works
which have retive sense, Chopin chose works from Ilus- mained
in wide demand. Only Schubert
sek. Mozart, Handel, Beethoven,
Weber, exhibits a similar proper; inn of viable
Mendelssohn, Hiller, Schumann, and compositions of marvelous
melodic charm.
from Bach’s ‘Forty-eight.’
With here and there the rich strength of
“No pupil of liis could overlook the Bach, with the fantasy of Schumann,
importance of phrasing. His own phras- with the clarity and Jewel like
sparkle of
ing was founded upon the
principles of Mozart, the fire of Liszt, and at times the
vocal style, and, -except to obtain
a spe- profundity of Beethoven and Brahms,
cial effect, he was never heard
to break Chopin’s many-sided genius is now uniup an episode into short sentences.
The versally recognized. Well might Itobert
technic which was necessary for
the sing- Schumann exclaim, “Chopin is the bolding of a‘ Bellini aria was equally
neces- est and proudest spirit of our age!”
sary for the performance of
the pianoforte music he chose for his
pupils, especially his

-orrect voice production, defective singing
corrected
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Private Teachers
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required for the degrees of Mus. Bach., and Mus.

Mas. Special Chopin

salons of distinguished

families. Tick
t
for his private matinees were five
doll nV
each, but at that, lie was unable
to earn
more than one thousand dollars
durin
his trip.
Imagine what fees
Chopin
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Paderewski Incident

rigidly insistent upon
the subordination of technique to the
vital spirit of art. He spoke of some vir-

MacDowell was

tuoso

—

I

think

it

—

and
was Rosenthal
was akin to

.MUSIC CO.
6533

HOLLYWOOD ILVD.

•

HOLLYWOOD

28, CALIF.

said that his kind of playing

a trapeze performance. On the other
hand, he said of Paderewski that the man
used his marvelous proficiency to produce

beauty and splendor more than one could
find

words

to praise.

MacDowell told how.

while leaving the hall after a Paderewski
performance, he had met a world famous
piano manufacturer—he named him, but
This gentleman reI shall not do so.
marked that MacDowell liked his instrument tuned a tiny bit higher than PadMacDowell pointed out that
erewski.
(Continued on Page 456)
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by Leonora

T HE CLUB

members had finished their
program and were ready for the

game.

“Here’s what

it

is,”

explained

Jack, “and it’s lots of fun. You select
animal, vegetable or mineral and then
point to someone, who has to tell what
part of a musical instrument is made

from something in that kingdom. I’ll begin to show you how it works.” Jack
called animal, pointed to Ethel and started

ELIZABETH A.GEST
Music on

Menu

a

Card

by Elsie Duncan Yale

<‘mw THAT

!

to the studio right afterward. I did have
a good time !”

“That’s nice, Patty,” answered her
teacher pleasantly, “and that reminds me
of something. A very, very lovely song
that has lived for years, was written on
a menu card in a restaurant !”
“On a menu card!” echoed the pupil,

count

but

ten,

quickly

Ethel

were in a little eating place. The friend
happened to have a book of Shakespeare
with him, and while they sat there, began
to read aloud a poem,

UNIVERSITY
the school of

‘Hark, hark the lark at
Heaven’s gate sings !’
“Schubert was right away charmed
with it. He picked up a menu card, turned
it over, and drew lines for a musical staff.
Then he quickly wrote out a melody for
the words, and that lovely song, written
in a little eating place on the back of a
!

!”

menu card, will always live
“He wrote lots of songs,

didn’t he?”

asked Patty, interested.

M

—

;

;

“We had

better stop this game,” announced Robert, “or we will have to cut
out our next one, and it is good, too.
have to take time to think about some

We

CHICAGO
-

Offers accredited courses in Pi-

Organ, PubSchool Music, Theory, and

ano, Voice, Violin,
lic

“Yes, a very great many, for he wrote
very rapidly. You know the Are Maria of
course, and the Serenade. While he was
still quite young, he read a queer old
legend called the ‘Erl-King.’ A father was

your cap and coat, and I’ll tell you
about it while you rest. a bit. Did you
ever hear a song called Hark, Hark! the

riding through an enchanted forest, with
his little son before him on the horse, and
he was pursued by the Erl King, trying to
win the boy away from him. There are
octaves in triplets through the bass,
which represent the galloping of the
horse. It's really thrilling to hear.”
“Maybe I can play it some day,” suggested Patty, hopefully. “I’m sure you
can if you keep on,” said her teacher, encouragingly, “but it's a difficult composition. and it will be quite some time yet.
There are some of Schubert’s works that
you can play before long, though a Moment Musical, or an Impromptu. You’ll

!

off

Lark
“Yes, I heard it over the radio a while
and I thought it was lovely. You
could just seem to see the lark flying high

ago,

the

Address Registrar for Bulletin

up

in the sky.”

“Well, that beautiful song was written
bj' Franz Schubert, while he and a friend

Uuiz No. 34

;

(Kfiep score; perfect

3.

4.

one hundred )

If your teacher told you to play spiccato, what instrument would you be

1.

2.

is

studying? (10 points)
How many piano sonatas did Beethoven write? (15 points)
To which class of instruments do
drums belong? (5 points)

What was

the nationality of Chopin?

like them!

Room

6.

Does the dance called the “Highland
Fling” come from Wales, Mexico, Scotland, or Switzerland? (10 points)
Give four terms, each meaning
“slow.” (10 points)

10.

hear the Sonata.

by

Ann Richardson

The robin sings so
I

cheerily

A song as prettj as can be
never heard a gayer note
Come rippling from a tiny throat.

I

Who wrote it?

(5 points)

(Ansicers on Next Page)

of sounds coming from
different
rials,

ma

isn’t it!” exclaimed Hally
“Certainly,” said Robert.
“We hear

different kind of sound
when brass
struments are played, or wood
insti
ments, or string instruments,
becav
they all make different kinds

of ovi

“What about instruments you
bh
through? Nothing strikes anything
ther
“You’re right,” answered

Ethel,
that one. It’s because
the brea
moving across the opening of
a flute
into the tube of other wind
instrumei
creates vibrations in the air,
too, hist
though two objects were being
struck
gether. That’s why they’re
called wi

know

He seems so very gay and free
Away up in the apple tree
And when you sing, you too, must know

A

joy that sets

your heart aglow.

instruments.”
“Violins aren’t struck,
either,” sa
Edna “How do they make
their imnd
I know that one,”
said Robert “1
cause I study violin as well
as piano. I

would

in
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WRITE TO THE JUNIOR ETUDE
(Drawing by

J.

Bulletin sent fret

W. ST.

B. Tweeter)

ORFR
One Minute Practice
OW many times a day do you think

H

you walk past your piano? It may
be placed near the living room
door, and you may pass it on the way to
the dining table, or on tlie way to the
front door, or tq the radio, or the kitchen,
or the staircase, or to your bedroom, or to
other locations in your house or apartment. This might add up to a great many
times a day, fifteen or twenty, perhaps.
Suppose that every time you passed
the piano (when you were not in a desperate hurry), you seated yourself at the
keyboard for just one minute, placed your
fingers over the keys of a certain measure
that is difficult, or that lacks smoothness,
or is not yet memorized, and that you
Played that measure several times until
your minute was up or played your scale
or finger exercise for one minute.
What would it all add up to in minutes? Think it over. Fifteen minutes of
extra practice each day without even
bothering about it dozens of extra repe;

;

titions of hard spots great
;
to show up at music lessons.

improvement

Isn’t it worth trying?
Anything is
worth trying that helps to bring good reand this method is easy and fun.

i

I

K|

A

The Etude

^ A
/

Art and Dancing.
Courses lead to degrees.

some of us
I am sending you a picture of
who played a program of piano and organ
music over the radio and later we made a re-

peat broadcast. We are standing in front of
the radio building.

From your

friend,

D. Ensminger (Age 17),
Pennsylvania.

over here- until

it

too late to

is

request

Director

Dear Junior Etude:
Thank you a lot for publishing my

Africa

profcs-ional music school

favorite

articles,
magazine. There are such interesting
readand the music gives me practice in sight
our Sunday School
ing. i play the piano for
violin.
and 4-31 Club, and I also play
From your friend,
Dakota
Nevis Orskog (Age 14), North

to

Quiz

Percussion; 4,
2, Thirty-two; 3,
1 violin
French and
Polish-French, his father being
b. Lento,
Scotland
-

his mother Polish: o.
Key
i, Seven sliaips,
largo, adagio, andante:
Acciaccatura, appogguu
of C sharp major S
Kngeweit
Hansel und Gretel , 10,
;

:

9.

Any Time.

Cincinnati

PHIL

with

Camp

—

IV rite for
St.

year Diploma

3

in

Popular Music
Background.

Classical

Day-Evening.
Co-ed.
Experienced Professionals.

15th year.

Faculty of

PIANO. VOICE:
Marilyn Callshan, Dorothy Baumeister,
Mrs. Snyder, Kay Moberg, Dawn Ensminger.

J l X I O It ET 1 J DE
have been taking The Etude for several
months and really enjoy it and feel I learn
belong to our Junior Music
i
lots from it.
Club and my ambition is to be a great pianist.
would like to hear from boys and girls who
I
)

EAR

r

:

are interested in music.

From your
Sliirley

Chorus,

Band,
Laboratories

(

Song

in

Broadcasts.

Writing.

Theatre,

Musical

Froduction,
Teaching.

(3

Arranging, Radio
annual musicals).

Magazine: “Phil Saltman
modern teaching methods.”)

TIME

.

.

.

Pioneer in

•
•
Approved for Veterans
Write Admissions Dean for Catalog
284 Commonwealth Ave., Boston 15, Mass.
Lynn. Wellesley, Worcester, Providence.
Branches:

friend,

Beacham (Age

13),

North Carolina.
piano recitals. I
“I have played in three
instruments ill the
also want to play some
to take.
hand but do not know which ones
from
Would he glad to receive suggestions
some Junior Etude readers.”
Arlene Bierley (Age 11),
Michigan.

Has Your Child
the advantage of piano study with
a member of the

NATIONAL GUILD
PIANO TEACHERS

of

Inc.
of

achievement for every student suitable
his age and advancement.
(NOT A CONTEST)

to

Cape Cod, Massachusetts

The Better Teachers Are Members
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in

every large music center
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particulars —
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of
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Send for catalogue or informa-

five

of Artist Teachers.
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Enter at
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Registration:
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Dramatic
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/
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Juniors of

.

I

tura:

violin.

\
\

complete school of Music,

I

Thorough instruction in all branches of music. Special training in hand ami choir direction. 46 artist teachers, unsurpassed equpiment (200 practice rooms. 23 modern organs, etc.)
Degrees: Mus.R.. s.-hool Mus.lt.. A. II.. with music major.
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HAROLD W. BALTZ,

Dean, Berea, Ohio
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5 cents each, 20 for S1.00

Babb, Henry Morris, Stephen
Lester
Moore, Maurice Babb, Stella Simon.
Jean
Culbertson, Elizabeth Griffith, Sara

ers

Theodore presser co.
1HS Chestnut

St.

.Philadelphia

Sylvia

Goodman, Philip Jerauld, Miriam Beerman,
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IDS, I
Pursglove
Springer, David
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sults,

Try

upon

CLARE, MINTURN,
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thoro training in music. Course* leading to
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LET’S

/

:

New York

From your friend.
Ida DcWet (Age 14), South
MILLIKIN

ETUDE

have been
As the recent issues of the
due to the general strike in the typesetters
union, the contests are of necessity irregular.
See above.
April contest will lie repeated later.

Dawn

\
\

1867

:

This letter is coming all the way from
South Africa and I hope it arrives safely at the
am very much interested in
Junior Etude.
music and my mother is a music teacher. In
my spare time I listen to music on the radio
hut as soon as they start giving the news I
play all my pieces for an
and
piano
the
go to
imaginary audience. I would like to enter the
Junior Etude contests but we do not receive
enter.

r

Established

piano.

friend,
Clark (Age 15),

Dear Junior Etude

B.Mus.. M.A.. Mus.D.,
Education Faculty

Glenn.

M.

Gladys

Colorado Springs, Colo.,
beginning August 2nd

fa

Chestnut Street, Philadelphia
the 22nd of August. Results in November.
may select their own essay
topic again this month.

.Contestants

hear from Junior Etude
who play the Sousa-

to

like

\

'

Prom your

DUNNING COURSE

THE

FERENCE

nect.

vibrations, or air movements
created inside the piano, come in contact
with the
sounding board and resound for
us to
hear.”

State regents credit

readers, especially any

an address! So, Priscilla, the
Junior Etude regrets your letter can not
be answered. But don’t forget again

lie

M
(1), Pa., by

”

1,1

rudiments of music and am working for my

7, Illinois

phone.

about

think

magazine devoted

give their street address, sometimes they

like the keys feel.”

tones in their vibrations.”

How many

sharps are in the scale
whose leading tone is B-sharp? (10
points)
8. Which of the following refer to music:
atriplex, adiantum, acciaccatura, acacia, appoggiatura? (15 points)
9. If you were at the opera and saw a
gingerbread house on the stage what
opera would you be attending? (15
points)
7.

let’s

The Etude very much and

sing in the church choir, and in school I
sing in the girls’ chorus and the sextette; am
in a class of advanced wirlers, play the Sousaphone in the band and take a course in the
I

East Lake Street

401, 64

Chicago

like

ly to music.

forget to give their city, and sometimes
they forget to give their State. Priscilla
Johnson wrote recently, forgetting all

the piano nicely the music sounds smooth,

Joyous Robin

(5 points)
5.

Now

I

\

re-

urr.v
dred alia
ureu
and fifty
eeived at the Junior Etude Office, 1712

Dear Junior Etude

:

thrilling to receive a

DePAUL UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Complete Addresses
Sometimes Juniors write to the Junior
Etude asking a question that requires a
reply. Sometimes these writers forget to

um.-i
and must
words
himus ami

late,

they will be

to the writers.

)kau Junior Kttidb

4

Write on one side of paper only. Do
not use typewriters and do not have anyone copy your work for you.
Essay must contain not over one hun-

Notice

Box

replies to letters in care of

all

JUNIOR ETUDE and

forwarded
I

ments make?”
Jeff, who had not taken part in the
first game, answered with “When you
play

with the hammers that strike the
wires and produce the sound. What
is
sound, anyway?”
“Sound,” said Jeff, “is produced when
one object strikes another and creates
vibrations, or movements, in the
air.
Musical instruments are made to produce
pleasant sounds and that is why it is
important to use fine materials in them.
When the piano strings are struck by the
hammers connected with the keys, the

Address

and M.M.
Distinguished Faculty

Here’s the first question
What kind of a sound or tone do
the different kinds of materials in instru-

“That means,” said Robert, “you have
use a good touch on the keys that con-

Letter

Confers degrees of B.M., A.B.,

of these answers.

to

Contest is open to all boys
and girls under eighteen years of age.
Class A, fifteen to eighteen years of
age; Class B, twelve to fifteen; Class C,
under twelve
vene,years.
years.
X a filess of prize winners will appear on
this pagedn a future issue of The Etude.
The thirty next best contributors will receive honorable mention.
Rut your name, age and class in which

Orchestral Instruments.

:

surprised.
“Yes, on the back of a menu card that
likely rather spotted, for it wasn’t
much of a restaurant. But get your
breath, Patty, for you’ve hurried Take

was

,

l/Hu&ic

;

pipes in organs,” from Jack.
Jack took the turn from there, calling
vegetable, and many answers came rapidly
“the wooden sides of the drum,”
from Bert “the drum sticks, too,” from
Edna; “the wooden case of the piano,”
from Ethel “the resin for the bow,” from
Bob. And so it went.

to puzzles.

of the strings the violin
tone is produced. And besides that, there
are certain kinds of fine varnish that
make even the finest wood more resonant
than it would be without the varnish.”
“Think of all we’ve found out in our
games,” explained Jack, glancing at his
watch. “Who knows a good game for the
next meeting?”
Several in the group raised their hands
but no one would tel) any secrets about
“Just wait and see,”
the new games.
they teased.

is

stretched gut

;

do you think, Miss Brown,”

q\i exclaimed Patty happily, as she
laid her music down on the piano
bench. “My Aunt Julie had me out to
lunch at a lovely restaurant today
I
told her it was my lesson afternoon, so I
brought my music here with me, and came

to

answered “The ivory of the piano keys,
made from the tusks of an elephant”
Ethel chose animal also, and pointed to
Dick, who answered quickly “Dried skin
of an animal that is stretched over the
head of a drum.”
lie, in turn, called for a mineral and
pointed to Beth. “The wire strings of
a piano,” she replied “The brass in horns
and trumpets,” from Hally “The lead

bow

strung with fine horsehair tightly stretched and when it is
drawn across the still more tightly
because the

\

The Junior Etude will award three at- you enter on upper left corner of your
tractive prizes each month for the neatest paper and put your address on upper
and best stories or essays and for answers right corner of. your paper.

Ashton

Sill

\

Junior Etude Contest

Magic Music

i

i .»

,

44th year. Offers courses in all branches

Music. Confers certificates, diplomas
and degrees. Member of N.A.S.M.
Located in downtown musical center.
of

Box E. 306 S. Wabash Ave., Chicano 4,

Ilf.

Mr. Sprenger.
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KEYBOARD APPROACH TO HAR-

the COVER FOR THIS MONTH— The

MONY, by Margaret Lowry— Here is
new approach to the study of harmony*

portrait of the late Theodore Pressor on
the cover of The Etude this month, in
honor of the one hundredth anniversary
of his birth (July 3, 1848), is an enlargement of a snapshot made by William II.

which should appeal to high school
college

PUBLISHER'S NOTES
A Monthly

Bulletin

of

Interest

to

all

Queens’

Lovers

Music

at 1717 Sansom Street (the Annex of
the Chestnut Street building) and announced that it would require several sitfice

tings of about an hour each. Mr. Presser
said that he was far too
busy to go through that ordeal. The snapshot, which is in many ways the most satisfactory portrait obtainable, was made
as a compromise.
During the last
twenty-live years of his life there was no

was amazed and

OFFERS
All of the books in this list are in
preparation for publication. The
low Advance Offer Cash Prices apply only to orders placed NOIV.
Delivery ( postpaid ) will be made

1

There are, however, several portraits taken in early life which will appear in the serial biography of Mr. I’resistics.

scr,

beginning with this number of

Etude and continuing

when

the books
are published.
Paragraphs describing each publication
appear on these pages.

The

Basic

Studies for the
Orchestra

for several issues.

tion of this book of first and second grade
pieces for young musicians has drawn on
a wealth of melodious material pertaining to interesting aspects of nature, found
in the air, on the land, and in or on the
water, living or growing. Here is a generous source of varied recital material
and recreational fare in an album which
will become a real favorite with young

The

Instruments of the
Traugott Rohner
Student's Books, each
Conductor's Score

.25

.25

Howto Memorize Music
Nature's Paths— Some
lights

for

Young

Peterson's

Lighter

Moods

at the

able

for students of this level. Pupils
will enjoy the new collection because the

Song

of Bethlehem

tor

Mixed Voices

numbers have been

Sousa's

recital

requests of

Miss KettereT’s classes for several years,
and have proven their worth, as well as
their popular appeal.
Single copies of this book may tie
ordered now at the special Advance of
Publication Gash Price, 35 cents, postpaid.

more once upon-a-time stories
OF THE GREAT MASTERS, For
Young

Pianists, Ml Grace Elizabeth RobMusical Arrangements by Louise
E. Stairs
The outstanding success of
inson,

—

the first volume of ONCE-UPON-ATIMI4 STORIES OF THE GREAT MAS-

TERS

by Miss Robinson, has inspired the

preparation of this second book. The content will represent a later group of composers

including

Gounod, Grieg,

Ohaminade,

Liszt,

Dvorak,

Rubinstein; Saiuf-

Saens, Sibelius, Strauss, and TschaikowThe musical simplifications will lie
prepared by the widely-known composer
slcy.

for children, Louise E. Stairs.

A

single copy may be ordered at the
special Advance of Publication Cash
Price, 30 cents, postpaid. Sales are limited to the United States and its possessions.
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to

SOUSA’S FAMOUS MARCHES, Adapt

.

Lowry

...

.65
.75

Organ— With Ham90

Robinson-Stairs

Noah and

Mara

Hymn Book— For

Ville

.30

the Ark,
Piano

A

Story with

People

Famous

.35

Christmas Cantata
Louise E. Stairs

Marches— Adapted

Bands

.35

Like— For
Ketterer

—A

.40

Music
Richter

Young

.25

Piano
Richter

for the

Short Classics
Plano

for
Parts

Conductor's Score

SONG OF BETHLEHEM,

.40

.25
.75

Christmas

:

:

women

s

voices

The

number

lay

;

text,

and mixed chorus numexcept for an original

Mrs. Stairs, has been selected

hymn

literature

and

the scriptures.

Ideal as a worship service, this cantata, will lend
itself to varied
uses for the choirmaster who makes
it an
addition to his library.
A single copy may be ordered now at
the special Advance of Publication

Cash
Quantity orders,
which can be accepted only after
delivery
of Advance of Publication
orders, will
price, 40 cents, postpaid.

be

cei tain to arrive for early
rehearsal.

—

I

If

the

f

composer’s

interspersed

l

life,

interestingly told,

with easy-to-play arrange-

Hark! Hark!

the Lark, Waltz,
Theme from the “UnMoment Musical,
Symphony,” and a piano duet
finished
March, in all of
arrangement of Military
elements of the origwhich the essential
have been preserved.
inal compositions
of the story
presentation
Directions for
or as a
a miniature stage setting
‘

nts of

with

appeal to the child’s sense
A list of recordings of
to children from five to
age extends the usefulof
years
twelve
Attractive and approbook.
ness of the
added appeal. All
priate illustrations give
dramatic.

special interest

the book is ideally arranged to
and develop in children at an early
and abiding love of music.
may he ordered now at the

in all,

create

age a deep

One copy

of Publication
25 cents, postpaid.

Advance

special
Price,

meet

all

your requirements.

—

ed for School Rands For many, years
school band directors have wanted arrangements of the more popular Marches
by Sousa for the average school band.

this collection

HOW TO MEMORIZE

— We

many musicians bemoan

which

Man-

Beach; The Invincible Eagle:
the Sea; and Fairest
of

the Fair.

The instrumentation includes all of the
Band as approved

by the Music Educators National
Conference and by standard music
publishers.

The Advance of Publication Cash
Price
for each part is 25 cents and
that of the
Conductor’s Score is 75 cents, postpaid.

BASIC STUDIES FOR INSTRUMENTS
OF THE ORCHESTRA, by Traugott
This book

designed to aid the
teacher in training instrumental
students

MUSIC,

by

have heard

the fact

that

learned how to memorize
music. For those who have this difficulty,
here is a book with a thorough and practical approach for mastering
the problem.
The Editor of The Etude, Dr. Cooke,
understands the problem, and oilers valuable suggestions and a direct procedure
for correct musical memorizing. In chapters such as, / Simply Cannot Memorize;
Playing By Heart; Practical Steps in
Memorizing ; A Symposium of Memorizing; and others, Dr. Cooke quotes hints
from such notables as Moritz Rosenthal,
Isidor Philipp, Ernest Hutchinson, Josef
Hofmann, Percy Grainger, Rudolph Ganz,
and Harold Bauer.
Piano teachers will want a copy of this
hook for their reference libraries, and
musicians who have poor musical retention will claim it as an
invaluable addition to musical literature.
The special
Advance of Publication Cash Price for a
single copy is SO cents, postpaid.

includes The Stars and Stripes Forever;
Fidelis ; Liberty Bell; Washington Post; El Capitan; The
Thunderer;
King Cotton; High School Cadets;

Rohner

ent day.

they

Semper

hattan

teachers in public schools wanting an
musical playlet for the early
grades should consider this work.
One copy may he ordered now at the
special Advance of Publication Cash
Price, 35 cents, postpaid.

James Francis Cooke

Until recently copyright restrictions
prevented us from meeting the urgent request. Now that it is possible for
us to
offer them, a bandsman well
schooled in
the capabilities of the average
school

hands has compiled

CORDION

<

never

is

who have already had some
elementary
instrumental instruction. It is
a collection of studies for rhythmic,
dynamic

scale, and interval problems.
Attractive
pieces help to round out
the collection
The Conductor’s Score has
many hints
for the teacher, and parts
will he available for Violin, Viola, Cello.
Bass, Flute-

Oboe, Clarinet-Trumpet,

Horn and Saxophone,
Bassoon-Tuba.

F Horn, E-Flat
and Trombone-

Single copies of the various
parts may
be ordered now at the special
Advance of
Publication Cash Price, 25 cents for
each
part and 60 cents for the
Conductor’s
Score, postpaid. Please mention
parts desired when placing your order.

the

Cash

Seller— This unusual collection of studies
"ill stir the imagination
as well as del clop the technic
of the young pianist.
Each short etude, of second grade difficulty, is devoted to a particular phase of
piano technic such as, the trill, rhythmic
precision, arpeggios and chords, double
thirds, and repeated notes. The composer, Mr. William Scher, is already
"TU known to the readers of Tiie Etude
for his many clever piano solos. This volume will be a valuable addition to the
ever popular Music Mastery Series.
At the special Advance of Publication

—

*

asl1

to a

Price, 25 cents, postpaid, one copy
customer may be ordered now.

BOOK—The

is

ACone of

foremost accordion artists of the presA native of Sweden, lie settled

Boston as a young man and soon won
recognition as a virtuoso of the accordion.
Victor Recordings of his solos hear witis excellent musical
ness to his ability.
background, which includes harmony,
theory, and counterpoint, is a decided as1

SUCCESSFUL MUSIC CAREERS

-

lions for his brilliant radio performances
the “First Piano Quartet,” has

with

START AT SHERWOUD

shown a high degree of craftsmanship
and imagination in the preparation of
these arrangements. The words are given

Thorough training from eminent Artist Teachers lays

with each selection.
Because of existing copyright restrictions, this book will be sold only in the
United States and its possessions. Single
copies

may

be ordered

now

a

1

Violin,

by

von

Weber

;

Tlifitnes

from

Overture,” Kiler-Bela Sounds
from the Viennu
Woods by Strauss;
Rubinstein’s Mcl-ody in F; and Theme
from “Symphonie I’athetique” by Tschai“Lustspiel

;

The contents also include many
Hr. Peterson’s original compositions,
which will feature the popular Waltz
Continental. These recreational uumb.ers
have a wealth of variety and contrast,
and make the book a valuable addition to
the accordion

player's library.
Reserve a single copy now at the special Advance of Publication Gasli Place,
65 cents, postpaid.

—

its
sequel, My Everyday
Jymn Book. Following the same general

of

design, this

new

collection is intended for
le young
pianist whose hands cannot
Leach an octave.
Nearly fifty favorite
ynm tunes are listed under the follow*''g

convenient

General
Special Occasions;

groupings

yarns
Hymns for
.'mns for Children
;

:

and Gospel Hymns,
wo very popular hymns included in the
grouping will he The Old Rugged
oss and IAving
for Jesus, used by spe” a Permission.
These easy arrange;

I

ments are suitable
for lesson assignments,
‘°nie use and
Sunday School.

i'Secvations for single copies of this
ma y be made now at the special Adance of
Publication Cash Price, 40 cents,
POStnniS
,

00

]UL Y, 1948

13.

write Arthur Wildman, Musical
Sherwood Building, 1014 South Michigan
Avenue, Chicago 5, Illinois.

For free catalog,
Director,

as supplementary material with any other piano method. On music fundamentals
such as symbols, time signatures, note
values, rhythm, scales, slurs, ties, and
tetrachords, constant drill and review are
furnished. The child is attracted to the
clover poetry, illustrations, and the actual
writing of notes and musical

symbols.
Osne copy to a person

now
tion

may be ordered
at the special Advance of PublicaPrice, 25 cents, postpaid.

LIGHTER MOODS AT THE ORGAN,
with

Institutional

Hammond

come addition

One copy

Registration

Member

Music

of National Association o f Schools of

g)tpr QlebelaniiXnHliliitr

of 0)uair

Artist Diploma
Bachelor of Music Degree, Master of Music Degree,
3411 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, O.
RUBINSTEIN, Mus. D., Director

Cash

BERYL

Charter Member of the National Association

—

of

Schoola of Music

to the

Organs.
to a customer

now

at the special

tion

Cash

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA SCHOOL
HAL
ialSBf ^Ik’SSBSI SCTT!-

MUSIC and ARTS

—

Beginning to finished artistry.
Graded courses
Approved for Veterans
Calif.
Address Registrar, 3173 Wilshire Blvd.. Los Angeles 5,

51 st

Year BROOKLYN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

Advance

he ordered

Certificate

of Publica-

New York
Diploma Courses

Frederick

ADVANCE OF PUBLICATION

E.

the

will release two books by
much
authors whose work has attracted
favorable attention. This announcement
publiterminates the special advance of
effect for
cation offer which, has been in

publishers

58

— 7th Avenue,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

AMERICAN CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC—CHICAGO
art
Offers courses in all branches of music and dramatic
61st year. Faculty of 135 artist teachers

Member of National Association of Schools of Music
Pi*s., ot9 Kimball Bldg., Chicago
Send for a free catalog— Address John R. liattstaedt,
:

For Mixed
Over two

Voices, by John W. Work
and
hundred Negro folk songs, religious
this book by a dissecular, are included in
Fisk Unitinguished faculty member of
chapters on the
versity There are five
and
music of the Negro, a bibliography

Lovers to earn LIBERAL
securing subscriptions for THE
No Cost or Obligation.
full time.
plete details TODAY! Address:

Music

publisher.

—

State

for Veterans

OF-

FERS WITHDRAWN—This month

AMERICAN NEGRO SONGS,

•

Approved
Bergbrede, Director

Price, 90 cents, postpaid.

an index. Price,

of

CRAIN. Director

D.

1

Chartered by Board of Regents of

may

MY EVERYDAY HYMN BOOK, For
1 iano, by
Ada Richter
The growing some months past.’ Your local dealer is
Popularity of Ada Richter’s M.v Own
now able to supply you with copies, or you
Hymn Book has brought about the prepmay obtain examination copies from the

—

Semester starts September

Fall

by
Ville This new work book contains a wealth of interesting material for
the young musician. It has been designed
especially to follow Robert Nolan Kerr’s
Ar.r, In One, hut it is equally valuable

Hammond

Dance

the musical proin the heart

Certificate, Diploma,

MUSIC MADE EASY—A Work Book

of

—

in

Convenient lakefront location

Degree courses in Piano, Voice,
Organ, Cello, Wind Instruments, Public
School Music, Conducting, Theory, Composition.
Courses for Veterans under G.l. Bill of Rights.

at the special

kowsky.

for his work in composition.
This book contains well-known music
arranged for t lie accordion: Brahms’
Hungarian Dance So. 5 ; Two Guitars
a Russian Folk-song; Invitation to the
set

foundation for success

of cultural Chicago.

Advance of Publication Cash PHce, 40

Mara

solid

fession.

cents, postpaid.

This welpopular clothbound
series, which already includes The Organ Player, Organ Repertoire, The
Chapel Organist, and Organ Vistas,
orwill delight the busy professional
ganist as ".ell as the organ student.
These attractive pieces, from easy to
medium grade, will be found in no other book, as all are original numbers
drawn from copyrighted publications of
Registhe THEODORE PRESSER OO.
and
tration is provided for both standard

Advertisement

THE ETUDE

author

in

aration

EIGHTEEN ETUDES FOR STUDY
AND STYLE, For Piano, by William

PIANO

PETERSON’S

IVOR

In this book teachers will find possibilities for recital or
us
playlet use.
i

GEMS FROM GILBERT AND SULLIVAN, Arranged for Piano by Franz
Mittler— Pianists of moderate attainments will be delighted with this collection of Gilbert and Sullivan’s best-known
melodies. Franz Mittler, known to mil-

musical playlet
of the

pictures.

m

parts for Symphonic

—

bers.

anil

The

original

Hands Across

Cantata for Mixed Voices, by Louise
E.
Stairs
Now is the time for all good
efioirmasters to consider their Christmas
needs. Here is a new cantata
written
with the requirements of the
average
volunteer choir in mind. The tuneful
music in easy range and varied but simple rhythm embraces soprano,
mezzosoprano or alto, tenor, and baritone solos
soprano-alto and alto-tenor duets; alto
solo witb humming chorus of
women’s
voices chorus for men’s voices
trio for

mainly from the

simply write your needs to the Theodore Presser Co., and experts in our Selection Department, with their years of
experience in this type of work, will select a supply for you which will be
sure

40

Registration

Everyday

privilege

.80

Made Easy— A Work Book

Music

My

this

Cooke

Book

Once-jJpon-a-Time Stories of the
Great Music Masters— For Young Pian-

lsts

—

of

.40

More

LIKE,. Compiled and Edited by Ella
Ketterer This is a volume of thirty-five
piano numbers from tile works of many
of the great masters. The, grade range
of these pieces is from second to fourth,
and. teachers will find this volume invalu-

yourself

Piano Solo De-

Accordion

pupils.

mond

avail

Mittler

Players

Piano

Orders are being accepted now for
single copies at the special Advance of

SHORT CLASSICS YOUNG PEOPLE

To

Eighteen Etudes for Study and Style—
For
’
P' s "°
.V .Scher

in

theory.

by Lottie

and Ruth Bampton—
Haydn. Handel, Beethoven,
izirt Bach,
and now SchuTschaikowsky
riiooin'
as the eighth in this
joins the group
ever popular series
well-established and
pianists. The story
books for young
Coit

.

Gems from

Ivor

music

Childhood

Famous Composers,

0f

in'-orth

<

.25

.60

Schubert— Childhood Days of
Famous Composers
Lottie Ellsworth Coit and Ruth Bampton

Gilbert and SullivanArranged for Piano

in

College.

The progressive music teacher of today
plans well in advance for the music
teaching season. An adequate reserve
studio stock is of primary consideration,
for the alert teacher should always have
on hand a dependable reserve of material NOAH AND THE
ARK, V Story with
for teaching and recital purposes.
Music for Piano, by Ada Richter— In
addThrough its “On Sale” system the. ing a seventh book
to her Stories With
Theodore Presser Co. is always prepared Music Scries, Mrs.
Richter uses the Bible
to serve music teachers anywhere in the
story of Noah and the Ark as a
lively
country. This -plan enables the teacher
narrative. Highly descriptive and origto request material for consideration as
inal piano pieces are adroitly
correlated
to its desirability, and it may be retained
with the vivid story. The drawings
in
until the end of the season or, in this
this book illustrate beautifully the
many
case, until June, 1949, when music still
characteristics of the book.
liildren will
unused may be returned for full credit.
derive much enjoyment from -oloring
the
Postage involved is, of course, additional.

Child

Keyboard Approach to Harmony.

Publication Cash price, 40 cents, postpaid.

—

ADVANCE OF PUBLICATION

known record of his visiting a professional photographer to have a portrait
made. It was lfot that he was “camera
shy,' but that he did not consider it sufliciently important. His retiring disposition \v,as one of lias dominant character-

IN NATURE'S PATHS, Some Piano Delights for Toung Players— The compila-

READY FOR THE COMING SEASON?

1948

classes

member

of the music faculty
of
Flushing, New York
calls it a “singing and playing”
system’
It -introduces the subject matter,
chord
by chord, in the piano idiom rather than
in the usual four-part voice writing.
Under the old system, it was possible for
a
student to complete a course in harmony
and still not be able to harmonize
a
melody at the piano. Miss Lowry’s approach assures this accomplishment.
The progressive theory teacher will
want a reference copy of ibis important
book at the low Advance of Publication
Cash Price, 75 cents, postpaid.
author,

Xortenheim, a former Art Director of the
Theodore Presser Company. Mr. Presser’s
associates had urged him to have an oil
liortrait made. The artist came to his of-

CHILD SCHUBERT,

tHE
M

WANTED*

THE ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE

will

CHESTNUT

ST..

PHILA., PA.

year when you
be receiving approximately $50 worth of music?

afford to be without

consider you

Part or
for com-

CIRCULATION DEP’T

1712

Can you

COMMISSIONS
ETUDE.
Write

THE ETUDE

at $3.00 a

$1.50.

LITTLE RHYMES TO SING AND
PT.A Y, For Piano, by Mildred Hofstad
fi' e,
pre-school child, age three to
playing time anr
will enjoy singing and
rhymes.
again these favorite nursery

CHICAGO MUSICAL COLLEGE
Founded

1867

by Dr.

F.

Member

RUDOLPH GANZ,

Ziegfeld

CONFERS DEGREES OF

The

President

B.MUS., B.MUS.ED., M.MUS., M. MUS. ED.
and National Association of Schools of Music

of North Central Association

FOR CHILDREN AND NON-PROFESSIONALS
ALL BRANCHES OF MUSIC. SPECIAL INSTRUCTION

the young
Clever illustrations stimulate
cents.
child’s interest. Price, 60
Advertisement

Address Registrar, 60

E.

Van Buren

St.,

Chicago 5,

Illinois
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Playing Around With the Pentatonic Scale

FOR PIANO AUDITION PLANS
that develop the best
junior adolescent

(Continued from Page 412)
use the Pentatonic Scale, or who add
two
and six to their chords, Debussy at once
comes to mind. Advanced students will

your pre-school, elementary,

in

and young High School

pupils,

with cash-prize incentives to encourage your serious, advanced students:

I

have my pupils transpose this into all
and also make up variants. Here
one which Mr. Wilson uses

keys,
is

NATIONAL GUILD OF PIANO TEACHERS
Box 1113

Austin, Texas

Again, it should be done in all keys, and
in minor as well as major.
It affords
excellent practice for the thumb. Reverse
it for the left hand, beginning c^n Middle

FLORENCE FENDER BINKLEY
COMPOSER-TEACHER

NEW

Associate of

JERSEY

less

he discovered these fascinating efvery process we are advocat-

cAppealing Song, O^eringd
RECENT PUBLICATIONS AND STANDARD FAVORITES

fects by the

write

CITY,

many beautiful

illustrations of such
effects in his Reflets dans Veau. Doubt-

$250 each to five Artists
$100 each to ten Collegiates
$50 each to twenty H. S. Seniors

ATLANTIC

find

ing; for Mary Garden relates that in the
evening, after dinner, he would seat himself at the piano and “go hunting.” I like
to think, for example, that the cadenza
at the top of Page 2 of Reflets dans Veau
was discovered in this way; that is, seated at the piano, experimenting with the

Pentatonic series, he might have tried
moving the upper three notes down a
half-step:
Ex. 18

C and descending. Mel Powell adds a
chromatic ornamental note:

Guy Maier

announces

Ex. 15

Normal Class for Piano Teachers
Atchison, Kans., July 5-23rd
Mt. St. Scholastica College

Special

Work-Shop Course

Ohio. City, Okla.,
Binkley Studios

This also may be reversed for the left
hand, beginning on Middle C and descending. Another variant would be

Aug. 2-6th

Detailed Circular from

Secy. Florence
Student Residence
Piano, Voice. Violin, Cello, Composition, Radio, Speech,
Painting, Ceramics. High School Academic and Music
School credits. Vocational and Psychological Guidance.
Supervised recreation. Personality development.
Excellent cuisine. Write for booklet Dept. 22

1120

NOW

Ex. 17

IS

THE TIME

CONVERSE

plan your course of music study for

KNOX

Normal Course

for those wishing to beteachers and for teachers who wish

in

Theory, Sight Singing

and

THE

School of Music

X TKeatre

Class and
Artist Teachers

Lyric Arts and Culture

40

L. E. Miller, Pr*s.

•

Amateurs

Individual
•

•

of the

Write Sec’y. Shubert. 1780 Broadway, N. Y. City

Wy

Y.

delights the reader.

I

(

It

Jr

J
1

EFFA ELLIS PERFIELD
Park Ave. ) New York City

03 East 86th St.

(

that was all a piano meant to the manufacturer
he was interested in the
details of producing tones, and
in

changing such banal shop talk, but he
had really got nothing of Paderewski’s
vital message.
I saw MacDowell a few
times after I
had completed the two years’ course.
I
met him once in his Columbia class
room
after he had had his dispute
with the
great Nicholas Miraculous, and
had re-

He told me a little about the troubut without going into details.
The
was that the university did not esteem music, and would not give the
necessary credits for musical study,
signed.

ble,

point

had
hoped to build up a great department,
a
center of culture, but he had failed
The next time I saw him was
at his
home, an apartment in upper Eighth
avenue, or Central Park West, as it
has since
been named. I had written my first
lie

a boyish effort, but it
frenzy, and I thought

456

30892

30899
30906
30904

Seward Tenney.

30764

30419
30420
30421
30115
30116
30117
30319
30220
30130
30050

Continued from Page 451)

ex-

See February Etude Advertisement

'MUSIC

Do Ya

30905

Edward MacDowell

:

1

And No One Knows

30912
30880
30889

(Med.)

Dungan

.50

Paisley
S'pose (Med.)
The Donegal Fair (High) Kef terer
Goin' To Hitch My Mule (Med.)

.50

Reddick
Young
Gossip (Med.)
Hold Fast Your Dreams (Med.)
Maclary
I Do Not Walk Alone (Med.)

.60

Newman

.50

.

I

Prithee Send
(High)

Me

My

Back

Out

30896

Pierrot (Med.)

30881
30901

Retribution (Med.).

30902

There's a Rosie

in the Fields

Newman

Newman
Show

Hahn

Show

Derry

30903

There's a Rosie
(Low)

30897

Time and Time Again (High)

.50

.50

30898
.50

30895

STUDY EXALTS

LIFE”

novel

was full of a fine
was marvelous,

it

and asked MacDowell to read the manuscript. He did so, aud I weut to get his
verdict, and X remember the apartmenthouse, and the elevator, and the large
room looking over the park, and the piano,
and MacDowell. He was very generous
and kind, and wrote me a few words
about the book. I don’t remember them,
and I shall not look them up, because they
might lie the means of causiug someone
to read that boyish effort.
I never saw him again.
Soon afterward I read in the papers that his mind
had failed from overwork and nervous
strain. There was nothing I could do he
needed medical attention, not the admira-

30882
30051

30012
30013
30629

SEMINOLE LULLABY
Words by Vivian

Yeiser
Cat. No. 30921

Laramore
Med. Voice

—d

Music by Olive Dungan

to

E

Price, 50c

30208
30209
30210
30427
30428

Ware
Ware
Ware

Boat Song (High)
Boat Song (Med.)
Boat Song (Low)

in

Hahn

Mana-Zucca
Time and Time Again (Low)
Mana-Zucca
What Shall Ye Call Me? (Med.)
Brownell

.50

Coming Home (High). .Willeby
Coming Home (Med.). .Willeby
Coming Home (Low). .Willeby
Coming Home (SA Duet). Willeby
.

.60

.50
.50

.

.50

Hahn

.60

Green Cathedral, The

30121

I

30800

I

I

I

Love
Love
Love

Life (High).
Life (Low)

Life

.

.

.

Hahn

.60

.Mana-Zucca
Mana-Zucca

.60

.

.60

.50

Way

Efiinger

Again This

.50

30550

Steinel

.50

30009

My

30515

My

30166

Sweetest Flower That Blows (High)

30877
30264

Way

.

Heart

Is

Mana-Zucca

.60

.50

.

.

.50

Heart

Is

a Haven

.50

.50

.50
.50

.50

(Low)
Steinel

Hawley

.50

.50
.50

30167

Sweetest Flower That Blows (Low)

Hawley

.50

30065
30066

Will-o'-the-Wisp (High) . . Spross
Will-o'-the-Wisp (Low) ... Spross

.60

.65

.65

.60

a Haven (Med.)
Steinel

(SA Duet)

Last Hour, The (High). .Kramer
Last Hour, The (Med.). .Kramer
Last Hour, The (Low). .Kramer
Let All My Life Be Music (High)
Spross
Let All My Life Be Music (Low)
Spross

.60

Way

Nevin
Mighty Lak' a Rose (Med. Low)
Nevin
Mighty Lak' a Rose (Low) Nevin
Mighty Lak' a Rose (SA Duet)
Nevin
My Heart Is a Haven (High)

Green Cathedral The (Low)
I

Again This

.60

30026
30027
30028

.60

Shall Not Pass
(High)
Shall Not Pass

Ettinger
(Low)
Shall Not Pass Again This
Etiinger
(SA Duet)
Mighty Lak' a Rose (High). Nevin
Mighty Lak' a Rose (Med.)

.75

(Med.)

Hahn

I

.50
.50

Cradle Song (Med.). .MacFadyen
Danny Deever (Med.) Damiosch
Green Cathedral, The (High)
.

30120

.60

.60

.

.

.50

in Derry

(High)

.40

.50

.Mana-Zucca .50
There Be None of Beauty's Daughters
(Med.) (From the Poem by Lord
.

Byron)
.40

.50

(A Love Song)
Trusselle

.50

Heart

Trusselle

Beni
Lullaby (Med.)
Tiusselle
Marco Polo (Med.)
O Lovely Song (Med.) Based on a
Stickles
Melody of Chopin
Out in the Fields With God (Med.)

With God (Low)

30885

.50

Standard Favorites

Recollections of

and
Play Myself Book No.

30900

30894
30876

Instruction

Send $1.00 for
Ten Rote Pieces for the Pre-School Child

19.
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composers who

—

Music by Claude L. Fichthom
Pnce. 50c
a to D-sharp

Newman

miles

or

and

ond cadence.
When one thinks

Orchestral Instruments

DAVID & CLARA MANNES, Directors
33, 157 East 74th St., New York 21. N.

Beginners

It

Notice the consecutive Seconds in the sec-

WHAT MANNER OF LOVE

Children

Room

out or New York City
—Advanced. Living
quarters available
DRAMA — SPEECH — VOCAL — DANCE
STAGE — RADIO — TELEVISION — VARIETY
Enroll now — Class
Private

Island

CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC

Recent Publications
BEHOLD.

Text from the Scriptures
Low Voice
Cat. No. 30909

MUSIC SCHOOL

York 28. N. Y.

SUMMER THEATRE
Long

Music

-

result, he made a whole
passage out of it.
Ceaseless experimentation and ihe use
of the natural ear are indispensable aids
to the mastery of either harmony or technic.
It is also important to begin with
the simple, and to go on from there. Thus,
we move from the known t# the unknown.
Gradually, new possibilities emerge; but
still the same old fundamentals remain
as points of departure, or as the foundation for all future experiments. Teachers
should encourage this kind of freedom.
For a piece of medium difficulty, written in the Pentatonic vein, I should like
to recommend No. 2 of Frederick Delius’s
“Three Preludes for the Piano,” and for
the early grades, Lotus Petals, by Albert

MANNES_

Professionals

flJWene
•

w

to
B. Mus., and B. Mus
degrees. Member NASM. In the heart
of the Shenandoah Valley, Dayton, Virginia.

DILLER -QUAILE
New

of

C

Catalogue sent upon request.

SHENANDOAH
Courses leading
the

Ear Training, Keyboard Harmony, Written
Harmony and Counterpoint, Composition.
Catalogue on request.

46 East 80th Street,

Department

S.

Galesburg, Illinois
mu
Th “ raa ?
Williams, Chairman

COLLEGE

to modernize their teaching methods.

Adult classes

1

COLLEGES

Edwin Gerschefski, Dean. Spartanburg,

fall.

come

might be either preceded, or followed
by such enriched cadences as

Schools— Colleges

3001 Pacific Avenue

to

St., Okla. City, Okla.

It

MRS. WILLIAM HENNE

the

Fender Binkley Classes,

West 40th

(Again notice the Consecutive 2nds.)

— and liking the

.

.60

;

tion of a young student.
died ; but he
lived on in
memory, as you cau see
from this brief record. His personality

He

my

was

to

me

as a bit of radium, which continues to give out energy, and yet is undiminished and imperishable. He v'as a
vital artist, and one does not meet many
of

them

in

one lifetime.

THE ETUDE

THE JOHN CHURCH

CO-

Write for

FREE

catalogs of

Songs and Song Collections
published

by

THE JOHN CHURCH CO.

ctm

oGaGflaam

was born in Philadelphia, Pa. She
began her music studies early as a child
and later studied under Camille W.
Zeckwer, Leo Ornstein, and Alfred
Richter (to whom she is happily married). Mr. and Mrs. Richter conduct a
music school in Merchantville, N. J.
Talented as a composer of piano music

Ada Richter and

specialization

her pupils caught

done by Mrs. Richter in this field has
name becoming familiar
far and wide through her very successful
books and pieces for young piano

moment in the
“Story-With-

beginners.

Music” period.

for

young

pupils,

the

during a

resulted in her

tense

ADA RICHTER

FOR MUSIC PUPILS
INSTRUCTION BOOKS
ADA RICHTER'S KIN DETRGAR TE N~ CLASS
BOOK

SI. 00

A Piano Approach

for Little Tots.

The

story of "Goldi-

and the Three Bears" musically and pictorially
The illustrations may be colored with crayon.
little playlet which dramatizes the story may be used for

JACK AND THE BEANSTALK—By Ada

“STORY WITH MUSIC’’ BOOKS

locks

illustrated.

A

recital purposes.

MY

PIANO BOOK—Part One By Ada

Richter. .50

A Method

for Class or Individual Instruction, in
First instruction material so attractively
presented as to seem like playing a succession of pretty
pieces. Part One and Part Two are in the oblong size
x
(10
63/4 ), and cover the first year of study. Many teachers
use them to follow a kindergarten piano book. Part Three
is a splendid aid carrying through the second year of study.

Three Parts.

MY PIANO BOOK—Part Two
MY PIANO BOOK—Part Three

By Ada Richter .50
By Ada Richter .75
By Ada

YOU CAN PLAY THE PIANO— Part One
Richter

75

A Book

for the Older Beginner, in
use with Junior High ages and upward.

Two

Parts.

For

YOU CAN PLAY THE PIANO—Part Two By

Ada

Richter

75
60

STUNTS FOR PIANO— By Ada Richter

A Very First Exercise Book. A clever presentation of
various phases of piano technic which helps the young
piano beginner to develop fundamentals, and at the same
time ha ve fun doing so.

“STORY WITH MUSIC” BOOKS

—

Contains directions

for

novel pupil recital with story drama-

pantomime.

THREE LITTLE PIGS—By Ada Richter
A Story with Music for the Piano. The

For Pianists of About Grade 3

NUTCRACKER SUITE
by Ada Richter
A Story with Music

PEER G YNT

(Grieg)

A Story with Music

—Arranged
yc

—Arranged by Ada Richter

.

.75

for the Piano. A presentation of
Grieg s music in story form for pianists who are up to about
grade 3. The story based on Ibsen's famous drama adds
to the charm of the book.

EASY-TO-PLAY PIANO SOLO ALBUMS
FIRST SONG BOOK— Compiled and
Ada Richter

*PLAY AND SING-By Ada Richter
A Sequel to My First Song Book, described

Arranged
yg

'75

above.

favorite melodies with texts.

SONGS OF MY COUNTRY—By Ada

play and sing.
Easy piano
printed between the staves.

arrangments,

Richter

Forty

.75

EASY-TO-PLAY PIANO SOLO ALBUMS
Hymns and

Carols

MY OWN HYMN BOOK— Compiled

by Ada Richter
Although arranged

and Arranged
.75

easy playing, the 52 hymns included
retain their full essence, and can be played in the regular
service when needed.
for

CHRISTMAS MELODIES—Arranged by Ada Richter
.75

Thirty-one best loved carols and songs arranged for easy
playing. Texts are included.

75

Hymns and Carols
FAVORITE HYMNS — Compiled and
Ada

Richter.

Twenty

the staves.
singing.

A

.75

hymns

skilfully

verse of each

May be used

for

is

accompaniment

CHRISTMAS CAROLS — By Ada
ments retain the gladsome spirit
also be used as accompaniments

and Arranged

for easy piano
included between

arranged

hymn

OUR LATIN-AMERICAN NEIGHBORS— Compiled

by Ada Richter
75
Songs from Creole, Mexican, Brazilian, Costa Rican, Chilean
Peruvian, Argentinean, and Ecuadorian sources.
Lovely
rhythmic airs to which these friendly people dance
and

Arranged by

.

favorite

duet playing.

60
telling of

1712

hymn

75
in easy duet
arrangements. Despite their simplicity these duet arrangeof the originals, and
for carol singing.

may

Indicates books sold only in U.S.A.

Examination Privileges on these books, and also on Easy
Piano Pieces by ADA RICHTER cheerfully extended.

Theodore Presser Co.
MUSIC PUBLISHERS AND DEALERS
CHESTNUT STREET

to

Richter
Twelve well-known Christmas carols and songs

60

unique

and

Twenty-eight easy piano pieces based on Foster melodies.
Texts are included, and there is a full page photograph of
the composer and a brief biography.

story carries

the favorite childhood story, interspersed with descriptive
little piano pieces.
Has drawings for coloring.

words

Arranged by Ada Richter

Easy pianistic arrangements of 46 familiar patriotic
meloA verse of each song is included, for convenience
in

singing.

along with interpolated music lor young pupils to play and
There are delightful illustrations for coloring.

with

SONGS OF STEPHEN FOSTER—Compiled

EASY-TO-PLAY PIANO DUET ALBUMS

Familiar Songs

by

Forty songs that everybody knows, made so easy that
aimost
anybody can play them. Texts of each song are given

sing.

CINDERELLA —By Ada Richter
A Story with Music for the Piano. A

(Tschaikowsky)

for the Piano. This book brings
of the most fascinating music ever written within
reach of the young pianist of not over grade three. The
entertaining story is charmingly illustrated.

some

dies.

For Young Pianists
PETER RABBIT By Ada Richter
60
A Story with Music for the Piano. Illustrated with
many cute pictures and piano pieces, some with texts.
tized in

Richter. .60

A Story with Music for the Piano. A favorite childhood story, delightfully told, with clever little piano pieces
which can easily be played. Drawings may be colored.

PHILADELPHIA

1,

PA.

